The Task Ahead...

Following is the full text of the letter written by
Shri Guruji on January 14, 1970 to Shri K.
Suryanarayan Rao, organising secretary of the
Karnataka Provincial Conference of VHP, held in
Udupi in December 1969, addressing all the
workers. The letter is still relevant for the
workers engaged in the service activities. Ed.:
“The Karnataka Provincial Conference of the
Vishwa Hindu Parishad is over. It was a grand
affair beyond even the most extravagant expectations of the conveners and workers. Naturally its
success has roused great expectations in the minds
of all. But I think it will not be reasonable to
suppose that all things will change for the better
immediately as if by magic. Hard persistent work
is called for. Indeed the Conference may be rightly
considered to be a clarion call to uniting efforts
for the all round betterment and consolidation of
the Hindu people. The success of the conference
should not make us complacent.
To take an example: The resolution on untouchability—blessed by all our Acharyas and
Dharmacharays, Mathadhipatis and other holy men
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of all our sects—cannot be translated into actual
life by mere pious expressions. Centuries old prejudices do not disappear by words or wishful thinking. Hard work, right propaganda has to be
undertaken from town to town, village to village,
house to house and people have to be educated
to accept and practise what has been resolved, not
merely as a concession to the pressure of modern
times but as an abiding principle and way of life,
in an humble spirit of atonement for past mistakes.
A change of heart, a moral and emotional change
in the attitudes and behaviour has to be brought
about. Working for the economic and political
betterment of those who had been relegated to the
background and bringing them up to stand shoulder to shoulder with all rest of our people is a
Herculean task. But this in itself is not enough; for
such ‘equality’ may be brought about without
shedding the feeling of separateness. What we
should desire and strive for is not merely economic
and political ‘equality’—we want a real change, a
complete integration. This change is beyond the
power of politics of governmental plans. It is
impossible to achieve it by the clever manipulations
of political parties dealing in patchwork in the
name of integration. Strenuous work springing from
the heart and manifesting itself in day-to-day
behaviour, work on a spiritual, moral and social
plane is called for and all participants in the
Conference, as well as all who had extended
sympathy and support must come forward to put
their shoulders to the wheel and with one mighty
stroke shatter to pieces the age long pernicious
prejudices.
Another important task is educating our people
in the principle and practice of Dharma in both
aspects—the general and all—comprehensive one
and the norms of the particular sect one may have
been born into or later accepted. This education
has to begin with ourselves, for no one wanting
to educate others can do so effectively without first
educating himself and putting into practice what
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Hugging those the people hate most

Editor's Note

J

handewala Mata Mandir is the prominent religious the same day. Later, they were imparted training to make
place of Delhi which is visited by thousands of various kinds of lamps from wax. The finishing and design
devotees everyday. During the Navratras this number of the lamps wondered and impressed the people too much
shoots up to lakhs. As happens outside every temple—huge that the people who used to tell us in the beginning that
gathering of beggars—is visible here also. Not only the old these children would never change, personally came to pet
and physically challenged, the small children among these them. It has also raised a ray of hope among their parents
beggars too chase the devotees so much that it is impossible and they too have started cooperating the Sewa Bharati
to get rid of them without giving anything. Sometimes it activists.
Their bad habits are fast turning into good habits.
looks like extortion. The biggest thing that was worrying the
sensible people was that most of these minor beggars were Wearing clean clothes, paying respect and touching feet of
involved in many kinds of addiction. If a child below the the elders, coming to the project timely are clearly visible.
age of five years starts chewing paan, tobacco, etc., in such Now they appear enthusiastic to their studies. Those who
a tender age what will happen when he/she grows adult. did not even know how to hold the pen, have learnt
counting, plus,
minus,
Devotees visiting the
division and Hindi alphatemple do not have time
bets well. Last year we
to think but giving them
took them on Delhi tour
alms. But as per its tradiand showed various
tion the Sewa Bharati paid
temples
including
a serious attention to this
Chhatarpur
temple,
social problem. Starting a
ISKON temple, Lotus
special project—Kunj
temple, Qutub Minar and
Behari Project—about 18
information was also immonths back, the Sewa
parted regarding various
Bharati has helped them
other prominent places.
live a respectful life.
These children have now
The children are also
not only abandoned most
taught various physical
of their bad habits but
Children studying at Kunj Behari Project, Jhandewalan
activities, drawing, dance
also stopped begging. Beand music to develop an
sides learning three Rs at
interest to the studies. After coming to the class they explain
the Kunj Behari Project, they have also started learning
their whole day’s routine to the teacher. When any Sangh
various ways to earn money by respectful means. Read the
leader visits the project these children feel happy to sing
change, visible among these children today, in the words of
shakha songs before him. If they are taught any bhajan or
Chandra Kala, the teacher at the project:
song they pick up it well and narrate in the class next day.
“Before coming to the Kunj Behari Project these children The annual function of the project was observed on Sepbegged outside the Jhandewala temple. They had many bad tember 16 last year in which they played various characters
habits like chewing paan, tobacco, abusing, gambling, etc. of the great personalities.”
They even threw stones on the teachers who came to
This is the real social transformation, which is taking
rehabilitate them. The entire money collected from begging place at the ground level without seeking publicity. The Sewa
used to be wasted on bad habits and hardly any amount Bharati has aroused a sense of self-respect and self-reliance
went their home.
even among those whom the so-called civilised people do
There are about 80 children enrolled in the project today. not want to touch. The Sangh swayamsevaks are today
They are both boys and girls and are between the age group running about one lakh service projects across the country,
of 4 to 13 years. The number of girls is more than the boys. which have brought remarkable change among the
The children including girls who once used filthy words in downtrodden and weaker sections of the society. It has not
every sentence now recite devotional songs, bhajans, only developed social harmony but also imparted nationalist
Saraswati vandana, Gayatri mantra, etc. On the occasion of samskars to the new generation. We have, in this issue, tried
Diwali last year they were trained to decorate deepaks to collect the experiences of various workers involved in the
(lamps) and an exhibition of their work was held in front of service activities. Hope the readers would enjoy and get
the Jhandewala temple. The lamps decorated by them were inspiration.
liked very much by the people and all the lamps were sold
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Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh: Sewa Vibhag
Service Activities (Till February 2007)
Sl.
No.

1
123456789101112131415161718192021222324252627282930313233-

No. of
places

State

2
Kerala
Dakshin Tamil Nadu
Uttar Tamil Nadu
Dakshin Kshetra
Dakshin Karnataka
Uttar Karnataka
Pashchim Andhra
Poorvi Andhra
Dak. Madh. Kshetra
Konkan
Pas. Maharashtra
Devgiri
Gujarat
Vidarbha
Pashchim Kshetra
Madhya Bharat
Mahakoshal
Chhattisgarh
Madhya Kshetra
Chittor
Jaipur
Jodhpur
Uttar Pas. Kshetra
Delhi
Haryana
Punjab
Jammu & Kashmir
Himachal Pradesh
Uttar Kshetra
Uttaranchal
Meerut
Brij
Pasch. U.P. Kshetra
Kanpur
Avadh
Kashi
Goraksh
Purvi Uttar Kshetra
Uttar Bihar
Dakshin Bihar
Jharkhand
Uttar. Madh. Kshetra

No. of
activities

3
2369
1210
291
3870
2399
524
472
321
3716
809
460
313
348
347
2277
2043
1254
2006
5303
98
93
93
284
123
99
127
91
22
462
259
419
330
1008
281
109
244
125
759
56
21
440
517
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4
4592
5643
596
10831
5008
1309
775
360
7452
1161
627
590
479
602
3459
3941
1728
3063
8732
272
312
224
808
2044
416
541
212
64
3277
346
1019
765
2130
368
223
409
151
1151
61
24
1148
1233

Types of activities
Education

Health

5
2280
607
50
2937
962
174
547
140
1823
382
215
159
129
176
1061
2243
1244
1887
5374
135
137
101
373
556
158
313
101
37
1165
172
330
170
672
166
55
130
28
379
26
12
191
229

6
812
158
25
955
292
51
59
200
602
550
211
206
253
151
1371
234
398
570
1202
42
47
26
115
100
50
73
17
12
252
148
541
310
999
57
44
72
15
188
6
2
18
26
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7
1000
4722
516
6238
2544
516
134
0
3194
127
82
137
34
266
646
1165
67
91
1323
49
105
27
181
528
65
45
57
0
695
7
76
211
294
106
8
108
14
236
26
0
76
102

Selfreliance

8
500
156
5
661
1210
568
35
20
1833
102
119
88
63
9
381
299
19
515
833
46
23
70
139
860
143
110
37
15
1165
19
72
74
165
39
116
99
94
348
3
10
863
876
6

Sl.
No.

State

1
343536-

2

No. of
places

Utkal
Dakshin Bengal
Uttar Bengal
Poorvi Kshetra

3738-

Uttar Assam
Dakshin Assam
Assam Kshetra
Total

123456-

Vishwa Hindu Parishad
Vidya Bharati
Deendayal Research Institute
Vanvasi Kalyan Ashram
Bharat Vikas Parishad
Rashtra Sevika Samiti
Total

Grand total
(Contd. from p.3)

No. of
activities

Types of activities
Education

Health

Social

Selfreliance

3
342
224
97
663
430
4437
4467
23726

4
546
327
163
1036
452
5109
5561
45670

5
232
65
34
331
4
256
260
14604

6
139
206
106
451
395
4438
4833
11034

7
137
44
19
200
40
84
124
13233

8
38
12
4
54
13
331
344
6799

17554
----807
9492
--------27853
51579

27875
6560
2250
9986
849
343
47863
93533

17554
6560
637
2623
----47
27421
42025

6465
0
0
2128
----38
8631
19665

3046
0
807
5235
----173
9261
22494

810
0
806
0
----85
1701
8500

The Task Ahead...

he has learnt and what he wants to teach.
Burning faith and absolute devotion, purity of
character, words, feelings and deeds alone can
confer on one the authority to teach others. And
so we have to cultivate assiduously these great
qualities.
We have to carry this education to the
remotest corners of our country to those for whom
Dharma has been reduced to a mere bundle of
crude superstitious rites, to those who never had
the opportunity to learn, and live Dharma—in all
off villages, in the hills and in the dense forests.
We must expect hardships, troubles and tribulations in this work and often we may feel that it
has been a thankless task. But without expecting
immediate results or miracles to happen, we must
face the hard facts and with infinite patience
plot—to success in the true spirit of a Karmayogi.
Many workers appear to take a delight in
blaming others for all ills. Some may put the
blame on the political perversities, others on the
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aggressive activities of the Christians or Muslims
and such other faiths. Let our workers keep their
minds free from such tendencies and work for our
PEOPLE, our DHARMA in the right spirit, lend
a helping hand to all our brethren who need help
and strive to relieve distress wherever we see it.
In this service no distinction should be made
between man and man. We have to serve all, be
he a Christian or a Muslim or a human being of
any other persuasion: for, calamities, distress and
misfortunes make no such distinction, but afflict
all alike. And in serving to relieve the sufferings
of man let it not be in a spirit of condescence
or mere compassion but as devoted worship of the
Lord abiding the heart of all beings, in the true
spirit of our Dharma of surrendering our all in
the humble service of Him who is Father, Mother,
Brother, Friend and Everything to us all.
And may our actions succeed in brining out
the glory and effulgence of our Santana—
Eternal—Dharma.”

—M.S. Golwalkar (14-01-1970)
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Everybody should learn to
do something for others

W

E have very effective
work of Self-Help
Group (SHG) in Tamil Nadu.
Only in Kanyakumari district
of the state we have over
2000 SHGs, which have
emerged as effective means
of social transformation and
self-reliance. It was a marvelous experience for me to see
the women of remote villages
thinking in so much totality.
When I reached a village with a view to see one SHG,
I found all kinds of women—illiterate and semiliterate—
there. I just wanted to see their work. It wondered
me to find that an almost illiterate woman was heading
that SHG. In the meeting of SHG they first read out
a newspaper report and then reviewed it. Then they
held discussion over the cleanliness in the village. In
the end they discussed accounts of the group. It was
a new experience for me to find the women of a
remote village thinking so deeply about the developments in their surroundings.
I have another experience of a village in Gujarat.
There are 10 SHGs in the village of 600-odd families.
It means at least 200 women are associated with this
work there. When we reached the house of the Group’s
head, I enquired about her education. She was just
second standard pass but was heading the group. When
I saw the registers of their accounts I asked her how
did she do all that? She candidly said she did not know
much but she got everything done by the children. I
found a mentality of seeking help from others to keep
our work complete among those women. She narrated
me one incident related to the work. One day she went
to the Bank. The Bank Manager told her to bring an
educated person with her who can explain her their
points since she was not properly educated. She
returned silently and later went with an educated person
and the work was finally got done. After some time
Sewa Sadhana

when she again had to go to the bank, the manager
repeated the same words—bring any educated person.
Then she boldly and courageously told the manager
that it is your responsibility to explain her in the
language, which she understands. It was with such a
courage and confidence that she discussed the matter
with the Bank Manager and after understanding
everything she got her work done. I think the confidence that has developed among women due to the
SHGs is commendable.
You will read in detail the incidents related to some
nomadic communities in other chapters. Here I narrate
you an interesting experience related to the Paradhis
of Maharashtra who are normally believed to be
involved in various anti-social activities. We started a
self-employment project for them. Basically we decided
to impart training in making bakery products. In the
beginning it was experienced that the products produced at the training centre were eaten by them at
the project itselt. Sometimes the raw material was also
stolen. But gradually the people learnt making good
bakery products. A young man told me that when he
went to sell the bakery products in an adjoining village
carrying them on his bicycle, the first question he was
asked by the people, “From where have you stolen
it? But I confidently said it is not the stolen material,
it has been made by me with my hard work.” Such
a confidence has developed by our workers among
these nomads people.
We run a Samskar Kendra for children at a place.
We have a number of such projects across the country.
The primary objective of these Kendras is to impart
good samskars to children. Education can be imparted
in schools but proper attention is not paid to imparting
good samskars there. This problem is seen more in
the Jhuggi clusters and remote areas. Once, our woman
worker went to the Samskar Kendra along with her
minor daughter. The worker started taking class at the
Kendra and the girl started playing with the children
of her age. While playing she found a necklace in the
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neck of a girl of the Sewa Basti. She also desired
to have the similar necklace. When she said it to the
girl of the Sewa Basti, she immediately gave the
necklace to her. After finishing the class when the
worker started returning home she found the necklace
in the neck of her daughter. She enquired about it.
The girl told about the girl who gave it. The worker
immediately directed her to return it to the girl. When
the girl went to return it, the girl of Sewa Basti said,
“It doesn’t matter whether it is in your neck or in my
neck. You have it permanently.” We may think that
there is illiteracy and no samskar among the people
of such Bastis, the fact is that a change is taking place
there also.
Our workers have started mobile laboratories at
certain places to impart the knowledge of science to
the children of rural and remote areas. Once a year
we have meetings with parents. In one such meeting
we asked the parents to express their opinion about
the science laboratory. We had expected that they
would suggest something. The parents were not very
much educated—they were mostly labourers and
farmers. Along with the science training we had also
started involving the children in some other activities
like story telling, subhashit, shloka, yoga, exercise,
sports, patriotic songs, etc. In that meeting it wondered
everybody that no parent expressed any expectation
from the science laboratory but everybody wanted to
increase the samsksar activities saying that they feel
good when their children sing the shlokas and patriotic
songs, etc. It means that people still give priority to
samskars. We too are trying to disseminate the similar
message through our service projects and the society
is also in its favour.
The prime objective of our service projects is also
the same. Providing facilities is the duty of the
administration and it has been doing it as per its
capacity. The saadhan (means) can also be provided
by an organisation. But we have reached the people
with various activities to bring positive change in their
thinking and life. It does not mean that the means is
not important. We tell all our workers that the means
they adopt should surely be effective and appropriate.
If we run a coaching class, we should ensure that the
children studying at our Centres should register good
Sewa Sadhana

performance in their studies. If we run a health centre,
the patients visiting it should get the appropriate
medicines and treatment. If we run a cutting-tailoring
centre for women, we should ensure that the women
coming at the Centre should become perfect tailor. But
only it is not enough. It can be done anywhere and
by anybody.
If we have to bring a positive change, infuse selfconfidence or develop the sense of self-reliance, it will
not happen with just such means. It is our experience
of many years. This is the reason we tell our workers
to bring a constructive change in the people’s mentality.
We expect that the persons visiting our projects must
feel a difference in their life. It needs to be seen
repeatedly that he/she should become a hard worker,
honest, self-reliant and should develop the feeling to
do something for others. We need not stop here also.
The children coming to the Samskar Kendra should
carry all the samskars to their respective families and
a positive change should appear in their families also.
The parents and siblings of those children should also
desire to follow them. The Bhojan Mantra is not the
thing just to recite at the functions; it should gradually
be started at homes. Such a message should reach
every home by the children who come to our projects.
We also expect that people who live around our
project, no matter whether they are associated with
the project or not, should also develop a faith and
interest in our service activities and also a sense of
responsibility to the society. Today an atmosphere of
mistrust has developed about the persons engaged in
social activities. A healthy and positive atmosphere
should replace it and people should change their
mentality about the good work. The whole society
should feel an association with our activities. If we
move in this direction we would get success. Otherwise, only providing facilities and making them prosperous is not our business. We also want to give a
message to the society that everybody should learn to
do something for others. If the same feeling develops
in the hearts of other people, we will say that we are
successful in our endeavour.
—Sureshrao Joshi
President, Rashtriya Sewa Bharati
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Serve Man—Serve God

Almighty
blesses those
who love
human beings
By K. Suryanarayan Rao

T

Guruji queried, “Is that person not
a member of our society? Does
suffering and his misery make you
feel sorry for his condition? You
begin to do something and serve
to mitigate the sufferings of such
persons, identifying yourself with
their sorrow, then you will learn to
identify with the entire society and
you will experience to be one with
the sorrows or pleasures of our
countrymen. This is the practical
way to be one with our society
and experience the oneness.”
Sewa Sadhana

HE Vivekananda Kendra,
Kanyakumari
publishes
Vivekananda Kendra Patrika
twice a year. The first issue was
published in the beginning of
1972. Shri Eknath Ranade and
Kendra’s vice president Prof. K.N.
Waswani approached Shri Guruji
for a message of blessings for the
first issue. The theme of the first
issue was ‘Serve Man-Serve God’.
Coming to know of this title Shri
Guruji repeated a few lines of a poem named ‘Abu-BenAdam’ composed by the English poet Hunt. These lines
from the memory of Shri Guruji were most appropriate for
this magazine with this title. The gist of the poem is as
follows:
“One night in his dreams Abu-Ben-Adam saw a messenger of God who was brighter than the shining moon. The
messenger was writing something in a book with golden
pages. In that peaceful and pleasant atmosphere collecting
all courage Abu-Ben-Adam humbly asked him, “What are
you writing?” The messenger of God lifting his head casting
a loving look at him said, “I am writing the names of such
devotees who intensely love the Almighty God.” Abu asked,
“Whether my name also would be there?” The messenger
said, “Not now”. Abu with all humility and pleasantly prayed,
“Please write my name as one who deeply love the human
beings.” The messenger wrote something and vanished. On
the second day night also he appeared again. In his Divine
Light he showed the list of names whom the Almighty had
blessed, and surprisingly in that list the very first name was
of Abu-Ben-Adam”.
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Practical way to identify with society
Many swayamsevaks from Karnataka had
gone to third year Sangh Shiksha Varga in
Nagpur in the year 1972. After the completion
of the training classes, one of the swayamsevaks
stayed for two days more to visit the places
of interest around Nagpur like Ramtek, etc.
Before returning to Bangalore, he went to meet
Shri Guruji and to take his blessings. Guruji
received him with all love and there was a free
conversation for sometime. This swayamsevak
requested Guruji to permit him to ask a question. Guruji gladly asked him to put the question. The swayamsevak with all humility said to
Guruji that he has a problem in his mind. He
has heard the boudhiks and other talks of
senior workers of Sangh that the entire Hindu
society is one family and we are all brothers
and sisters. The problem is, this point he has
intellectually understood and convinced, but at
the practical level he is not experiencing that
feeling of love and oneness towards all. How
to get this practical experience of identifying
himself with all the members of our society?
Shri Guruji smiling and pleasantly said, “I will
show you the way”. He got up from his seat
and went out into the balcony overseeing the
frontage of Karyalaya, where some four roads
met together after some open space, and Guruji
called that swayamsevak, held his hand with
affection and pointed towards a beggar sitting
by the side of a drainage on one of the roads,
and asked the swayamsevak, whether he is able
to see that emaciated person with all torn rags
on his body. The swayamsevak said that he
could see. Guruji queried, “Is that person not
a member of our society? Does suffering and
his misery make you (swayamsevak) feel sorry
for his condition? You begin to do something
and serve to mitigate the sufferings of such
persons, identifying yourself with their sorrow,
then you will learn to identify with the entire
society and you will experience to be one with
the sorrows or pleasures of our countrymen.
This is the practical way to be one with our
society and experience the oneness.
Panditah Samdarshinah
Shri Guruji’s programme was arranged at
Mangalore. There was a fishermen shakha in
a coastal village. Before the commencement of
the shakha, Shri Guruji had gone to the sea
beach and sitting with karyakartas on the

sands engaged in conversation. A few
fishermen’s children were playing on the sand
near about. A small child completely naked
walked straight to Shri Guruji and sat on his
lap. Guruji with all love patted the child on his
back lovingly and tried to speak with him in
Hindi. The child was also looking at Guruji’s
face with all curiosity. This went on for a few
minutes and suddenly the child got up and
went away as he came. The child was lucky to
get the love and blessings of Shri Guruji. All
other karyakartas could experience the attitudes of oneness and equality so naturally
demonstrated by Shri Guruji, as said in the
Bhagwad Gita—Panditah Samdarshinah. It
was an example for all to emulate.
To serve our own brother and sisters is also
Sangh work
When Shri Guruji was in Pune some
swayamsevaks who were in the final year of
their medical course came to meet him. They
said to Guruji that Sangh work has got its own
significance and limitations also. We want to
do something more new and constructive along
with Sangh work. What can we do?” Guruji said
to them, “There is so much of work to be done!
Hence really speaking there is no necessity that
anybody should tell you what to do. For
example in Satara district there is a taluka
called Wayee, where thousands of villagers are
suffering from the disease called ‘Naru’. You
can make a research on this disease and find
out the best medicine, which can cure this
‘Naru’ and see those villagers are freed from
it. To serve our own brothers and sisters is also
Sangh work only.” Shri Guruji in this way
guided hundreds of workers and made them
actively do something to serve the society.
This incident directs towards the point that we
have to be helpful to society and be one with
the sufferings of other human beings around
us. That is the only real purpose of life and
the All Merciful Almighty loves and blesses
only such persons.
Loving all without any difference
Shri Guruji was not making any distinction
about caste and creed, but loving all human
beings equally. On January 24, 1943, he was on
Vijayawada railway platform waiting for his train
sitting on a bench. An old Muslim woman came
near the place where Guruji was sitting and
stood there. Seeing this at once Guruji got up
and calling her ‘mother’ asked her to sit in his
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“All of you saw
his towel only.
But I could see
his pure loving
and simple
heart. So the
tea was very
tasty and good
for me.” All
other
karyakartas in
the car got a
new vision and
learnt a lesson
that the
attitude one
should have in
such a
situation.
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How can we
develop our
country
depending
upon the
foreign help
of money or
machines?
All our
sadhus and
saints have
taught us ‘to
depend upon
a begging
bowl and get
burnt, is the
most
shameful
life’. The
villagers
should stand
unitedly on
their own
legs and
make efforts
for the
development
of the
village. This
is the
noblest thing
to do.

place. With that old
lady there was a small
child of about two
years. Shri Guruji
lifted that child in his
arms and started patting it with love. The
child also began pulling the hairs of
Guruji’s dadhi and
started playing with
him. Shri Guruji was
all love and kindness.
Pure, loving and
simple heart
Shri Guruji was
on a visit to a few
shakhas in Uttar
Pradesh. His whole
tour was arranged in
a car. It was so
planned that the car
would pass through
such villages where
there are shakhas and
Sangh contact. Shri
Guruji’s car would
stop near a village on
the roadside, the
swayamsevaks and
villagers would assemble, Guruji would talk for some time and
proceed further. In this way Guruji’s car had
stopped at a small village on the roadside,
where the villagers had gathered for the darshan
of Shri Guruji. Guruji had a few words with the
villagers. One elderly poor villager came forward and made an appeal to Shri Guruji. He
humbly said, “We are very happy that you have
come to our village. I am a poor man. I have
my hut just in front, here where the car stopped.
It will be my fortune if your goodself just kindly
enter my hut and make it sanctified. Shri Guruji
gladly accepted and entered the hut. The villager was very happy. It was not pre-arranged.
Immediately he spread a chadar (bed sheet) on
the ground and requested Guruji and others
who were accompanying him to kindly sit. Then
he further requested Guruji to kindly accept a
cup of tea from this poor man. Guruji and the
others sat down. The poor man asked his wife
to prepare tea at once. Because it was one room
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hut, everything was open. Immediately she
made arrangements to prepare tea and within
minutes she put some tea-leaves and she was
searching for something to filter the tea.
Immediately the poor man took the towel
from his shoulders and spread on the vessel
and asked his wife to filter through it. All were
observing the whole process and the tea was
ready. It was poured into the cups available in
his hut, and he went on keeping one cup before
every person requesting everyone to take the
tea. Everyone began to say some reason and
refused to take the tea, but Guruji took the cup
and started sipping and emptied the cup. The
villager was immensely pleased and Shri Guruji
got up and took leave of him. All sat in the car
and the car proceeded for its next destination.
After the car started one karyakarta in the car
asked Guruji, “Guruji! How could you drink that
tea? Did you not observe the dirty towel in
which the tea was filtered? I had nausea at the
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very sight of it, and all of us refused to drink
telling some reason or the other. But you drank
it without any remark?” Shri Guruji replied, “All
of you saw his towel only. But I could see his
pure loving and simple heart. So the tea was
very tasty and good for me.” All other
karyakartas in the car got a new vision and
learnt a lesson that the attitude one should
have in such a situation.
Setting an example
In 1950 Maharashtra Sangh Shiksha Varga
was held at Pune. As usual, Guruji visited the
Varga. Many other adhikaris also had come to
meet Guruji. At the lunch time, there was a
separate line arranged for Guruji along with the
other adhikaries. As per the system, several
groups of swayamsevaks were serving food in
the various lines. When Guruji came to sit in
his line he saw one swayamsevak was standing
aside without serving. Guruji observed and
went near that swayamsevak and asked him
why he is not serving anything? He replied, “I
feel shy and hesitate to serve all respectable
persons like you.” Guruji said, “Why? He
replied, “I belong to an untouchable caste and
how can I serve you a holy person?” Then
Guruji took him by his hand, went near the
vessels kept for serving and picked up the
vessel containing Jalebees (which were specially prepared for that day) placed it in his
hands and took him along with him, occupied
his seat, and asked him to serve the Jalebee
first in his plate and go on serving the entire
line. The swayamsevak followed Guruji’s instruction and his hesitation was gone, and he
continued to serve other things also in the line
in a natural way. This is how Guruji set an
example to all others to treat every person in
the Hindu society as members of the one family
irrespective of any caste a person may belong
to, and also, Guruji in a natural way removed
the inferiority complex in that swayamsevak.
Total development of a village
In the year 1952, there was a four-day RSS
training camp held at a village named Shivane,
near Pune in which 150 swayamsevaks from
Pune had participated. With the cooperation of
the villagers the swayamsevaks laid a 1200 feet
long road in the village. Shri Guruji specially
visited Shivane to see this work done by the
united efforts of the villagers and the
swayamsevaks.

The villagers had erected welcome arches
and festoons and beautifully decorated the
entire village to receive Guruji. Guruji was
taken in procession with groups of
swayamsevaks playing lezims on the newly
laid road. The women folk of the village
welcomed Guruji with Mangal Aarati. A beautifully decorated dais was erected in front of
the village temple where Guruji was welcomed. After this, in a short speech, Shri
Anna Saheb Patil, the village chief spoke: The
Sangh shakha has been started in this Shivane
village, as a result of which in the whole
village, a feeling of love is on the increase
amongst villagers. A sentiment of oneness is
growing in the minds of all, forgetting the
differences between various castes as well as
the rich and the poor, all the villagers unitedly
have worked for the development of this
village. On this occasion Shri Guruji gave the
following speech:
“When I learnt that the villagers, have
joined together and with their own efforts and
a true feeling of emotional unity have laid this
road, then itself I had told that I would
necessarily come to this village. Your village
has progressed by one step. Our country has
spread from Rameshwar to Badri-Kedar, and
from Somnath to Puri, and we Hindus are the
masters of this land. The foreigners tried to
divide us. Those people sowed the poisonous seeds of difference of language, province, etc. amongst we brothers. Even after
Independence we are quarrelling for power
with the new party differences like Congress,
Socialist, Shetkari Kam Kari Party (The farmer
and labour party), etc. No doubt, every
political party has a few good persons, but
the self-interest of their party comes in the
way. Hence, everybody will be in search of
the mistakes of the others, to accuse. How
can we develop our country depending upon
the foreign help of money or machines? All
our sadhus and saints have taught us ‘to
depend upon a begging bowl and get burnt,
is the most shameful life’. The villagers should
stand unitedly on their own legs and make
efforts for the development of the village.
This is the noblest thing to do.”

You can
make a
research on
this disease
and find out
the best
medicine,
which can
cure the
‘Naru’ and
see those
villagers are
freed from it.
To serve our
own
brothers and
sisters is
also Sangh
work only.

(The author is former Akhil Bharatiya Sewa Pramukh
of RSS and he compiled the experiences of Shri
Guruji related to the service work.)
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Infuse the feeling
of kinship
By K.S. Sudarshan

I

T is this feeling that everyone has the
same Parbrahma (supreme soul) in his
heart, we treat everyone as our own.
That is the reason we the Hindus worship
sheeps, snakes, monkeys, trees, plants, animals,
birds, insects and even stones. Since one
supreme soul exists in the whole universe we
have complete freedom to worship the God in
any form. The feeling of aatmeeyata (kinship)
is indeed the real thing. All the pains and
sufferings of a human being, whom we have
accepted as our own, become our own pains
and sufferings and we consider it our duty to
help him overcome the hardships.
The service-minded people seen here today belong to the same section. They all have
realised that our own brothers and sisters, who
are the children of our own Bharatmata and are
also an integral part of our society, are today
afflicted with pains and sufferings. If the God
has given us more wealth and prosperity than

Those who have been gifted
with more wealth by the God
should realise that they
would only use as much as
is necessary for them to
survive. It means that leaving
aside what is necessary to
live a simple life, all belong
to the society and the
Almighty God. Therefore, we
should dedicate it to
the God Himself.
others, it becomes our sacred duty to help our
brethren to get them rid of the sufferings and
sorrows. This is the reason that these people
are today engaged in various constructive
activities.
Those who have
been gifted with more
wealth by the God should
realise that they would
only use as much as is
necessary for them to
survive. It means that
leaving aside what is
necessary to live a simple
life, all belong to the society and the Almighty
God. Therefore, we
should dedicate it to the
God Himself.

A woman of Keshav Vihar Sewa Basti tying rakhi on the hand of Shri K.S. Sudarshan
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Those who have
been endowed with wisdom by the God should
feel it their duty to impart knowledge to others. We need to share
our knowledge with our
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Women of the Sewa Basti at the Rakshabandhan Utsav in Delhi

those brethren, who have been deprived of the
light of knowledge due to some reasons. Hence,
we should resolve to teach all the illiterate
people of our country. Educated women should
also spare some time to teach those women
who are still illiterate and cannot read the
Ramayana, the Bhagwad Gita, etc. These
women should render this pious service when
they get time from their daily activities.
The young boys and girls who feel that
they have completed their education should
also take a pledge to teach those youngsters
who cannot read and write. We all must spare
some time for the people of our society. We
need to resolve that no person of the society
should remain illiterate or economically deprived. Everyone should tread the path of
progress after becoming literate. We should
start those projects that can make the poor selfdependent. The youth who have become selfdependent after completing their education
should also come forward to help the people
of their society.
In fact, this feeling of kinship or oneness
teaches us to serve. This is the reason various
men and women of this locality too have tried
to infuse good samskars into the children of
this locality regarding them as their own children. The women of this locality should also
resolve to keep their houses clean. Everybody
must plant a Tulsi sapling in his/her home. Tulsi

cures various disorders automatically. By instilling good samskars into the children we should
infuse the feeling of kinship and oneness among
the people.
Swami Ramteertha had said that the
Bharatmata is our mother and we all are her
children. Therefore, all children of Bharatmata
are our brothers and sisters and all the people
across the country should be imbued with this
feeling. Only then the problems of unemployment, poverty, etc., would be resolved. Today
people lack the feeling of aatameeyata. Therefore, we should overcome this shortcoming.
Only then would we be truly able to realise the
problems of the countrymen. The day we realise
such a feeling, that day all the problems of the
nation would be resolved.
The change we can witness in this Keshav
Vihar locality today is the fruit of your hard
work. Your work has improved the standard of
these people’s life. The children are today more
educated than ever before. The women, who
were completely illiterate, can now read and
write to some extent. In fact, such type of
activities being run with mutual cooperation
uplift one another.
(The author is Sarsanghachalak
Swayamsevak Sangh. The article is
speech Shri Sudarshan delivered at the
Utsav at Keshav Vihar Sewa Basti
Rakshabandhan Day last year.)
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of Rashtriya
based on the
Rakshabandhan
of Delhi on
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The young boys
and girls who
feel that they
have completed
their education
should take a
pledge to teach
those youngsters
who cannot read
and write. We all
must spare
some time for
the people of
our society. We
need to resolve
that no person
of the society
should remain
illiterate or
economically
deprived.
Everyone should
tread the path of
progress after
becoming
literate.
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Service turns
the served into
touchstone
By Mohanrao Bhagwat

S

EWA is the most effective medium
of conveying the message. The
thing that cannot be explained in
marathon speeches directly reaches
the heart of people just by one act of service. I remember the Sangh
Shiksha Vargas of 15-day duration were held across the country after the
Emergency was lifted in 1977. Majority of the Shiksharthis in those Vargas
were new swayamsevaks. A similar swayamsevak of about 15 years of
age was attending a Varga in Maharashtra. Suddenly he developed
stomachache and started experiencing fits repeatedly. In such a condition
there was a need to monitor him throughout the night. I was then Zila
Pracharak there. Since all the workers were engaged in different tasks, I
said I would monitor the swayamsevak at night. I awoke beside his bed
throughout the night. Sometimes he got up and ran speedily. In such a
condition the affected person has extraordinary strength. I managed him
and laid on the bed many times at night. In the morning, all the workers
got engaged in their respective duties. That swayamsevak too got well
and engaged in the activities of the Varga. Later, in the Varga when he

came to know that this worker awoke whole
night to look after me, it deeply moved him. He
started thinking why and how such a Zila level
worker for whom I am a stranger and he also
does not know my caste or community awoke

Sewa is the virtue that
purifies our minds with a
positive and constructive
attitude. In fact, by doing
sewa, as Swami
Ramakrishna Paramhansa
had said, we are not
obliging or showing any
favour to them. It is an
arrogance to think like that.
We in fact worship a
creature in the form of
service. When we work with
such a feeling it appears
that the service, which we
are doing for others is
benefiting ourselves more.
It gives a joy and
happiness in the life.
throughout the night for me. He was influenced deeply and later he became a good
worker of the Sangh. Sewa is the practical
conduct of the things that we say in words.
What you cannot explain in words can be
explained more effectively by just one act of
sewa. It is not a different work. It is the
practical form of what we say.

Sahabhoj removes all differences and brings all together
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What it benefits others is a different
matter, the sewa purifies oneself also. There
are a number of workers whose behaviour got
soft after their engagement in the service
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activities. Their thinking towards happiness
and sorrow in life also changed substantially.
Ma. Seshadriji used to narrate one such experience. A lady activist of Hindu Sewa
Pratishthan, Bangalore, worked among the
physically challenged children who came at the
project everyday and it was like a school.
Handling children is itself a very tough task and
the hardships can be understood in the case
of physically challenged children. Some do not
have hearing power, some cannot speak and
some cannot walk. It was very odd situation,
as nobody knows what one does at what time,
and she had to take care of them in every
condition. Doing it she got fed up. One day she
started thinking in depression what the hell was
she doing. Would it benefit them and how it
would benefit the country? Like an ordinary
human being she also got anxious. Thinking all
this, tears started coming out from her eyes. A
minor child from those handicapped children
whose hands had not developed properly
started expunging her tears saying, “Didi! Why
are you crying? Everything will be all right.” As
she used to console the children in the project
that child too started consoling her. She tells
she suddenly felt a divine light in her mind as
if the God Himself is standing in front of her
expunging her tears and removing the darkness
from the mind. “It increased my capacity to
work. I thought if such a physically challenged
child can run to wipe out the tears of others,
I am a perfect lady and has more strength than
him. I should do it definitely. Therefore there
should be no cause of worry in this work.”
Sewa is the virtue that purifies our minds
with a positive and constructive attitude. In
fact, by doing sewa, as Swami Ramakrishna
Paramhansa had said, we are not obliging or
showing any favour to them. It is an arrogance
to think like that. We in fact worship a creature
in the form of service. When we work with such
a feeling it appears that the service, which we
are doing for others is benefiting ourselves
more. It gives a joy and happiness in the life.
It is said that paaras (touchstone) turns the
iron into gold. The paaras is limited to this
extent. We feel that sewa is the paaras that
turns the iron (served person) into paaras
(make server) itself. It is the miracle of service.
The served person does not stop at just receiving our services, he further engages himself/
herself in the service of others. There are a

number of projects where the served people are
today active workers of that project. We have
Swaroopvardhini in Pune where most of the fulltime workers are old served people. They lived
in the nearby Jhuggi-clusters and made progress
with the services received from the project.
After achieving a place in their life they returned
to serve the people of their localities as servers.
The Sangh has a huge team of such full-time
workers. The president of Vanvasi Kalyan
Ashram Shri Jagdevram Oraon is himself a
product of Vanvasi Kalyan Ashram and he is
now giving full time to the Kalyan Ashram. In
fact, such an inspiration develops from the
service.
I also once realised it in my life. There was
a fourth standard pass Vanvasi boy who lived
in the remote area of Chandrapur district in
Maharashtra. The condition of his family was
very poor. The agriculture hardly produced the
foodgrain needed for running the family. When
he grew young, he had to earn to survive. One
day he came to Erapalli tehsil centre. He was
wandering here and there, as he did not have
any destination to reach. He saw a hostel there.
He went there and said that I have come to find
a job and want to stay for two-three days. The
hostel in-charge granted him permission. While
staying there he moved in the town the whole
day in search of a job. Since he was very less
educated, neither he had anybody’s recommendation nor money, who gave him a job? After
two-three days when he did not get the job he
came to the hostel and told the hostel in-charge
to give him a job in the hostel itself. The hostel
in-charge said what would you do here? He said
I would clean the floor, fetch water and prepare
meals. I can do these works perfectly. The hostel
in-charge said we are not the rich service
people; we cannot give you much salary. Now
we do all these works ourselves to save the
money. Therefore, we cannot hire a cook. If you
work here we cannot give you more than Rs 30
per month. What will you do with such a less
amount? He said it is sufficient for him. It is
better than nothing. He requested to give the
amount once in four months so that he can send
some amount to his home. Meals of both the
times were provided to him at the hostel. He did
not have other requirements. He had brought
the clothes for one year. Finally he started
working in the hostel.
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The workers
should feel
that the Sangh
work or any
kind of social
activity should
be done with
the feeling
that it is our
own society
and we are
working for
our own
people. We
should not
count our
contribution
and also
should not be
proud of what
we have done.
If we have to
think, we
should think
that we are
fortunate that
we got the
opportunity to
serve our own
people. It does
not just
benefit others
but also
makes my own
life purer and
bright. It is
for my own
benefit.
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“It increased
my capacity
to work. I
thought if
such a
physically
challenged
child can
run to wipe
out the tears
of others, I
am a perfect
lady and has
more
strength than
him. I should
do it
definitely.
Therefore
there should
be no cause
of worry in
this work.”

After completion of four months the hostel
in-charge gave him Rs 120. But he did not
accept the amount. The hostel in-charge thought
that he got angry, as the amount is less. He
said, “We had told you in the very beginning
that we could not give you more money. We
can give you only this much amount if you still
feel it is less you can leave the job.” The boy
said, “It is not the matter. I will not leave the
job. In fact, I do not need the salary and I
would work free”. The hostel in-charge said,

the society.” What will you eat? “Nothing.”
The boy said he then thought that despite
having this much higher education this
Pracharak is working for the society, I might not
be highly educated but I have strength to work.
Why I should also not do like that. He then
worked for many years as a full-time worker.
Seeing the financial condition of his family we
ourselves told him to go back and find a job.
We helped him learning driving and also managed a job of driver for him. He later married
and is a householder now. But it
took us six months
to persuade him to
go back home.

Children of a Samskar Kendra singing a patriotic song at a function held to
celebrate the birth anniversary of Dr B.R. Ambedkar in Jodhpur, Rajasthan

“But you need the money”. He said, “Many
people need it in the world. They also do it.
I will also do it without money since it is the
service work”. The hostel in-charge asked him
how he developed such a feeling?
He said when the Vibhag Pracharak came
here one day I asked him who was he? He said
I am a Sangh worker. I asked what does he do?
“Awakening the society and engaging people
in service work.” How much salary do you get?
The Pracharak said, “No salary, I work without
salary.” What about meals? “I take it wherever
I go. If don’t get I remain hungry. How much
are you educated? The Pracharak said, “M.Com.,
LL.B.” Despite having such higher education
you just work for the society, how do you run
your family? The Prachrak said, “I did not
marry.” Then? “I will remain a bachelor.” Why
will you remain a bachelor? “I have to work for
Sewa Sadhana

The touch of
sewa apprised that
Vanvasi boy who
lived in remote area
where there was no
electricity, road,
schools, etc., of his
duty to the society.
Sewa is the thing
that purifies our own
life and makes the
served person also
a touchstone. Just
a touch of service
apprises the people
of the fact that the
whole society is

ours and we should do something for it. This
is my own experience.
Therefore, the workers should feel that the
Sangh work or any kind of social activity
should be done with the feeling that it is our
own society and we are working for our own
people. We should not count our contribution
and also should not be proud of what we have
done. If we have to think, we should think that
we are fortunate that we got the opportunity
to serve our own people. It does not just benefit
others but also makes my own life purer and
bright. It is for my own benefit. We should feel
as if we are serving the God. When your service
transforms the life of others you will feel an
extraordinary happiness, which you cannot get
by doing any other work.
(The author is Sarkaryavah of Rashtriya Swayamsevak
Sangh and the article is based on a conversation.)
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We win confidence of people
By Prem Chand Goel

I

was
mostly
in
Rajasthan during the
birth centenary celebrations of Shri Guruji.
When the programmes
for the centenary celebrations were planned, the
workers had a little hesitation that how would
they bring the people of
various communities together. But when the
efforts began they found
that they were hesitating without any reason. The people
of various communities who assembled at the functions
said it was due to the efforts of the Sangh swayamsevaks
that they shared the single platform. All the saints whichever community they belong not only shared the one
platform but also had meals together without the feeling
of untouchability. It presented a huge picture of change.
The divisions in the society are weakening and an atmosphere of social harmony is developing very fast.

previous hundreds of years. When we spoke to them and
apprised them of their glorious past they said it was the God’s
grace that the birth centenary of Shri Guruji fell this year and
the Sangh awakened them from deep slumber of centuries.
“We had almost forgot ourselves. Now we have realised the
truth and we shall now move shoulder to shoulder with rest
of the Hindu society. The feeling of untouchability and
inferiority complex has vanished from our hearts,” they said.
In fact, such a feeling has developed across the country due
to various functions held during the birth centenary year.
I was in Amarkantak (Jabalpur) last year. Over 100 saints
had assembled there. They all resolved to visit the rural areas
and slum Bastis to arise the feeling of social harmony among
people. It is my firm belief that once a saint reaches a basti,
no Mullah, Maulvi or Father can dare to visit there to misguide
the people.
A good enthusiasm appears among the workers towards
the service activities. Today a number of workers feel that they
joined the service work due to their good luck. It is because
of our activities that the atmosphere of indifference is disappearing from the society and a sense of social harmony as
well as unity is developing countrywide.

I feel our service projects have developed a sense of
self-respect in the sections, which are economically and
socially deprived and also had lost the feeling of selfrespect due to the misinformation disseminated during the

During the birth centenary year of Shri Guruji hardly there
were any village, community or the basti where our workers
did not reach with any activity. The interesting thing is that
the output has been more than the input. It has also

I was in Amarkantak
(Jabalpur) last year.
Over 100 saints had
assembled there. They all
resolved to visit the rural
areas and slum Bastis of
the cities to arise the
feeling of social harmony
among people. It is my
firm belief that once a
saint reaches a basti, no
Mullah, Maulvi or Father
can dare to visit there to
misguide the people.

Chief Minister of Delhi Smt Sheila Dikshit honouring Street Children Project chief
of Sewa Bharati Shri Jagdish Mehta for uplifting the street children at Gandhi Mela
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There are a
large number
of youth who
are wandering
without any
objective in
life and their
energy is
going to the
drains. At
certain places
they are
described as
street
children who
work as ragpickers. Our
workers have
initiated well
in this regard.
Only in the
trans-Yamuna
area of Delhi
they have
started six
special
projects
where such
street
children are
imparted
vocational
training.

These dancing girls once used to beg outside the Jhandewala Mata Mandir. Their life and thinking has
changed after attending the Sewa Bharati Project at Jhandewalan in New Delhi

encouraged our workers and their faith to the
work has deepened.
Now the workers have started thinking about
various new kinds of activities. They do not
want to leave any section of the society without
any project. They are accepting new challenges.
There are a large number of youth who are
wandering without any objective in life and their
energy is going to the drains. At certain places
they are described as street children who work
as rag-pickers in streets. Our workers have
initiated well in this regard. Only in the transYamuna area of Delhi they have started six
special projects where the street children are
imparted vocational training. They are taught
various types of activities like making chalk,
repairing domestic things, making detergent or
soap, candle, etc. It has developed a sense of
self-reliance among them. They now do not
indulge in begging or rag picking.
Our literacy campaign launched in Delhi has
spread the message that “each one should teach
one.” Workers feel satisfied that they have also
done something for their society and people. Our
workers also provided the plant of Tulsi in every
home. They have taken the cleanliness drives
and also conducted health check-up of the
children between the age group of 3 to 13 years
in Sewa Bastis. Such health check-ups have
detected the major problems among certain chilSewa Sadhana

dren about whom even their parents were unaware. Those problems have been cured accordingly.
The birth centenary of Shri Guruji has given
a new direction to the workers about the service
activities. The countrywide tour has made me
feel that lakhs of our workers at thousands of
places are moulding crores of people to Hindutva
view. Such an atmosphere will develop across
the country. The day is not far when the united
and harmonious Hindu society stand to show
its strength to the whole world. Such a firm
belief has developed. The saints of Bharat have
become alert and they have come out from their
Mutts and Mandirs to visit the under-developed areas of the country. It has forced the antinational forces to run away. The people of the
country are also reposing trust in saints. In fact,
these saints will develop the atmosphere of
Hindutva in the country.
The whole country is one like a village.
Such a feeling has developed across the country. We have also developed a confidence that
the service activities will lead to the prosperity
of the country. There is no power on the earth,
which can stop the spread of Hindutva now. A
trust has developed to the work.
(The author is Akhil Bharatiya Sewa Pramukh of RSS
and the article is based on conversation.)
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Steps of the divine work
By Sitaram Kedilaya

A

deep-rooted faith and
respect has developed to our work
across the country. It can
be said the influence of 80
years work of the Sangh
that we do not see any
opposition to our work
anywhere. There could be
some exceptions, but when
we see in totality there is
no opposition. Sometimes
it is realised that before
going to the Sewa Bastis our workers have some hesitation
but that disappears soon after proper training and affection
they receive from the people. We also do not face any
problem of finance. The society has extended complete
support.
Here I wish to present a picture of the sewa work going
on in various parts of the country, which can be cited as
a model. At certain places the work has become quite
impressive and an effective medium of social transformation.

Today, we have more than
2,000 SHGs in Kanyakumari
district alone. A group
consists of 20 families and
with the help of 2,000
SHGs more than 40,000
families are associated with
our work there. Since
these groups have only
women, 40,000 women are
associated with the work
in only one district. With
the view of social harmony
and self-reliance these
groups have successfully
developed a social sight
among women. This work
can give a new direction
to the whole country.

Tamil Nadu is the state in extreme South of the country and
there too the last district, Kanyakumari. The Sewa Bharati
started Self-Help Groups (SHGs) in this district about five
years back. Today, we have more than 2,000 SHGs in this one
district alone. A group consists of 20 families and with the
help of 2,000 SHGs more than 40,000 families are associated
with our work there. Since these groups have only women,
we can say that at least 40,000 women are associated with
the work in only one district. With the view of social harmony
and self-reliance these groups have successfully developed
a social sight among women. This work can give a new
direction to the whole country. These groups do not confine
to only financial matters. There is regular weekly assembly
of the groups. In the an hour meeting, the first 45 minutes
are devoted to samskars and other activities and only in the
last 15 minutes they discuss their accounts. The discussion
is more on the samskars to be imparted in families than the
financial matters. The positive change visible in the families
today through these groups is certainly praiseworthy. With
the view of enhancing self-reliance these women have now
started making beautiful boxes of sweets with the peels of
banana tree. An exhibition of this work was held in
Kanyakumari last year, which was visited by a large number
of people including the foreigners. The foreigners liked them
so much that they placed orders for their countries. The boxes
made by uneducated women of Tamil Nadu are now being
exported to USA and other countries. Sewa Bharati is today
running over 5,000 SHGs across the country.

Children dressed as Shri Krishna and Radha at a Balagokulam Kendra in Kerala
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An exhibition
of the sweet
boxes made
by rural
women was
held in
Kanyakumari
last year,
which was
visited by a
large number
of people
including the
foreigners. The
foreigners
liked them so
much that
they placed
orders for
their countries.
The sweet
boxes made
by the
uneducated
women of
Tamil Nadu
are now being
exported to
USA and other
countries.

Women of Paradhi community in Maharashtra

The work of Balagokulam, going on in
Kerala for the last 25 years, also proved an
effective movement of social change. There are
over 2,000 centres of Balagokulam across the
state. The samskars of patriotism, national reconstruction, Hindutva, character, etc., which
are expected to be imparted in schools, are
imparted in these weekly centres. Lakhs of
children are associated with this movement
now. The children of the people who are ideologically against us, also come to these centers.
As a result, the opposition in these families
towards us has declined to a great extent. It is
an important change. Every year on Shri Krishna
Janmashtami thousands of children assemble at
the tehsil and district centers dressed as Shri
Krishna and a grand procession is taken out.
Lakhs of people from villages and the cities
assemble to see the procession and also to
perform aarati of Shri Krishna. Some tableaux
are also included in the procession highlighting
various acts of Lord Krishna. It is a movement,
which has brought constructive change in the
society.
Our work in Karnataka runs under the
banner of Hindu Sewa Pratishthan. The
Pratishthan appeals to the people through
advertisements in newspapers inviting applications to work in remote areas of the state.
People in large number apply for it and after
interviews the selected people are imparted 40days training. The training is basically to infuse
a sense of service among them. After the
Sewa Sadhana

training they have to work at a place for at least
three years. Sometimes they are also sent out
of the state when need arises. Such people have
been named as sewavrati by the Pratishthan.
More than 5,000 people have been imparted
training so far. These sewavratis engage themselves in the service activities as per their
interest. They are imparted specialised training
in the subject of their interest like yoga, Samskrit
Sambhashan, Samskar Kendra, rural development, health, etc. Thousands of service projects
are being run in Karnataka by the sewavratis.
The number of women is more among these
sewavratis. That is why we have very effective
work among women and children. Today, lakhs
of women in Karnataka are working for the
propagation of Hindutva samskars. The number
of women reported in the Hindu Sammelans
held in the state to celebrate the birth centenary
of Shri Guruji was at some places more than the
number of men. In the Hindu Sammelan of
Mangalore more than 50,000 women had participated.
Our work in Maharashtra runs in the name
of Jan Kalyan Samiti and Lok Kalyan Samiti. It
is the special characteristics of the people of
Maharashtra that they study the new problems
of the society and also start work to solve them.
There are a number of projects initiated by them
today which have not only received great
applause from the society but also need to be
emulated. For example, a person named as Shri
Patwardhan constructed a building in a Sewa
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Basti of Pune about 20 years back. A project
under the banner of Swaroopvardhini (personality development) was started there. As the
name suggests the people visiting there are
helped to improve their personality. The fact
that inspires others is that this building is open
from 4 a.m. to 12 p.m. everyday and it offers
services to every section of the society. More
than 20 types of services are offered by this
project. In the beginning at 4 a.m. youth come
for exercise and yoga, then children come in the
Balwadi, then women come for learning embroidery and cutting-tailoring, then nursing training
is imparted. The activities also include selfreliance work, Samskar Kendra, satsang, coaching, adult literacy, etc. Both the literate and
illiterate people visit the project. It also helps
people to avoid any kind of indulgence in antisocial activities. The people visiting this project
are today working on higher posts. It has also
developed the people who are today leading
the society. This change is noteworthy.
An activist named as Shri Girish Prabhune
has started a very good work among the
wandering Paradhi community of Maharashtra.
This community is regarded thief and antisocial by birth even by the government. Shri
Prabhune started a hostel for the children of
this community. Impressed with the changes
brought about by this project people of Paradhi
community said you have made our children a
human being. Now they also want to become
like their children. Certain projects of selfreliance have also been started for the adults
and it has produced very impressive results.
With the efforts of our workers their names
have been enrolled in the voter list and they
have also been granted agriculture land so that
they can settle at one place. Some villages have
also been set up for those people. The biggest
thing, which I want to mention is that now
these people also live a respectful life.
Similarly the Sewa Bharati Purbanchal
started a project as Arogya Rakshak in northeast region about five years back. The youth
including girls and boys are imparted training
in nursing and they are sent to remote villages
with a kit of essential medicines. They provide
first-aid to the people of remote areas. During
the birth centenary year of Shri Guruji the Sewa
Bharati had decided to enroll at least 5,000
Arogya Rakshak. So far about 4,500 of them
have been imparted training. These Arogya

Rakshak have brought revolutionary change in
the life of local people, who did not have even
the access to primary medical help earlier. With
the help of Arogya Rakshak we are entering new
villages. About 4,000 of these total 4,500 Arogya
Rakshaks are new and they treat people at free
of cost and also work without any honorarium.
The work of Ekal Vidyalaya has become very
impressive in Madhya Kshetra. We have more
than 8,000 Ekal Vidyalayas in the remote Vanvasi
villages there. Only the local Vanvasi youth both
boys and girls are selected as teachers for these
schools. Now Vanvasis are making the Vanvasis
literate. It is a kind of informal education. The
syllabus too has been specially designed keeping
in view the needs of Vanvasis. The noteworthy
thing is that a large number of people who were
earlier associated with the anti-social elements
have now changed after coming to our projects.
Sewa Bharati in Delhi has created a good
chain of Samskar Kendras. It is a model for the
whole country. We do not have such a big work
in Sewa Bastis across the country. The Sewa
Bharati Delhi is an ideal for other people to make
the work effective. The work has developed with
the help of the local people. Whatever sewa work
we have in the country today it increased or
became effective due to the cooperation of local
people. Our workers may have worked hard but
it was not possible without the cooperation of
local people. The literacy campaign lunched in
Delhi last year is also a model for the whole
country. Only in the first phase of three months
10,000 people were made literate. The
Kanyapoojan performed in north India like Deep
pujan in the south has also become an effective
tool of social transformation and enhancing social
harmony.
With regard to environment protection a
very good work has been done in Uttaranchal.
Good initiatives have been started in Punjab,
Uttar Pradesh and Rajasthan for cow protection.
It has also given a new direction to the farmers.
A saint in Karnataka has also done a very good
job with regard to the cow protection. He has
donated a cow to the Karnataka Chief Minister.
He is going to organise a World Cow Conference
in April in which lakhs of people across the world
will participate. Even the Christians and Muslims
have come forward in favour of the cow protection.

Today, lakhs
of women in
Karnataka
are working
for the
propagation
of Hindutva
samskars.
The number
of women
reported in
the Hindu
Sammelans
held in the
state to
celebrate the
birth
centenary of
Shri Guruji
was at
some places
more than
the number
of men. In
the Hindu
Sammelan
of
Mangalore
more than
50,000
women had
participated.

(The author is Akhil Bharatiya Sah Sewa Pramukh of
RSS and the article is based on conversation.)
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We are catalyst , development
has to be done by villagers
By Surendra Singh Chauhan

T

HE village development work by the
Sangh began about
eight years back. Our objective is to develop the
villages on the Indian traditional patron keeping in
view the changing time
and needs of the farmers.
A number of people have
already done a remarkable work in this regard.
Shri Anna Hazare of
Maharashtra is very famous for this endeavour. He has
coined five points for rural development—Kulharbandi (no
cutting of trees), nasabandi (family planning), nashabandi
(prohibition), shramdan (voluntary services) and charaibandi
(ban on stray cattle). Impressed with his efforts in
Raleganshindi, the Maharashtra government has handed
over 250 villages to Shri Hazare for all round development.

I visited a village in
Rajasthan. There was mud
in the streets. When I
asked the villagers about
their problems they said
everything is going well. I
asked if everything is fine
why this mud in the
street. They said it does
not matter. It is only for
two months and during
those two months we use
the alternate route. It
means they do not want
to change and continue to
live as they are. We have
to change this thinking.
Sewa Sadhana

I have also developed my village, Mohad, on the similar
pattern. I developed the thinking and importance of cooperation among the villagers. Some efforts have also been
made on the part of the government in this regard. The
Governments of Gujarat, Madhya Pradesh, Uttar Pradesh, etc.
have taken some initiatives in this regard. Shri Nanaji
Deshmukh has done a very good work in Chitrakoot. He has
developed about 80 villages in the radius of 50 km. These
villages are today free from dispute, burden of loans, disease
and there is self-reliance and literacy there. The Gayatri
Parivar too has taken some steps in this regard.
We all believe that the country will not make progress
untill the villages are developed as per the changing needs.
The reason is clear: about 80 per cent people of the country
live in villages. The dependence on government makes the
villagers inactive and they even stop thinking positive. There
is no problem in seeking help from the government, but the
development of the village should be done by the villagers
with the feeling that it is our own village and we have to
develop it. We do not count only materialistic development
as the real change. We believe that a positive change should
be visible in thinking of the villagers. The positive thinking

Self-reliance: A villager weaving cloth in his village
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Children performing prayer at a Samskar Kendra in Mohad village of Madhya Pradesh

means all people of my village are like my family
members, the whole village should become selfreliant, all should be healthy and there should
be awareness about environment protection.
There should also be total prohibition in the
village, disputes of the village should be settled
in village itself and there should be total harmony. Earlier our rural system used to be totally
self-reliant. Therefore the ancient ideals are
relevant even today and we have to take their
benefit.
We have divided the villages into three
categories—Kiran Gram, the village which has
been selected for development, Uday Gram,
where the villagers have started developmental
work while formulating some schemes, and third
is Prabhat Gram, where the change is now
visible due to our efforts. Today the number of
such Prabhat Grams is 132 in the country. Here
I wish to discuss the villages where a very
effective work has been developed with the
active cooperation of the villagers. While
working in the villages we concentrate on three
prominent points—the village temple, village
school and the Sangh shakha.
Iskapalli
There is a village Iskapalli under Nellore
district of East Andhra Pradesh. The population
of the village is about 8,000. It is basically the
fishermen’s village. The number of trained
swayamsevaks in the village is 65—34 Pratham

Varsha, 17 Dwiteeya Varsha and 5 Triteeya
Varsha. Not only this, there is a separate team
of Ghosh in the village with 56 swayamsevaks.
A total of 305 swayamsevaks have full ganvesh
(uniform) in the village. There are separate
committees of different people. Even the fishermen have a separate committee. It is an
interesting example of shakha based village
development. There is a bhajan mandali in the
village. Durga Vahini also has its unit. There
are also Bal Samskar Kendras and CuttingTailoring centers. The health check up of the
children is conducted regularly. More than 400
youth between the age group of 12 to 35 years
do not smoke. The women of the village have
contributed greatly in putting a check on corruption. There is complete social harmony in
the village. This village has been developed by
the Sangh swayamsevaks. There is no castebased discrimination and all the villagers are
committed to total development of their village.
Rajpura
The second village is Rajpura under
Gurdaspur district of Punjab. There were 60
families with 450 people in the village till four
years back when I visited it. Though the village
is small there were also 5 Christian families and
6 Keshdhari Brahmans. Elections have not
been held in this village for the last 50 years,
the village Pradhan is selected with consensus. The whole village is literate. The postgraduates in the village are 8 and the number
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It has been
witnessed that
the people do
not accept our
views
immediately.
For such
people we
have started a
new project
under which
we take the
villagers to
some welldeveloped
villages and
practically
show them
the changes
brought about
there. A
number of
villagers from
Gujarat,
Rajasthan,
Uttar Pradesh,
Maharashtra,
Andhra
Pradesh,
Assam, etc.
come to
Mohad every
year.
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Our
swayamsevaks
act as a
catalyst. The
real work of
development
has to be
done by the
villagers
themselves.
We just
infuse the
sense of
kinship in
the heart of
the villager.
Those who
do not wish
to change
are
encouraged.
The work
has to be
done by the
local people
and the
outside
person
cannot stay
there for
long.

of graduates is innumerable. The whole
village is free from addiction. Efforts are on
to make the adjoining
villages also free from
addiction. The all
streets in the village
are made of concrete
and have been named
after the great personalities of the village.
The arrangement of
drinking water is
good. There is a
Mahila
Bhajan
Mandali. Carpets are
made under the cottage industries. The
villagers have started good efforts with regard
to organic farming. The word ‘OM’ has been
written on all houses and there is one Madhav
Van near the village crematorium.
Punnur
The third village is Punnar in Kerala. It
comes under Kannur district. The population of
the village is about 2,500. There are five SelfHelp Groups in the village and three centers of
Balagokulam. There are seven shakhas in the
village. There is one Arogya Samiti. The
Deeppuja has brought an effective change
among women of the village. Once a year there
is village festival in which the people show their
talent.
Hadi
The fourth village is Hadi in Konkan Prant,
which comes under Sindhudurg district. The
work of village development here has been
started by our own worker. The village has
developed as a producer of vermi compost.
People from far villages come here to see and
get training in vermi compost. There is complete
harmony in the village. Tulsi plant is found in
all the families. The smoke-free stoves are very
popular. There are 27 bio-gas plants in the
village.
Sayala
There is a similar village, Sayala, in Devgiri
Prant. It comes under Prabhani district. Elections have not been held in this village since
1947. The village chief is selected with consensus. All disputes of the village are settled in
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Clean village, healthy village

the village itself. There is a Hanuman Mandir
in this village. When morning ghanta (alarm) is
rung at 5 a.m. more than 50 people assemble
at the temple and while performing keertan they
move in the whole village. Before the arrival of
this Keertan Mandali, people of the village
clean their houses and streets. Looking at this
unique cleanliness, Sant Tukadodasji had said,
“It is not Prabhat Pheri, it is the snan (bath)
of the village. Before the sunrise the whole
village looks neat and clean.”
Mampur
The next village is Mampur under Jhalawar
district of Chittor Prant. Though the village is
very small, about 500 population, it is hundred
percent literate. Organic farming is done in the
whole village and people also use Swadeshi
seeds. There are swayamsevaks in every family.
There is weekly recitation of Sunder Kand by
a group of men. Women perform bhajan-keertan.
More than 90 percent of the families have toilets
at home. Monthly sharmdaan is performed by
the villagers. They have constructed a pond
through shramdaan. The use of plastic is totally
prohibited in this village. The village is also free
from dowry system. Though opium is produced
in the village, the whole village is free from
addiction. More than 75 percent people are
involved in organic farming. Pesticides, insecticides, mosquito coils and incense sticks are
made from the cow urine. The village is free
from any kind of police case. Even there is no
political rivalry. Every family herds cows. The
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villagers have constructed about two km longroad through shramdaan.
Mohad
Now I talk about my own village Mohad,
which comes under Narsinghpur district of
Madhya Pradesh. About 25 years back this
village was also like other typical and backward
villages. I was active in this village even many
years before getting the responsibility of the
Sangh. The foundation of development here is
the Sangh shakha, which is going on here since
1947. There is a swayamsevak in every house.
We all the villagers decided to do something
concrete for increasing the irrigated area of the
village. After discussion with the agriculture
officers, the work was started. Today there are
450 motor pumps, which now irrigate the whole
agriculture land of the village. It has increased
the farm production from Rs 2,000 per acre
earlier to 25,000 per acre now. There is complete
arrangement of education in the village. The
drainage system is good. The population of
the village is about 4,000 but there are 152 biogas plants. More than 200 families do not burn
wood to prepare meals. The government has
declared it Urja Gram. Every year we plant at
least 500 new plants. Every house has the trees
of guava, lemon, mango, sonaya, jack fruit, etc.
There is also one sports ground. A total of 46
kinds of cottage industries are run in the
village. We have tried to retain the village
money in the village itself. The people under
BPL category have been encouraged for making
vermi compost. The government has also declared Mohad as the Gokul Gram. On
Rakshabandhan Day girls tie rakhi to the trees.
The one more interesting fact about the village
is that even the small child of the village speaks
Sanskrit.
Badhwar
Badhwar is another village near Mohad,
which has been developed on the similar pattern. Elections have not been held here for the
last 50 years. The government has declared it
as Nirmal Gram. All houses of the village have
toilets. There is another village Jeeva, which is
fast developing in our neighbourhood. There is
a village Jhiri under Rajgarh district. Every child
of this village speaks Sanskrit. Even the field
laboueres speak in Sanskrit. After Mohad, Jhiri
is another village, which is a Sanskrit Gram.
I had gone to attend a meeting in a village
in Rajasthan. When the villagers were told that

we have come to discuss about rural development, they started crying. They said, “Rural development is the responsibility of the government.
What can we do in this regard? Till now many
people like you came and returned without doing
anything. We said it does not mean if those did
not do anything we would also not do anything.”
If you cooperate we shall do something concrete.
Finally, they agreed to talk to us and proposed
to build a drain in the village. I told them if you
wish to build the drain you will have to do the
work yourself. They again said why should we
do it? It is the responsibility of the government.
In fact, the villagers are not aware of various
schemes of the government and they fail to take
their benefit.
Similarly, I visited another village in Jaipur
Prant. There was mud in the street. When I asked
the villagers about their problem they said everything is going well. I asked if everything is fine
why there is so much mud in the street. They said
it does not matter. It is only for two months and
during those two months we use the alternate
route. It means they do not want to change and
continue to live as they are. We have to change
this thinking.
I also visited a village in Haryana. I asked the
people why do they use so much chemical fertilizers. It would ruin both the soil and the crops.
They said it would be seen when it happens, now
we are earning good money. Now the situation in
the village is that people are under heavy debt
and they do not have money to repay the loan.
It has been witnessed that the people do not
accept our views immediately. For such people we
have started a new project under which we take
the villagers to some well-developed villages and
practically show them the change brought about
there. A number of villagers from Gujarat,
Rajasthan, Uttar Pradesh, Maharashtra, Andhra
Pradesh, Assam, etc., come to Mohad every year.
Our swayamsevaks act as a catalyst. The real
work of development has to be done by the
villagers themselves. We just infuse the sense of
kinship in their heart. Those who do not wish to
change are encouraged and told that they would
get benefit if they start working in the particular
way. The work of village development has to be
done by the local people and the person who has
gone there from outside cannot stay there for long
under the local circumstances.
(The author is Gram Vikas Pramukh of RSS. The article
is based on conversation.)
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Sewa Bharati adopts 66 children orphaned by terrorists in J&K

Jehadis orphan,
Sewa Bharati rehabilitates
at various Urdu and Englishmedium schools in Udhampur.
The first batch included nine girls
and more than two dozen Muslim
children. Now the number of
Muslim students has gone to 38.
Most of the children are between
the age-group of 6 and 16 years
and they are student of first to
ninth standard. Most of the children have lost their family members because of terrorism.

Smile on face after years: Terrorism-affected children of J&K

M

ORE than 15 years’ jehadi terrorism in Jammu &
Kashmir has displaced lakhs of people. The number
of children who have lost their parents is also in
thousands. There are families where not a single person
could survive to look after the minor children. Those who
are doing it in the name of jehad (holy war) have no time
to think about the rehabilitation of those whom they orphaned.
Under the “Operation Sadbhavana”, the Army took up
the task of rehabilitating such terrorism-affected children.
Apart from starting its own residential schools, the Army
sought the help of social organisations for this cause. Under
the project, 66 such children were handed over to Sewa
Bharati, Delhi, on June 25, 2006 for rehabilitation. When
these children belonging to Riyasi, Buddhan, Mool, Mohar
and some other adjoining areas of Udhampur (J&K) reached
Delhi, they were accorded a warm welcome by Sewa Bharati
activists. Having bright dreams in their eyes for future, these
children, before being affected by terrorism, were studying
Sewa Sadhana

Despite living in the shadow
of terrorism, these children are
not frightened. They are full of
confidence. After completing their
education, most of them want to
join the Indian Army. Shafaqat
Ahmed, a 10th standard student,
who came from Ghul, lost his
father, uncle and grandmother in
February 2004. He wants to complaying at Gopaldham
pletely eliminate terrorism from
J&K. Now 12 girls are studying at an Ashram in Gannaur
(Haryana) and some children have also been sent to the
‘Sadhana Kunj’ being run in Delhi with the help of Sadhana
Television. The Sewa Bharati has started a special project
Gopaldham at Bhopra (Ghaziabad). It houses 53 children
who are studying in English medium schools under the CBSE
syllabus.
Welcoming the children in Delhi, Shri Prem Chand Goel,
Akhil Bharatiya Sewa Pramukh of RSS, said every child of
the country whosoever caste, religion, language or region
he/she may belong to is ours. Sewa Bharati has resolved
to make all these children a good and patriotic citizen of the
country.
The major concern of most of the terrorism-affected
families has been the future of their surviving children. Major
D.R. Sharma pointed out that the Sewa Bharati is the first
social organisation that has been involved by the Army to
rehabilitate the terrorism-affected families.
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The literacy campaign
was undertaken in
phases. In the first
phase (February 1 to
April 30, 2006), over
10,000 Delhiites were
made literate through
576 classes. The
classes were
conducted in 428
slum-clusters/JJ
colonies across Delhi.
The campaign had
been inaugurated by
Akhil Bharatiya Sewa
Pramukh Shri Prem
Chand Goel and former
DGP of Punjab
Shri K.P.S. Gill on
January 26, 2006.

S

Cricketer turned MP Shri Navjot Singh Sidhu addressing the concluding
ceremony of literacy drive in Delhi

Sewa Bharati makes
10,000 people literate
in three months

HYAM, 40, is beaming. He attended
a three-month-long literacy class
conducted at Rangpuri Pahari locality in Mahipalpur, Delhi. He didn’t
bunk the class for even one day. Today,
he can successfully read and write. “I can also do basic
calculations,” he says proudly. Preeti, 14, too is a product
of the literacy class in Palam Polutry Farm. “I cannot tell you
how happy I am. I have learnt how to read and write. I am
a bit slow now, but with time I will improve,” she says. These
are a few samples of the views expressed by neo-literates
at a function in Mahipalpur on July 6 to mark the culmination
of the first-phase of pan-Delhi literacy campaign, which was
launched on February 1 on the occasion of birth-centenary
of Shri Guruji by Sewa Bharati, Delhi. Sewa Bharati is also
going to conduct a post-literacy programme for these neoliterates. The literacy campaign was undertaken in phases.
In the first phase (February 1 to April 30, 2006), about 10,000
Delhiites were made literate through 576 classes. The classes
were conducted in 428 slum-clusters/JJ colonies across
Delhi. The campaign had been inaugurated by Akhil Bharatiya
Sewa Pramukh of RSS Shri Prem Chand Goel and former DGP
of Punjab Shri K.P.S. Gill on January 26, 2006. The second
phase of the campaign will begin soon.
Shri Navjot Singh Sidhu, former cricketer and MP, while
Sewa Sadhana

addressing the neo-literates said, “Our scriptures say that
education is like the celestial cow. One who receives it is
empowered for life. It makes him confident and self-dependent. This is the gift you received from Sewa Bharati. There
can be no better gift. I am sure you will cherish it throughout
your life.” He said the service of mankind amounts to service
of God. “Sewa Bharati is engaged in this service. I can see
that Sewa Bharati’s deeds have left a stamp on all of you,”
he added. In his own imitable way, Shri Sidhu regaled the
audience with inspiring poetry and anecdotes. He also
honoured the volunteer teachers who devoted one to two
hours daily for three months to impart the gift of literacy.
He also presented literacy certificates to the neo-literates.
The function was presided over by Shri Ranbir Singh, former
Rajya Sabha MP and former principal of Aurobindo College,
Delhi. Also present on the dais were well-known vocalist
Shri Jyoti Prakash, Delhi Kisan Sangh’s president Chaudhary
Kanwar Singh and Sewa Bharati’s working president Shri
Brijmohan Sethi. Jyoti Prakash, who helped collect donation
worth over Rs 4 lakh for the literacy campaign, set the tone
for the programme by singing a bhajan.
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HE prime objective of the birth
centenary celebrations of Shri
Guruji was to reach all sections of
the society. For this objective the Sewa
Bharati had planned five types of
programmes. The first programme was
for ‘literacy’. It began in Delhi and later
implemented in Chandigarh. In Delhi
alone the Sewa Bharati made more than
10,000 adults literate under the first
phase. These neo-literates can now not
only read the newspapers but also
write letters. This literacy campaign
was launched in slum localities of Delhi,
which attracted not only Hindus but
Muslims also in good number.

Adults learning three Rs at a literacy camp in Delhi

Tremendous response
during the bir
th
birth
centenar
centenaryy celebrations
Buoyed with the success of this
campaign in Delhi the Sewa Bharati has
decided to extend it across the country.
Preparations for the campaign are in full
swing and will be launched soon. A
special book has been published for
helping the people to learn three Rs—
reading, writing and arithmetic.
The second programme was for
‘tree-plantation’. Under this campaign
the Sewa Bharati workers insisted that
at least a sapling of Tulsi should be
planted in every house. In slum bastis,
the workers provided Tulsi plant for
plantation to the families living there.
It is the beginning of the treeplantation campaign. Some people have
planted saplings in front of their houses
and they have resolved to look after
them properly.
‘Health check-up’ of children
between the age group of 3 to 13 years
was the third programme. With the help
of the National Medicos Organisation
and the Arogya Bharati, the Sewa
Bharati activists conducted health

check-up of children of the slum bastis.
The health check-up detected some
complicated diseases also, which were
unknown to the children’s families. In
Panchkula (Haryana) the workers found
a three year-old boy who had a hole
in his heart. Similarly a five year-old girl
was found near Chandigarh who had

During the birth
centenary of
Shri Guruji the
Sewa Bharati
conducted five
types of
programmes
across the
country.
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no sight in one of her eyes. Sewa
Bharati hopes to conduct health checkup of crores of children.
The fourth programme was for
‘cleanliness’. Normally people throw
garbage in streets. The Sewa Bharati
decided to provide dustbins to every
15-20 families and requested people to
throw garbage only in the dustbin.
The fifth programme was for
‘honouring the organisations, which
are rendering good services to people.
In Agra, the Sewa Bharati honoured 27
such organisations in order to encourage them and also to recognise their
services. Similar functions were held in
Faridabad and also at a place in
Maharashtra. A function was also held
in Jodhpur. The Sewa Bharati admits
that various other organisations are
also rendering good services and it
should join hands with them to carry
out desired changes in the society. Its
objective is to unite the society so that
Krishna and Sudama can come closer
again.
The Sewa Bharati has also established contacts with the saints active
in different parts of the country. The
experiment of Women Conventions also
proved very fruitful. The number of
service projects has increased during
the birth centenary year and it is hoped
that number of the projects would cross
one lakh in the coming few months.
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DELHI PRANT First

V

ASANT Kunj is a posh colony of
Delhi where prominently the government officers and the well-todo people live. Among the various
posh sectors of this colony there is a
section of the people who live in
Jhuggis. Most of them are illiterate,
labourers, rickshaw pullers, vegetable
venders, rag pickers, etc. Normally the
‘civilised’ people do not wish to go to
the place where such people live and
if it becomes compulsory to go there
they keep handkerchief on the nose.
But I wondered on February 27, 2006
to see some scientist teaching the
people of these Jhuggis. I am talking
about the locality situated in front of
Sector 5 and 6. A literacy camp by
Sewa Bharati was conducted near a
temple here. About 30 adult people
used to attend the class. Everyday
there were classes from 7 to 8 p.m.
I met scientist Shri Sunil Ojha, an
engineer Shri Vishwambhar, accounts
officer Shri Krishna Kant Shukla and
Shri Sudarshan Sharma there. All these
people, work with the Nuclear Science
Centre, Vasant Kunj. When I reached

lab, then school
there I found Shri Shukla teaching the
people and Shri Sudarshan Sharma calling
the people from the locality. The students
included 50 years old Abdul Khan and 25
years Kallu Das. “I had never thought that
I could read in my life. But with the help
of these people I can now make some
words and also read. I am happy that after
some time I will not put my thumb impression but make signature,” said Abdul Khan.
Shri Gyasi Lal was also happy to learn the
Hindi alphabets. He said before coming
here I used to waste my time here and
there. But now after coming here I feel that
I am truly utilising my time. I not only learnt
alphabets here but also have abandoned
bad habits. Thirty-year-old Rahami Khatun
works as a domestic servant in the Vasant
Kunj. She came to the Centre after completing the work. She said he did not have any
arrangement of education in her village. “I
have come here (Delhi) to earn money. It
is good if I learn reading and writing also,”
she said. Smt. Vimla Devi is also happy to
get the knowledge of alphabets. She wanted
to learn just writing a letter.

—Nishant,
Sewa Samarpan

...then I did not turn back
ABOUT ten years back sewa word had
no meaning in my life. I received the
training of dress designing in 1997 and
even before the declaration of my result
I came in contact of Sewa Bharati
through one of my friends. Inspired by
them I started imparting training at a
cutting-tailoring centre. In the beginning I had to face various hardships
but I overcame them soon. After six
months I got married and a new chapter
began in my life. I was at my in-laws
house that I received the message of
my selection in the Principle of Teaching (POT). I came back to Delhi for
training. During the training I had no
contact in my sasural. Even after the
completion of my training nobody from
my sasural came to take me. I did not
know the reason. One day we got the
message through one of our relatives

that my in-laws want more dowry. Hearing
it I thought that my being a girl is a curse.
After persuasion, my parents sent me to
in-laws house. I also thought that everything would be all right with the passage
of time. But I was wrong. I suffered much
during that period and it was perhaps
because of the samskars of Sewa Bharati
that I did not complain to anyone. One
day I lost all my patience and tolerance
and I came back to my parents. At that
time I was very much depressed. I had
even lost the will to live. When the Sewa
Bharati activists came to know it, they
came to see me. They inspired me to start
a new life. Encouraged by them I again
started the work of Sewa Bharati. After
that I did not turn back and have totally
dedicated myself to this work.

The fruits
of Sewa
SMT. and Shri Mehraji decided to
visit Tirupati Balaji temple. When
they reached the Bangalore airport
Shri Mehra suddenly developed
heart problem. The couple immediately decided to return their village
Chakkarpur in Gurgaon (Haryana).
Since the return reservation was
for another day, the airport authorities said that amendment in
the tickets would cost them
Rs 8,000 and even if they purchase
new tickets they would not be
allowed to fly untill they are accompanied by any doctor. The
matter became complicated. Where
to find a doctor? Mehraji was sitting with his hand on the chest.
His wife Smt Shashi Mehra was
confused. Sometimes she looked
at her husband and sometimes the
other side. She was praying the
God. Suddenly a girl comes there
and offers help. Listening their
problem she said, “Don’t worry,
today is Mahashivratri (February
26, 2006). The Lord Shiva would
do everything right”. God knows
what she does, the airport authorities allowed the couple to fly on
the old tickets and that too without deducting any amount. Doing
all this, the girl disappeared. At the
same time Dr P.K. Dave of the All
India Institute of Medical Sciences,
New Delhi, who had some years
back done bypass surgery of
Mehraji, arrived there. He not only
accompanied Mehraji to Delhi but
also got him admitted in the AIIMS.
Finally the life of Mehraji could be
saved. Shri Mehraji is always in
the service of needy people and he
has actively been helping the Sewa
Bharati. Really the God helps those
who help others.

—Anju Pandey,
Yamuna Vihar Vibhag, Delhi
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The result of firm
determination

joined the Sewa Bharati as a teacher about twelve years
back. At that time we did have a Bhajan Mandali in our
Kendra but that was inactive. Even after much efforts only
one or two women came and those too went back making
one or the other excuse. In the end I along with Didi Smt.
Vijay Nagar remained alone at the Kendra. One day we
decided to perform the keertan at any cost and for that we
formally invited the women of the locality. At the stipulated
time when no woman turn up we both started performing
keertan by beating an empty box, as we did not have the
dholak (drum). I, turning my head to the picture of Bhagwan,
said to Smt Nagar, “Didi, if the God whom we are going to
worship during the keertan wishes, He will call the other
women Himself.” With such a firm determination and devotion we both started the keertan. After some time women
started coming and soon the number shot up to 12. I spoke
to the women after the keertan and told them to remember
the God at least once a month. Gradually the women of the
locality started taking interest in the activities of the project
and the Bhajan Mandali. Seeing their activeness we started
performing keertan twice a month. During the Navaratras
we decided that all members of the Bhajan Mandalis will
perform keertan at their respective houses and would also
involve their neighbours. As a result, keertan was performed
at the 10 houses involving hundreds of women. Gradually,
the number of women in our Mandali increased and we
started getting invitation of keertan from various houses. We
also started getting invitation from the posh colonies. The
Mandali that did not have even a dholak and the first
keertan was performed by beating an empty box, has today
all the musical instruments and its own sound system. It
boosted my confidence that the work, which is done with
firm determination, certainly gets success.

Begin from own home
BEFORE joining the Sewa Bharati I was associated with
another organisation. I was a teacher for the last 10 years
and is now a Nirikshika. I found that the samskars imparted
at Sewa Bharati Kendras are not imparted anywhere else.
Earlier I did not know anything about the Gayatri Mantra,
Bhojan Mantra, Morning Prayer, etc. After learning them from
the Sewa Bharati I first taught them to my family members.
When we used to go to the Sewa Basti, we had to keep
handkerchief on nose as it was very dirty. But now with our
efforts the Basti has become clean. The parents of the
children, who once did not come to us due to hesitation,
have also started participating in the activities of the Kendra.

—Geeta Sharma, Uttari Mandal, Delhi

Non-veg abandoned permanently
AFTER performing havan and keertan at the New Sanjay
Amar Colony, we speak to all the women. We tell them that
we would have to face the consequences what we do in this
life. If we eat flesh today, after our death those animals would
also eat our flesh. The women of the colony who used to
eat non-veg food abandoned it permanently and later persuaded others also. Now the women of the colony have
formed their separate Bhajan Mandali. They perform keertan
during the navaratras and also observe fast for all nine days.
Now they have also started performing keertan in well-todo families. The change among the girls who come to learn
cutting-tailoring has also influenced their families.

—Pushpa Popali, Shahdra Mandal, Delhi

Mother gets her son

I joined the Sewa Bharati in 1986. Earlier I was a teacher. The
children at the project where I worked till 2005 used to remain
very dirty. My repeated requests to their parents in this
regard proved useless. I called even their mothers and
requested them to send the children clean. But it did not make
any difference. After that I arranged a bouquet, soap, hair
oil, towel, etc., at the project itself and started bathing the
children who came dirty. I also combed their hair. When they
reached home clean, it influenced their mothers and after that
nobody of them came dirty.

I have been associated with the Sewa Bharati for the last 16
years. I received the training of cutting-tailoring from Sewa
Bharati and the training of teaching from Jhandewalan. I have
also done ITI from Sewa Bharati. Now I am a Nirikshika in
Uttari Mandal. Everybody knows how backward are the
children in Sewa Bastis. Their language, style of speaking and
behaving is very poor. The basic objective of our activities
has been to bring a positive change among them. I also did
the same. A child used to come to our center. His name was
Munna. He was naughty beyond one’s imagination. He was
also involved in theft. His mother repeatedly requested us to
reform the child. He did not fear anybody. I paid more attention
to him and after sometime he changed too much that now he
is a successful and responsible citizen. Now he is married.
Whenever his mother meets, she thanks me and the Sewa
Bharati saying that you people made my son a human being.
There are a number of children who have changed after coming
to our Samskar Kendra.

—Kamla Devi, Keshav Puram Mandal, Delhi

—Jyoti Sardana, Uttari Mandal, Delhi

—Rekha Pal,
Keshav Vihar, Sewa Basti, Delhi

A unique way of cleanliness
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Rays of development
in my village

Bihar and Jharkhand

I, Shilu Devi, is bahu (daughter-in-law) of Jonha village and
runs a Bal Samskar Kendra. It comes under Angara block,
about 37 km from Ranchi. Last year I received the training
of Sewa Bharati work, which boosted my confidence. Earlier
I was unable to speak to strangers and was also not able
to express my feelings before others. I was mostly confined
to my house. Though, I wanted to do something for the
society, I did not have the support of any organisation. After
coming in to contact with Sewa Bharati I now frequently go
out of the village for Sewa Bharati work. Today I have an
identity in the village. It is all because of the Sewa Bharati.
The Bal Samskar Kendra has brought about a good
change both in me and the children of our village. There
was a time when a very few children used to go to school.
Most of them used to go after animals to the fields. Sanwala,
a boy of the village, used to kill birds the whole day.
Shanichari used to collect fire-woods. Mangal would accompany his father for fishing. Not only the children, parents
too were reluctant about the future of their children. After
completing fourth standard Somari used to keep her younger
siblings at home as her mother used to go for work in the
farms. I was also busy in unnecessary works at home. After
joining the Samskar Kendra I developed contacts with the
parents of the children and persuaded them to pay attention
to their education. The children, who could not go to the
school, have changed after coming to the Samskar Kendra.
The positive change among children has influenced their
parents the most. They are very happy. It has also brought
a remarkable change in the whole village. People are paying
attention to the joint problems of the village and they have
started taking steps to solve them. I can say that rays of
development have touched our village through the Samskar
Kendra.

—Shilu Devi,
Bal Samskar Kendra, Jonha, Ranchi (Jharkhand)

Tolerance of
swayamsevaks
THERE is a village, Lakshman Tunda under Giridih district
of Jharkhand. There is one Prabaht shakha there. Village
cleanliness work is undertaken by the shakha, which influenced the villagers very much. As a result more youth joined
the shakha. There is a river nearby the village. After
cleanliness drive on every Sunday, the youth take bath in
the river and offer water to Shivlinga in the temple. Women
of the village also started offering water in the temple.
Sewa Sadhana

The local MLA disagreed with the view of Hindutva.
His people stopped the youth for attending the shakha. But
the shakha Karyavah Shri Rajesh had good influence over
the youth. After the shakha the youth continued to join the
cleanliness drive. It made the MLA alert. He tried to instigate
the youth against the shakha and the Sangh. He thought
that the Sangh shakha and the cleanliness drive would
snatch his base and people would stop coaxing him. By and
large the men of the MLA started disturbing the shakha
activities. Sometimes they threw garbage at the Sanghsthan.
But the swayamsevaks continued their work despite such
provocation.
One day the sister of one of the workers of the MLA
was got married. The number of the guests was high and
the guests took meals on pattal (tree leaves). Next day when
the swayamsevaks reached the Sanghsthan they found it full
of pattals. The shakha Karyavah directed the swayamsevaks
and the ground was cleaned within a few minutes. In the
evening all the pattals were burnt. This influenced the
people of the MLA and they stopped opposing the shakha
and the Sangh. After that, they along with the other villagers
started joining swayamsevaks in cleanliness drive. Now there
is total harmony in the village.
—Dr Ramvilas Kevat, Sah Prant Karyavah, Jharkhand

Service without discrimination
RAJDHANI train met an accident in 2002 near Gaya station
in Bihar. A large number of passengers injured and died in
the tragic incident. Undoubtedly the villagers reached the
spot first, but the police did not allow them to touch the
victims. When the Sewa Bharati activists reached the spot
they directed them to engage in the relief and rescue work.
The swayamsevaks took out various injured and dead from
the compartments. Everybody had expectations from the
swayamsevaks. The dead bodies were brought to Gaya
station and keeping them in the coffins they were sent to
their destinations. Meanwhile, four dead bodies were brought.
They were of Muslim women. Nobody wanted to touch them
as they were smelling bad. The swayamsevaks immediately
took coffins and ice and after packing them sent to their
destination—Bangladesh without any hesitation. The Muslims assembled there too wondered. They saw the Sangh
swayamsevaks did not discriminate and did their work with
full responsibility. They came to the swayamsevaks and
while thanking them said our thinking has changed towards
the Sangh. It is a wrong propaganda against the RSS that
it is anti-Muslim.

—Manoj Kumar, Prant Karyakarini member, RSS, Bihar
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to recite the prayer. It was perhaps for the first time that
Morning Prayer was held in the school. Since then Morning
Prayer is held in the school everyday. I am happy that the
Morning Prayer began in the school with the help of the
children of our Kendra.

Punjab

Children teach the elders
A unique experiment was conducted by the Partiala branch
of Sewa Bharati, Punjab at the local Bazigar Basti. Almost
everybody was illiterate here. Children of the Bal Samskar
Kendra were asked by the Sewa Bharati workers to bring an
additional notebook. They brought it the next day. The same
day they were all administered an oath before the picture of
Goddess Saraswati that they would teach every illiterate elder
of their family. Name of the illiterate adult was written under
the column of the student’s name in the notebook and the
name of the student was written in the column of Teacher’s
name. The children were then asked to bring the notebooks
after getting at least one page written by their illiterate elders.
The next day some children were successful in getting this
work done by their elders but some started crying after
coming to the Kendra, as their elders did not do that work
and some of them even beat them up. A child was beaten
up by slippers. Children were then asked to stick to their
guns and stop eating until the elders start writing in the copy.
This worked wonders. The child who was beaten up by
slippers was told to himself give a slipper in the hand of
his mother telling her to beat as much she wants but she
has to write in the copy. The next day the child did the same
and finally the parents started reading and writing. Now the
colony has 50 strong literate elders. Some more experiments
have been done at several centers and they too produced
marvelous results. These experiments not only produced
good results but also won the confidence of people. Now
people trust the Sewa Bharati and participate in all the
activities.

—Kumari Seema, Shri Ram Bal Samskar
Kendra, Nabha, Punjab

Itani shakti hamein dena data…
“I have been running Shri Vishwakarma Bal Samskar Kendra
for the last four years. There is one government school near
our Kendra. Some children from that school also come to our
Kendra. Prayer, aarati, songs, etc., are the integral part of
our curriculum in the Kendra. Naturally children coming to
our Kendra know all of them. Hardly any day the Morning
Prayer was held in the government school. In the annual
function of the school, two children sang the prayer in proper
tune and also sang some patriotic songs. Both those children
were also toppers in their respective classes. The principal
of the school called those children and asked whether they
remember the prayer that they sang at the annual function?
The children replied in affirmation. The next day the principal
called the Morning Prayer and directed both those children
Sewa Sadhana

—Jagtar Singh, Shri Vishwakarma Bal
Samskar Kendra, Azadnagar, Khanna, Punjab

Rehabilitation of an addict
THIS is the story of my own family. I have a brother who
was married and had two daughters. Due to wrong friend
circle he became addict. Seeing his deteriorating condition
even his wife left him and went to her parents. Nobody used
to call him at home. Everybody hated him. But I did not like
that. One day I was sitting depressed over this issue at our
Sewa Kendra. Suddenly father of a child came and asked me
the reason of depression. I told him the whole story. He said,
“Didi, you teach the children to start from home. If you have
to reform the addicts why don’t you start it from your own
family?”
I then discussed the matter with my mother. We decided
to stop hating him (brother) and get him cured. We thought
if we continued to hate him he might commit suicide one day.
Who will bring up his children then? But at that time my
father was not in favour of wasting money on his treatment.
He thought that he would never leave addiction. Despite that
I persuaded my father saying if we the family members will
hate him too much the outsiders would automatically hate
him. The financial condition of our family was also not good
at that time. But the doctor was asking Rs 1,000 as advance.
We had some jewellry at home. We decided to sell the ring
of my father. We thought that jewellry may be purchased
again but the family member will not come at any cost. We
sold the ring and after depositing Rs 1,000 the doctor
admitted the brother there. In those days my sister was
married and the brother was not involved in the wedding
ceremony also. It pained me to see such treatment with him.
When our neighbours asked my five years old niece about
her father she said he had died taking an injection. It explains
the condition of my brother at that time. He underwent
treatment for one month. After getting fully cured when he
came back home the whole family was very happy. The family,
which was at the verge of break joined again. My brother
keeping his hand over my head said I got cured only because
of you. And I got this courage from Sewa Bharati. There was
a time when I used to hesitate to speak to others but now
I lead my basti.

—Balvinder Kaur,
Dr Ambedkar Bal Samskar Kendra, Nigah
Road, Bahadur Singh Basti, Moga, Punjab
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Self-respect through self-reliance
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WELVE years old Jitendra lives in Kalander Colony of
Dilshad Garden, Delhi. He has eight siblings. Till one
and a half years back he was a rag picker collecting
garbage in the streets of Delhi the whole day. On every
Saturday he also begged as Shanidev. But now after coming
into the contact of Sewa Bharati he has left begging and
also joined a school. He has learnt making envelopes,
weaving chairs, block painting, etc. and is searching further
employment in these fields. His father sells utensils. However, his mother and other siblings are still involved in rag
picking.
Similar is the case of Mitthan (13) who also lives in
Kalander Colony. Basically his family belongs
to Neem Ka Thana village in Rajasthan. He is
the eldest in his five
brothers and sisters. He
lives with his grandfather who is a massager, in Delhi. Before
joining the Sewa Bharati
about three years back
he worked as a cobbler
in Sadar Paharganj area.
Now he goes to school.
After persuading his
grandfather he was admitted in a school by
the Sewa Bharati activJitendra weaving a chair at
ists. Last year he stood second in his class. Apart from going
to school he also learns making envelopes, weaving chairs
and making chalk, etc. He hopes to become a successful
electrician after completing at least eighth standard.
You must have seen a number of such minor children
wandering as rag pickers in the cities. Their number is very
high in the Metropolitan cities like Delhi and Mumbai. In
fact, the life of these children begins from such heaps of
garbage and also ends here itself. The so-called civilised
people hate them too much that they do not allow them to
come near. Sewa Bharati has started a new chapter in the
life of such children by starting a project known as Street
Children Project for rehabilitating them. But when the project
began and children were started to be brought the biggest
opposition was witnessed from their own parents who did
not want to lose the earning head from their families. When
Sewa Sadhana

they were told not to ruin the future of their child for the
sake of some rupees, they agreed with some conditions.
Later, a way was found and the children were taught the
work that also fetches money. They were taught to make
envelopes and chalks and the Sewa Bharati activists themselves did their marketing. The money, which was collected
from this work, was distributed among those children. Then
they were gradually taught to weave carpets, make toys from
the waste material, doing electric wiring in houses, etc.
The girls were also imparted training of making many
kinds of paintings, toys, etc. They were taught Indian
classical dances like Bharatnatyam and Kathak. The result
wondered everyone.
Some extraordinary talents came out from the
rag pickers. An eleven
years old girl has become so perfect in making paintings of Gods
and Goddesses that she
can make a beautiful
painting within minutes.
When some of the girls
from these performed
dances at the Vigyan
Bhavan of Delhi in the
presence of Prime Minister, the audiences were
stunned to see their
performance. They were
the Gandhi Mela in Delhi
not only received applause from the top politicians and
bureaucrats but also won various prizes. One of these girls
won the second prize in north India during a dance competition organised by Delhi Sangeet Kala Kendra.
The Sewa Bharati today runs six projects in Delhi in
which more than 500 rag pickers and beggars are being
rehabilitated. Some exhibitions have also been organised of
their work. The Chief Minister of Delhi has honoured these
children and Sewa Bharati five times for their outstanding
work. Undoubtedly, the Sewa Bharati has given a new
direction to the life of the children who are neglected and
ignored by the ‘civilised’ society. In the pictures published
on the front page of this souvenir similar children are seen
making jute items and paintings at a Sewa Bharati Kendra
in Delhi.
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EWA Bharati workers were first to reach
the spot with the relief material when
tsunami struck the coast of Tamil Nadu on
December 26, 2004. After the primary relief
operation, which lasted for more than one
month, the Sewa Bharati had taken up the task
of constructing permanent houses for the tsunami victims. Keeping its promise the Sewa
Bharati handed over 248 houses to the victims
in the first phase on July 6, 2006. RSS
Sarkaryavah Shri Mohan Bhagwat handed over
a model of one block of four houses to Shri
Radha, Chief Planning Officer of Nagapattinam
district symbolically to mark the handing over
of the fully complete 248 permanent houses in
the first phase.
The newly constructed colony has been
named as Vyasa Nagar. Very appropriately, a
statue of Maharishi Veda Vyas has also been

Chaitanya of the Mata Amritanandamaya Mut,
Zila Sanghchalak Shri M.M. Ravi Verma were
also present on the occasion. The houses,
which were dedicated, were from the 51 houses
for which sanction had been accorded to Sewa
Bharati. Shri Sudarshan presented keys of the
houses while Swami Kaivalyananda and
Thapasyamrutha presented lamps to the heads
of the families. After dedicating Shri Sudarshan
visited all the houses.
The dignitaries at the function held in
Nagaptattinam included Shri Mohan Bhagwat,
RSS Sarkaryavah, Shri Raman, Deputy Collector
of Nagapattinam district, Shri Radha, IAS, Chief
Planning Officer of Nagapattinam district, Shri
Kothandaraman, president of Nagapattinam Municipality, Dr Shankarrao Tatwawadi, Overseas
Coordinator of Hindu Swayamsevak Sangh, Shri
Shyam Parande, secretary of Sewa International,

Sewa Bharati hands over permanent houses to tsunami victims
in Tamil Nadu and Kerala

Disappointed faces smile again
70 houses
and the
Sewa USA
has funded
the cost of
40 houses.
The site is
located on
the bank of
backwaters
and fishermen
can bring
their boats to
the backyard
of their
colony.

erected at the entrance in a small but beautiful
garden. The newly built homes were all brightly
painted and richly decorated with palm leaffestoons and colorful rangoli. Swami
Gowtamananda of Ramakrishna Ashram,
Chennai, inaugurated the plaque bearing the
names of the main donors of the first phase of
permanent housing project viz. IDRF-USA, Sewa
International–UK and Sewa International–USA
Chapter.
Earlier in February, RSS Sarsanghachalak
Shri K.S. Sudarshan had handed over 22 houses
to the tsunami victims at Arattupuzha in
Alappuzha district of Kerala. The houses had
been constructed by Sewa Bharati, Kerala. It
was while the government relief work was in
a standstill the Sewa Bharati handed over the
first stage houses to the victims. The keys of
the houses were handed over at a function held
at the Tharayilkadavu Kuriyappasseri temple
premises. RSS Prant Sanghachalak Shri P.B.
Menon presided over the function. Shri
Ramakrishnashraman, chief of Swami
Kaivalyananda, Swami Thapasyamrutha
Sewa Sadhana

Dr Senkottayan, state president of Sewa Bharati,
Tamil Nadu and Shri Rajendran, secretary RSS
South Tamil Nadu.
Keechankuppam was the worst affected
village in entire Tamil Nadu in the tsunami
tragedy. More than 3,000 lives were lost in this
village alone and the entire village was completely destroyed.
The IDRF–USA has funded the cost of 100
homes in first phase of Nagapattinam. The Sewa
International–UK funded the cost of 70 houses
and the Sewa USA has funded the cost of 40
houses. The site is located on the bank of backwaters and fishermen can bring their boats to
the backyard of their colony.
The entire bricks and sand were procured
from distant locations so as to avoid the use
of poor quality material available in Nagapattinam
due to salinity caused after tsunami. Since the
water available in Nagapattinam is too high in
salinity, even water used for construction purposes was procured at premium cost. Each
home measures 390 sft. as against the 325 sft.
recommended by the government. Many private
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Swami Gowtamananda addressing the gathering after dedicating houses to the tsunami victims in Nagapattinam

testing agencies were employed by Sewa Bharati
to ascertain the quality of work at every stage
of construction.
The work of first phase was allotted to
seven competent contractors so as to ensure
the completion of the work on time. A park, a
community centre and a medical centre will be
soon constructed to provide necessities needed
by the residents.
Shri Mohan Bhagwat remarked the spirit
with which Sewa Bharati volunteers rendered
sewa. Sewa Bharati renders service in the spirit
of ‘Service to the man, service to the Almighty
and nation’ and not on any other considerations. Also the volunteers feel that it is their
duty to give their time and energies to the
needy sections of the society. He added that
Sewa Bharati was successful in kindling the
spirit of service in the recipients as well, unlike
usual cases where the recipients keep permanently receiving and are never made to participate and share their time and energy for service
activities.
As part of tsunami rehabilitation project,
Sewa International took up the task of rebuilding and reconstructing Shri Rethinapoorneswari

Amman temple, in Poombukar at the
Sangamasthan of Kauveri and Ganga
Sagar (Bay of Bengal). Prior to the
tsunami disaster, this was the only
Hindu temple in the area. It was
totally destroyed by the tsunami.
The rebuilding of this temple was
possible due to the combined fundraising efforts and donations received
from the institutions from Leicester,
UK: Ram Mandir/Gheewala Lohana
Centre, Shree Sanatan Mandir and
Community Centre Hindu Temple and
Community Centre and Hindu Religious and Cultural Society/Geeta
Bhavan Temple. On February 9, 2007,
the Maha Kumbhabhisheka of the
temple took place, which was presided over by Shri Thenkasi
Subramaniyan Jawahar, Nagapattinam
District Collector. A 36 ft high
Rajagopuram has been constructed,
which gives a beautiful look to the
temple and is visible from far away.
Over 20,000 people attended the inauguration ceremony from all the
nearby villages.

Sewa Sadhana
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Delegates with the tsunami victims at newly built Vyasa Nagar in
Keechankuppam village (Nagapattinam)

N January 15 this year, a delegation
from Nottingham (UK) visited the tsunami-affected areas of Tamil Nadu to
witness the work done by the Sewa Bharati,
Tamil Nadu for the tsunami victims. The delegation included the Deputy Lord Mayor of
Nottingham Mohammad Munir, community representatives and Brady Haran from the BBC.
They were accompanied by Shri Navin Prasad,
coordinator of Sewa International in Delhi.
The group visited the recently rehabilitated
village Keechankuppam in the district of
Nagapattinam by Sewa Bharati Tamil Nadu.
Seeing the good work done by the Sewa Bharati
the delegates were very much pleased and they
applauded the work done with the money raised
by the people of Nottingham, UK. The Deputy
Lord Mayor Mohammad Munir inaugurated a
block sponsored by the people of Nottingham.

UK delegation visits Sewa Bharati’s tsunami rehabilitation
projects in Nagapattinam

“Sewa Bharati is serving people
honestly and perfectly”
—Mohammad Munir, Dy Lord Mayor of Nottingham, UK

Mohammad Munir, Deputy Lord Mayor of Nottingham, inaugurating a block
of houses at Vyasa Nagar in Keechamkuppam

Sewa Sadhana

The second project visited by the delegation was ‘Anabu Illam’ a girls’ orphanage home
in Nagapattinam, which has 19 inmates today.
They are all the victims of tsunami and have
been adopted by the Sewa Bharati. The delegates interacted with every single child at the
orphanage and were very much grieved to hear
the story of tsunami from the girls. They were
so touched that they immediately donated one
computer for the centre and also some money
for sweets and educational expenses of the
children.
The next day on the way to Chennai they
also visited Shri Rethinapoorneswari Amman
Temple at Poombukar renovated by Sewa Bharati
Tamil Nadu with the funds received from UK.
They praised the quality of work being done
by the Sewa Bharati in all the projects they
visited and wished the volunteers good luck.
The next state visited by them was Gujarat.
The delegates travelled to Kutch to see two
major villages rehabilitated with the funds received from UK after the Gujarat earthquake on
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Kudos from all corners

Delegates with the girls of Anabu Illam in Nagapattinam

Delegates with the villagers of Meethapaswaria of Kutch (Gujarat)

AS the rehabilitation process was complete, Sewa
International, UK organised a tour of major donors and
representatives of community associations from UK. A
total of 52 delegates arrived New Delhi on January 24,
2004. Three-day stay in Delhi included visits to four
different welfare projects and Republic Day celebrations. On 27th morning, the delegates left for Gujarat
on a four-day visit to rehabilitated villages and schools.
On 27th January 2004, Shri V. Thirupuzh, Joint-CEO,
Gujarat State Disaster Management Authority, presented before the delegates an overview of the rehabilitation work. Delegates also called on the Governor
of Gujarat Shri Kailash Pati Mishra and the Chief
Minister Shri Narendra Modi later in the evening. From
28th morning to 31st evening they visited
Mithapaswaria, Chapredi, Rampur, Jakhotra and Rapar
villages and several schools located at different places
of the region.
At the conclusion of the tour on January 30, a
press conference was held in Rajkot where all the
delegates expressed their satisfaction with the rehabilitation work done by the Sewa Bharati Gujarat with the
support from Sewa International UK. Lord Mayor of
Coventry Shri Sucha Singh Bains and Ex-Mayor of
Derby Shri Ashok Kalia, Dr Tasaruddin Wali from
Edinburgh, Shri Dinesh Patel from Federation of Patidar
Associations and Chairman of Sewa International UK
Shri Shantibhai Mistry were among the 52 delegates.
Dr Tasaruddin Wali, who hails from Bangladesh
and is owner of an international chain of Indian
Restaurants, is now a British citizen. He had campaigned for the fundraising in Edinburgh. He informed
the press that he was under the impression before
reaching Gujarat that the funds he had raised were not
properly utilised. But on visiting all the rehabilitation
sites, he is fully satisfied. He Said, “I am determined
to raise more funds for Sewa International for the relief
and rehabilitation programme in Gujarat and other parts
wherever it is required. I would be associating myself
with this organisation in future also.”

The delegation at the memorial built in the memory of tsunami
victims at the mass grave of the victims

January 26, 2001. The first village was Meethapaswaria where the
delegates interacted with the village people to know their wellbeing and specially to know the development taken place in the
last six years. They were happy to see the construction and the
development of the people of village Meethapaswaria. Then they
visited Chapredi again in the Bhuj taluka which is a village
consisting of 327 houses built by the Sewa Bharati.

Sewa Sadhana

Dr Wali had expressed these feelings in the background of Sewa International UK being accused of
misuse and misappropriation of funds by some Muslim
and pseudo secular groups. Sewa International was
under scan by the Charity Commissioner of UK. The
inquiry by Charity Commissioner proved that the
organisation has fully utilised the funds for relief and
rehabilitation only and in a clean manner.
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Sewa projects in various parts of Bharat have succeeded
in empowering the whole society, of course, including the
lowest strata of this society. Every experiment has been a
story of courage and certainly of accomplishment through
involvement of the society. Some are driven by individuals,
some by a group of swayamsevaks while some are planned
and executed by the organisations.

Social empowerment
through Sewa
By Shyam Parande

S

ANGH swayamsevaks have been at the
forefront of empowering society in whatever way possible and with least resources
at their command. Precisely speaking, this
empowerment process has occurred despite
the support from the government. Sewa projects
in various parts of Bharat have succeeded in
empowering the whole society, of course, including the lowest strata of the society. Every
experiment has been a story of courage and
certainly of accomplishment through involvement of the society. Some are driven by individuals, some by a group of swayamsevaks
while some are planned and executed by the
organisations.

Sacrifice is the key
A trained swayamsevak left his job in
Bangalore city and returned to his native village Hiremaglur, a small village in Chikmagalure
district of Karnataka where underdevelopment,
social strife, lack of education and all other
problems were prevailing as in any other backward area. He saw an opportunity in their
traditional profession of Poojari in the local
temple, not for amassing wealth but for transforming the village and all the neighbouring
villages in the area. The temple committee had
a dalit president elected who then led the

Rathotsavam (chariot festival) of the Deity. All
the villagers including so-called forward caste
had been welcoming this Rathotsavam for
centuries that was led by president of the
Temple leading the carnival villagers washing
his feet, he being the representative of the
Deity. Initial opposition to the idea evaporated
as young Kannan and his wife washed the feet
of temple president first and worshipped the
Deity, only to be followed by everybody else.
Kannan is a man of ideas, and courageous at
that. He involved the poor in various temple
activities and the rites and rituals providing
them opportunity to produce in whatever way
they can. The products that were being brought
from the city for the temple are now locally
produced, generating employment. He then
offered free agricultural counselling to the villagers encouraging organic farming and other
modern methods. The village that was divided
on caste lines earlier now presents a totally
different picture. Whole village has prospered
and has got rid of the caste differences. Women
in Hiremaglur have work on their hand and no
one is unemployed. Children are encouraged
for education and students for higher education. Kannan has been hooked by the local TV
channel for his expert counsel everyday morning for half an hour.
Kannan’s is an experiment in empowering
his village and other villages in the area,
though more of an individual effort. One just
cannot overlook the fact that Kannan utilised
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Shri Shyam Parande (extreme right), Secretary, Sewa International and Dr Bhishma Agnihotri,
former NRI Ambassador-at-Large handing over cheque of $15,001 to Louisiana Governor,
Kathleen Blanco Baton Rouge

traditional center of activity for society—the
temple—for his model of empowerment. Temples
across Bharat were the centers for social interaction and harmony in old days. Kannan derives immense joy through helping the poor and
the needy and enjoys more when he sees his
clients happy rather than receiving a reward or
a prize.

Women to the fore
Kannanur district in Kerala has another
story where the villages are being empowered
through the awareness of women. There are
some 2500 self-help groups in the district run
by Sewa Bharati Kerala involving thousands of
women. These groups save the money daily or
weekly and then this money is put together in
a bank forming a pool. The collective capital is
then distributed to the participants as and when
needed on a softer interest rate, coming handy
during the festival or family events like marriages and such. “God helps them who help
themselves” is a realisation for these groups as
their product - a box container made out of
coconut leaves - or betel nut leaves used for
packing sweets since age - has found demand
in international market. These groups are catering to the international market with this simple
but environment friendly product. The proceeds of this are again shared by the groups
and then by individuals.
This is not only an economic activity as

one might feel through but a movement that
has brought a change in the villages. Communism has a stronghold in the district but women
from those families having a communist leader
have joined these groups without reservation.
Whenever the group meets, Saraswati vandana
and other shlokas are sung. Every participant
is supposed to either sing a song—chant a
mantra or tell a story to the group and for this
they prepare at home. Kids at home are not left
un-influenced then. Balagokulam is the program for the kids from the member families and
their involvement completes the circle. Divisions in the society like castes have paved way
for the social unity and women lead the
empowerment.

Women leadership for empowerment
The story of Bachiben Rabari of Kutch,
Gujarat is yet another path breaking experiment
in the empowerment of women and through
them the whole society. Bachiben was requested by the Chief Minister of Gujarat Shri
Narendra Modi to light a lamp for inaugurating
the Conference on Micro Savings through the
Self-Help Groups at Ahmedabad, where they
shared the dais. The gesture has sent the right
signal across, as Bachiben is a leader in her
own right, generated through the Self-Help
Group movement. She might lack formal education but has the skills and wisdom of a true
leader. Through her untiring efforts she has
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Precisely,
empowerment
has to come
from the
grassroots. The
present system
has to be
reversed in the
sense that
people in the
villages have
to believe that
they have the
capability to
empower their
own village and
through that
the whole
country. They
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language,
tradition,
culture and
their way of
life. The most
effective
yardstick of
empowerment
is the
willingness of
people to share
responsibility.

successfully encouraged the Micro Savings
Movement in many villages of Kutch district,
providing employment to women and their families. The Self-Help Groups also provide a moral
platform for the women and have succeeded in
deaddiction programmes through which the men
folk are encouraged to give up the evils of
drinking, smoking, etc.

Vanvasi effort
Vanvasi population in Bharat lives in almost isolation in the remote hilly and far flung
areas, devoid of the proceeds of the development. Despite the reservations provided to them
by the government they still are a lot behind
rest of the society. Lack of modem infrastructure
like the roads and accessibility, communications, and basics like water, power and housing
still haunt them.
Endeavour of the Vanvasi Kalyan Ashram
(VKA) is one that needs recognition, and is
praiseworthy here in empowering the Vanavsi
population in many states of Bharat. In all
propriety the experiment carried out in the hill
of Sahyadri, in a remote village in the Dhule
district, Maharashtra is worth mention. Chaitram,
an ex-student of a hostel run by the VKA, after
completing his education, took upon himself the
job of transforming his native village Baripada.
Inspired and guided by VKA, he organised the
youth in the village to accept the challenge of
transforming his home village. Water scarcity,
no prospective agriculture, lack of education,
lack of social awareness, poverty and what not,
mired the village life. Chaitram and his team set
their eyes on the local forest of some 495
hectares. A plan was designed that would
engage the youth, women and everyone else in
the village. They approached the government
forest department seeking its help for an implementation. The village appointed two guards
from the village who knew the contours of the
forest well. All the neighbouring villages were
informed that this reserved forest is beyond
limit for their trespassing and that the encroachers would be punished. Thousands of trees
were planted in the earmarked forest that grew
greener every monsoon. After some initial hiccups, everyone fell in line and the results were
seen on the ground.
The ground water table rose remarkably.
Sewa Sadhana

Water is now available all round the year and
potable water is available to all the households.
Modem agricultural methods coupled with the
traditional organic farming yielded wonderful
results. Sugarcane farming has become common
and the produce is not sold to the sugar mills,
for local youth gets employment by producing
gur (jaggery). The school that used to run once
a while runs daily and on time, guided by the
village committee. Whole village lives like a
joint family and joy and sorrow is shared by
one and all. Social festivals revolve around the
Mandir, all families doing their best.

International recognition
Baripada inspires not only the visitor but
everyone who listens to the success story of
this small Vanvasi village. Chaitram was awarded
International award for conservation of environment by IFED and he travelled to Portugal and
Bangkok to receive the award. Recognition has
come from all quarters, even present
Sarsanghchalak Ma. K.S. Sudarshan visited the
village in person in appreciation.
Specifically looking at the untapped skills
of the villagers and of course the urban slum
dwellers, Sewa activists have a role in the
empowerment of these classes. The unpretentious programmes alike Balwadi, Samskar
Kendras, Ekal Vidyalayas, tuitoring students,
Matri Mandalis, and all such are aimed at
creating social harmony and bringing up social
leadership from those areas.
Overall development of villages not only
economic but also social, across all states of
Bharat, based on the values of Hindu tradition
is the sole objective of all these efforts. The
bulwark provided by the swayamsevaks through
thousands of Sewa projects, indubitably provide the right type of support for the progress
at grassroot level. Above-mentioned experiments are just some models and many such can
be quoted. Every effort will have some achievement to be narrated, though most of them go
unnoticed or unobserved by the mainstream
society, social returns· can never be negated.

Funding?
While other NGOs look for or seek funding
from outside agencies for empowering the
underprivileged, Sewa activists have realised
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that the financial support and human resource
from outside would not create awareness in
the rest of the society, but social interaction,
exposure and involvement is the way for
seeking social support. It will be worthwhile
to mention that when all such efforts are
supported by society, human resource or finance - comes from the locale, substantiating
that Hindu society has the potential to support all the noble endeavours from within
society. A common man, on the street, whether
wealthy or poor, enjoins every such effort for
the common dream of empowering the less
privileged.

Will Bharat rise up?
Whether women leadership or Vanvasi,
the grassroot leadership is surely rising up,
establishing the fact that they are not going
to take things lying down, but react and
respond to the situation. More such examples
than those quoted above are coming to light
across the states of Bharat, indicating the
change. The empowerment that is being discussed, debated in the conferences held in the
luxuries of 5 star hotels might have reached
villages to some extent. Yet the voice of
empowerment is coming from within the society and the observers say that this will be
more enduring than the one generated through
funds from World Bodies.
Indian society has a tradition of entrepreneurship and creativity that was suppressed
completely in last few centuries. A class of
people who are not proud of any thing that
is Bharatiya had been encouraged by the
powers-that-be, while the class that loves the
tradition of this country and are proud of the
same had been pushed to the sidelines. This
situation is now changing and this can be
brought through awareness, especially among
the women who form 50 per cent of population
and the youth from villages and Vanvasis, who
have been marginalised.
Precisely, empowerment has to come from
the grassroots. The present system has to be
reversed in the sense that people in the
villages have to believe that they have the
capability to empower their own village and
through that the whole country. They have to
be proud of their language, tradition, culture

and their way of life. The most effective yardstick of empowerment is the willingness of
people to share responsibility.
In the Shrimadbhagavad Geeta, Lord Shri
Krishna has elaborated the issue, which is still
exceedingly relevant here:
Uddhared atmanatmanam
naatmaanam awasaadayet
Hyatmaiva hyatmano bandhuh
Hyatmaiv ripuratmanah
(Geeta, Chapter VI.5)
Empowerment of the villages in Bharat will
not be triggered by any government at the top
or at the state level, they might just complement the movement but the villagers themselves will have to take up the baton and move
forward.
The grass root worker reaching out to
villages and talking to the villagers has more
responsibility of creating the awareness, which
is the key to the empowerment of villages.
Equally responsible is the youth from villages
being educated in Universities or in urban
areas, their talent, education and vision will
have to be explained to the villagers back home
in order to motivate the youth, women as well
as others to bring about this change. Like
Kannan or Chaitram, they will have to sacrifice
the luxuries and fineries of the urban developed
society that lure every young man. The temptation is too overwhelming.

The way ahead
The confidence that Swami Vivekananda
had exuded a century back is coming true. “Up,
up the long night is passing, the day is
approaching, the wave has risen, and nothing
will be able to resist its tidal fury. Believe,
believe, the decree has gone forth, the fiat of
the Lord has gone forth, India must rise, the
masses and the poor are to be made happy.
Rejoice! The flood of spirituality has risen; I
see it is rolling over the land resistless, boundless, all absorbing. Every man to the fore, every
good will be added to its forces, every hand
will smooth its way. And glory be unto the
Lord!”
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(The author is a civil engineer by education and
Secretary of Sewa International.)
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Dhanvantri Yatra

A new ray of healthcare
in North-East

S

EWA Bharati, Purbanchal, Sewa International and National Medicos
Organisation jointly conducted
Dhanvantari Sewa Yatra in north-east to cater
to the medical needs of the people living in the
North-East region. Under the project, free healthcare camps are organised in the remotest Vanvasi
villages by the doctors and paramedical voluntary workers belonging to reputed medical
colleges of the country. Two Yatras were undertaken in the first week of May 2006. The first
Yatra that began from Guwahati on May 3 had
five teams of 10 doctors belonging to Benaras
Hindu University. The team of Dr Vijay
Upadhyaya and Dr Girish Mishra left for Haflong
(NC Hills). The second team of Dr Ankur Singh
and Dr Naba Gopal left for Nagaland. The third
team of Dr Sarveshwar Yadav and Dr Prashant
left for Garo Hills (Meghalaya). The fourth team
of Dr Ram Kumar Aggrawal and Dr Gopal Das
Gupta left for Khasi Hills (Meghalaya) and the
fifth team of Dr Rajesh Chaturvedi and Dr Anil
Tripathi left for Lakhimpur (Tea Garden/Mismi
Vanvasis). All these five teams treated a total
of 4,029 patients including 1,701 male and 2,328
female patients in 128 villages. All the teams
returned to Guwahati on May 9.

The sixth team of Dr Nav Gopal and Dr Vinayak
left for Kokrajhar. The seventh team of
Dr Sandeep Jha and Dr Atul Chuhan left for
Arunachal Pradesh. The eighth team of
Dr Arvind Gupta, Dr Sanjoy Gupta and
Dr Rajeev Lochan Modi left for East Khasi Hills
(Meghalaya). The ninth team of Dr Rupesh and
Dr Ravi Shankar left for Garo Hills (Meghalaya)
and the tenth team of Dr Chandra Shekhar and
Dr Girish Mishra left for Nagaland.
These teams treated a total of 8,985 patients

The second Yatra also began from Guwahati
on May 3. This Yatra consisted of 23 doctors
belonging to Benaras Hindu University, Agra
Medical College, Maulana Azad Medical College and Guru Teg Bahadur Medical College,
New Delhi and one research scholar from Swami
Vivekananda Mission Hospital, Wayanad
(Kerala). The doctors of this group were divided into 10 teams. The first team of Dr Anuj
Singhal and Dr Jeetendra Gupta left for
Dibrugarh. The second team of Dr Pankaj Gupta
and Dr Prakash Jha left for Lakhimpur. The third
team of Dr Ranjeet, Dr Anil Tripathi and
Dr Vikas left for Karbi Anglong. The fourth
team of Dr S. Yadav and Dr Ravi Shankar Singh
left for N.C. Hills. The fifth team of Dr Nitin
Rastogi and Dr Satyapal Singh left for Tezpur.

including 3,962 males and 5,023 females.
Patients from 294 villages visited the 51
health camps organised by these teams in 15
districts. These teams returned to Guwahati on
May 10 and along with the doctors of the other
Yatra, they were accorded a warm welcome by
the doctors of Guwahati Medical College and
also the distinguished people of the city. The
welcome meet was presided over by Dr Narendra
Nath Dutta, Director of Down-Town Hospital,
Guwahati, and Shri Jyoti Prakash Rajkhowa,
former Chief Secretary of Assam Government,
was chief guest on the occasion. Dr Krishan
Gopal, Kshetra Pracharak of RSS, was the chief
speaker. The doctors also narrated their experience to the villagers. Everybody appreciated
the devotion of these guest doctors.

Under the
project, free
healthcare
camps are
organised in
the remotest
Vanvasi
villages by
the doctors
and
paramedical
voluntary
workers
belonging to

A view of the medical camp by Sewa Bharati in a village of North-East
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Poorvanchal
Arogya Rakshak proved
life rakshak
NIRUMAI Amsang is an Arogya Rakshika in Ulukunsi area of
Karbi Anglang district. One day a patient of Rheumatism came to
her. He was a heavy drunkard. Nirumai gave him medicine and told
him that he would never be cured if he did not stop consuming
alcohol. He drove her point well. Reaching home he analysed that
if he did not listen to the doctor he would never get well. He reduced
his intake of wine. Slowly he got rid of the wine. He was fully
cured after taking medicine two or three times. Later he completely
stopped drinking. Now he has fully recovered. It impressed the
villagers very much and they praised Nirumai and showed gratitude
to Sewa Bharati. One Arogya Rakshak, who was once a Congress
worker, used to heavily criticise the Sangh. But he did not know
about the Sewa Bharati. He received the training of Arogya Rakshak.
After sometime when I went to his house he asked me whether
the RSS is communal? Then I said, “Now you are also an activist
of RSS. You give medicines to poor and downtrodden sick people.
Do you think you are doing wrong? In the training camp also were
you ever told to do any communal work?” He said, “No”. Then
he realised the truth and he is now a good worker of Arogya
Rakshak team. Now he himself encourages people to join the Sangh.

—Kumar Pabitra Rajvanshi,
Convenor, Arogya Rakshak Sewa, Nagaon Vibhag

Foes turn friends
THE man who once openly opposed the Sangh is now a regular
visitor of the Samskar Kendra. He also provides patronage to the
children coming to the project. There is a place Sarai Bahi under
the Marigaon district, where I visited recently. I came to know
through the Zila Pracharak that those people were Leftists and
support the Congress and Asom Gana Parishad. The AASU also
has its influence there. I met the president of the senior secondary
school who is a Sangh supporter. His name is Shri Padam Kant
Nath. He told me that all people oppose to Sangh here and that
it was difficult to work among them. After some days there was
a district level meeting of Assam Sahitya Sabha there. The Sabha
leaders invited our children from Sanskar Kendra for lighting the
lamp and singing the Vande Matram. The children along with the
teacher recited Vande Matram with full discipline and honour.
People attending the programme were surprised with their performance. They asked the name of the school to which they belonged.
They were told that these children were from the Sewa Bharati
Samskar Kendra. The children were asked whether they were taught
only this or something else too. The children said they were also
taught the Gita, patriotic songs, etc. After the meeting the people
who used to oppose us contacted us and requested to start a similar
Sanskar Kendra in their village also. A training camp of the Samskar
Kendra was later held in their village in which three girls from that
village participated.

—Ram Kumar Singh,
Samskar Kendra Pramukh, Marigaon
Sewa Sadhana

Return to roots
THE Philobari block of Tinsukia district of Assam has been
affected by terrorism for 15 years. Mostly Matak, Maran, Ahom,
Tea Garden and Nepali people live in this block. The Sewa Bharati
has started the work here about six years back. Today, more than
100 projects are being run by us here. During the birth centenary
of Shri Guruji the Sewa Bharati arranged marriage of the 47 poor
families by Vedic rituals, whose marriage had not been recognised
by the society. The speciality of the function was that among the
seven pairs, one, either bride or groom, was Muslim or Christian.
In that wedding ceremony seven people were helped returning
home. On December 17, 2006 a Hindu Sammelan was organised
in which more than 5,000 people belonging to 105 villages and
eight communities participated.

—Sewa Pramukh, Philobari Block, Assam

Utkal Prant

Cow protection with a style
AAHARBAND is a village in Rairandapur district of Orissa.
Though the Sangh shakha is there for the last 10 years, the work
of village development began just two years back. The swayamsevaks
decided to stop cow slaughter once for all. The work began with
taking some families of the village into confidence. There is a Milk
Cooperative Society about 12 kms from the village. An agreement
was reached with the society to purchase milk from the village.
The work began. The milk was started collecting from the village
and sold to the society. It fetched handsome money for the people.
Seeing good income in the work many people of the village started
herding cows. Now more than 150-litres of milk is sold to the
society from this village everyday. A swayamsevak collects the
milk from the village and carries it to the society collection centre.
People are now enjoying good financial support due to this project.
Nobody from this village now sell their cows to the butchers and
cow slaughter has completely stopped. There is another village
Brahamanchhai under Ganjam district of Orissa. The Sangh shakha
began in this village in 1981. In the beginning the swayamsevaks
had to work hard as the people were not cooperating. The village
is situated on the banks of a river, which caused havoc during rainy
season. The swayamsevaks decided to plant some trees on the
banks of the river for the security of the village. It took about
one and a half years. After plantation it was essential to water
the plants during the summer so that they should not dry. But
no villagers agreed to provide pots for this work. The swayamsevaks
took some pots left at the crematorium and watered the plants.
The trees could be saved but the swayamsevaks were beaten up
by their parents for picking up the untouchable pots from the
crematorium. Now after the trees grew older, the havoc of the flood
has reduced substantially. Now a school has also been started in
this village. The swayamsevaks also took up the work of
cleanliness. It was with the active cooperation of villagers that the
village temple was renovated. Now this village is a Prabhat Gram
of Uttkal Prant.

—Prant Sewa Pramukh, Utkal Prant
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Karnataka

Hindu Sewa Pratishthan, Bangalore

Selfless service changes hearts
AS one hears or reads the name Bijapur, his memory goes back
to the world famous Gol Gumbaz, which attracts thousands of
people from all over the world. It’s ironical that there exists a lane
called Harina Shikari just opposite this world famous monument,
which no same person dares to venture and it’s a god-forsaken
place. The fact that people who live here are notorious and no
law exists in their little kingdom. What makes them so scared?
It is their lawlessness. Rogue behaviour and their occupation, which
is preparing illicit liquor and selling it to poor people, mostly
consisting of tangawallahs and daily wage earners, who are their
customers. The people also make additional income by lending
money and act as collection agents by adopting dubious means,
people also hire them as goondas to settle scores with their rivals.
They had killed a policeman of a raiding party, which conducted
a raid on their hideouts. The female folk here are also equally
notorious. It is here, Kumari Mallamma and Kumari Girija,
sewavratis of Hindu Sewa Pratishthan, stayed and made their
home, started Shishu Mandir to bring about a change in their
lifestyle. Of course it was a Herculean task but they took it as
a challenge. It was really unimaginable. The kids coming to school
without bath from unhygienic surrounding would make anybody’s
life miserable.
But, what a revoultion...hats off to these two sewavratis...
After their untiring efforts for two years they could see the results
and anybody would be totally surprised. Now the children
regularly have bath, come clean, recite the Sanskrit shlokas,
subhshitas, they dance and sing and spend most of their time in
this mandir. This has influenced the lives of the women here, they
too have changed; now they dress neatly, they have inculcated some
good practices in their daily routine and they have mellowed down
a lot.
I remember my visit here during the month of March, where
after a meeting which lasted till 8.30 p.m., the sevavratis staying
here came to see me off. When I was apprehensive of their coming
out at that odd hour keeping in mind the history of the place they
allayed my fears saying that the people here respect them a lot
and do not misbehave with them or badmouth them. After
witnessing the change here, the belief that any human being can
be won over and reformed by love, affection and selfless service
has reinforced in me more strongly.

Children learn, elders follow
BILAGI taluka of Bagalkot district is considered to be one of the
most backward areas and Sri C.N. Soragavi, a man with foresight,
who is the director of the local Jum Sugar Factory has been the
beacon of hope for this taluka who is working tirelessly for the
all round development of this taluka.
There are 16 sewavratis working in eight villages of this taluka
and it is only just eight months they have started their work by
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opening Shishu Mandir, a new chapter is written in the lives of
these villagers. These sewavratis have also started Kishore Bharathi
and Maatru Mandali and have been celebrating national festivals.
Rakshabandhan and the annual events of Shishu Mandir in the
village with the involvement of locals have infused vigour in the
minds of children and the female folk. The women of Budhihal
village fought successfully for the closure of liquor shop, the
sewavratis also spoke to destitute women and widows, also few
men and convinced them not to have any kind of illicit relationship
within them, an achievement in itself.
There are numerous instances wherein the kids attending
Shishu Mandirs have virtually set an example to their elders, like
a kid sharing his food with his neighbour friend in spite of his
mother desisting him, which made the mother set right her attitude
and also a kid who used to regularly prostrate in front of his father
asked him to do so to his mother. The lessons imparted at the
Shishu Mandirs have made such a great impact on the minds of
these young kids and has left an indelible impression on the elders.

Preaching by practice
THE camp held at Sangha Niketan in Mangalore from October 1
to November 10, 2006 was attended by 255 sewavratis from 160
places of 20 districts. As is a practice every year, last year also
the sewavratis were asked to visit a Sewa Basti/ Slum, communicate
and develop contact with the dwellers, spend three to four hours
at their place, conduct an activity pertaining to Matrimandali/
Balagokulam/ Bhajan, then a group of 2-3 have lunch in a house
there. There was a total of 270 sewavratis segregated and sent
to around 10 Sewa bastis. These people visited the houses of
Korugas, Holeyas who are considered the most backward castes
in the society. The sewavratis were overwhelmed at the innocence
hospitality and the welcome accorded by these so called backwards,
uneducated and has been a great experience for both, it was a
pleasant surprise for the people residing at the bastis at the sight
of these sewavratis speaking and playing with their children,
prostrating to the elders, who felt embarrassed.
The sewavratis were also in for a surprise when a resident
of Kodikal basti started firing a volley of questions pertaining
to untouchability, the upper-caste subjecting their women folk to
humiliation by making them eat food mixed with human nails under
the pretext of driving the evil spirits attacking the women of
upper-caste and also considering the entire community as people
who peel skins of dead animals and eat the flesh, they also pleaded
their helplessness against these practices. Their plight really shook
the conscience of the sewavratis and they were awakened to the
grim realities of society.
There was a positive side to the entire experience, that was
the visit of sewavratis to their homes and the fact that they had
lunch with them in their homes, this kindled a ray of hope in them,
was reassuring and they pledged that they would remain in Hindu
fold come what may and would never convert their faith to Islam
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or Christianity. They were more determined to fight the evils of
untouchability. Untouchability is not existing in slums, but it is
in the mind and body of the upper caste people, who merely talk
and make lengthy speech on evils of untouchability, the necessity
to eliminate it but very rarely can we see them put into practice
what they preach. In such a situation, the spirit of these sewavratis
who erased untouchability from their hearts and dedicated themselves to this noble task to reformation is really worth emulating.

half hour amidst through thick forest with beat and poisonous
snakes completing the list of inhabitants. Bus, which makes only
two trips a day and tempos are the mode of transport to this
place, but one needs to walk six kilometres after alighting. It is
here where Kunaji Marathi speaking Vanvasi has made its home.
You need to cover a fair distance to go from one house to another,
water is available throughout the year in the form of small streams
flowing through the hills.

Love before you serve

It is in this unfriendly terrain, sister Shivaleela, who hails from
a village called Hospete of Haveri district works as a sewavrati
at Marikamba Shishu Mandir. I, along with her and Thimmanna,
a member of the Managing Committee of the Shishu Mandir left
from Sirsi to this place, travelled by tempo to the nearest place
any vehicle can go to and there on started walking with a torch
in hand, by the time we reached Vadagara, it was late night. My
inner self was just appreciating the fearless nature and determination of this sewavrati and also prayed in mind that I would
not be welcomed by any snake or, bear, thankfully nothing
happened.

SRINIVASAPURA Haadi (Village) near Gundulpet of Chamarajanagar
district in Karnataka is mostly inhabited by Jenu Kurubas, a tribe,
who rear beehives and sell honey. These people live under abject
poverty, very rarely they get two meals a day and any visitor
is encountered by asking to which caste does he belong, but this
has stopped from the past three years. Chakkalkatte is one more
similar village, which boasted 100 percent illiteracy!! but after the
commencement of Vanashala (school) the situation is quite changed,
17 children aged between 06-12 years can read Kannada fluently,
even the young and the aged people of village are able to write
their names now.
Yellapura is one more taluka, which is inhabited predominantly
by Siddi tribes, mostly lured by the Christian missionaries and
have been converted. With the opening of Student Boarding School
at Chipageri and the advent of the activities in the surrounding
villages, the situation has changed dramatically, the enlightened
youth of the villages have banned the missionaries from entering
their villages.
All this happened because of the tireless efforts, sacrifice,
dedication of individuals like Srinivasa, who has done his BA, LLB
(Gundulpet), Ramachandra Siddhi (Yellapura) who as sewavratis,
endured all the hardships and adversities in their endeavour, are
solely responsible for this change. These individuals are daily
travellers, who walked nearly 10-18 Kms daily travelling from one
village to another, meeting them, communicating with them and
their only food was black coffee, of course what else can they
get from those poor people, who themselves were not sure of
getting two square meals and sometimes these sewavratis shared
the bread they carried with the kids of the villagers after seeing
their plight.
What is the real inspiration for these individuals? How is it
they are motivated to work for the welfare of these Vanvasis leaving
their homes and people embracing the Vanvasi area and the tribe
as their place and relatives? The answer lies in the fact that the
vision to love the humanity irrespective of caste, creed or religion
given by the Pratishthan and the training imparted in service. As
Dr Ambedkar has rightly said that we need to learn to love before
serving and this has been the secret of success of the sewavratis
and has been the inspirational mantra.

Sewavrati is the respected
Mataji here
VADAGARA is a tiny hamlet situated at the top of a hill in
Ankola taluka of Uttar Kannada district in Karnataka. It is a real
uphill task reaching this hamlet, we have to trek at least one and
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As soon I reached Sri Thimmanna’s house at Vadagara, we
were welcome by the two tiny tots Shantala aged three and a half,
Poornima aged two, who have picked up Kannada after started
attending the Shishu Mandir from the last 8 months and displayed
their talents by reciting rhymes, shlokas, bhajans and also dance.
One of the inhabitants, Sri Bhaskar, who came to meet me recalled
with gratitude the service of Shivaleela, praised her for her work
and compared her to oasis in desert, who has come to change their
lives and became the Mataji of the village. It is the nature of a
sewavrati to impart the good things in her and also at the same
time imbibes the good things present in the people with whom
she works, no wonder, she has won the hearts and has become
the Mataji for them. I was really overwhelmed and its really an
invigorating experience.

Three years old inspires mother
KIRTHI is a student at Keshav Shishu Mandir in Arava village
under Teerthahalli taluka in South Karnataka. She is three and a
half years old. Her mother got angry over even the minor issues.
While preparing Kirthi for school also she used to scold her. Kirthi
did not like it as even the teacher in school did not scold her.
One day after coming from school she started repeating a sentence
of Dr Ambedkar, which was taught her in the school. The sentence
was—“Learn to love before serving.” Her mother who was sitting
nearby heard the sentence. She felt that the sentence has been
taught to the girl with a target on her, as I don’t have love in
heart. After giving a thought, Kirthi’s mother decided to change
her behaviour. She started working without getting angry. She also
prepared Kirthi for school with proper love. Wondered over the
changed behaviour of Kirthi’s mother when her father tried to know
the reason the mother told her everything. After sometime both
the husband and wife went to the school and told the whole episode
to the teacher. They also thanked the teachers heartedly. Keshav
Saraswati Shishu Mandir is run by Hindu Sewa Pratishthanam.
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TN government honours
swayamsevak for social work
LAST month, Shri Chandrasekhar, Collector of Dharmapuri district
in Tamil Nadu, gave away Rs 1 lakh to Shri Muthuraj, Panchayat
president of B. Chettihalli village, in appreciation of elimination
of untouchability in his Panchayat under a state government scheme
to promote social cohesion. Till 1981, this village had the bad name
for ill-treating Harijans. With a volunteer Shri Ramakrishnan, he
started a shakha in Jogipatti falling under the Panchayat that year
and things began to change for the better. Shakha naturally attracted
youth from all communities. The village youth who became
swayamsevaks were imbibed with a sense of social justice as a
path to Hindu consolidation. They gave the necessary pep to the
Harijan families. As a result, Harijans began walking along the village
streets wearing footwear. They could now ride bicycles inside the
village limits, something impossible earlier. Jogipatti blazed the trail
for eradication of untouchability in surrounding villages over a
period. Muthuraj, a second-year trained swayamsevak, was among
the first batch of village youth to attend the shakha. Later, he was
elected for the post of Panchayat president as an independent
candidate. This gave a fillip to the efforts of the Sangh workers
striving for samajik samarasata (social harmony) in the
neighbourhood. Soon the Chaaki Amman temple festival became
an occasion for all castes to express solidarity, a sea change from
the conflict-ridden affair that it used to be. All this led the
government to select the village for the award.

Konkan Prant

Sevit bana Sevak
THERE is one hostel in Goa Vibhag run by Sewa Bharati.
A student named as Diwakar Bediya stayed there since class
5th. While pursuing his studies he won gold medal in the
BAMS exam and became a doctor. But instead of starting
his own clinic he worked full time for downtrodden people
in Sewa bastis for two years. Now he has started his own
clinic. This is a good example of the positive change in the
society that we are serving.

Training camp gives new direction
IT was a pleasant experience at the very first day at the threeday training camp. The method of self-training taught me
much. The wide and open discussion on all topics and
guidance of the adhikaris thereafter were quite impressive.
The knowledge about the important works to be done in the
field increased. The concept of sewa also became clearer. It
has now become easy to prepare points of the work in shorter
time and then explain to the workers. The limited number of
the trainees has helped us to become acquainted with all.

—Dr Subhash Viche,
Konkan Prant Sewa Shikshan Pramukh
Sewa Sadhana

Tamil Nadu

Silent revolution
among fisher folk
CHINNA Aravadi is a village under the Karsari taluka of
Ramanathpuram district. Our service activities began here in
1992. It has today become an effective centre of social
transformation. A woman worker through daily coaching,
Samskar Kendra, monthly deeppooja, matri mandali, youth
centre, etc., started the project. In the beginning main
concentration was laid on education, as nobody in the village
was educated more than eighth standard and not only the
gents but women also were in the grip of alcoholism. There
was no unity among villagers. The village temple was closed
for years. But the villagers did not forget to visit the local
dargah on every Thursday. The Hindu fishermen ruined their
own boats due to liquor and started working on the boats
of Muslims and Christians.
But now the picture has changed. About 60 girls and
40 boys of the village are studying in various schools of
adjoining districts. It is with the efforts of Sewa Bharati that
28 youth of the village are pursuing their graduate courses.
Seeing this positive change in the village, the people of
surrounding villages have contacted the Sewa Bharati to start
similar projects in their villages. This process of social
transformation has been repeated in various adjoining villages where also the positive results have been registered.
The government schools’ inspector when visited the Aravadi
village was so much impressed with the positive change
among school children that he instructed all the school
principals of the region to seek help from Sewa Bharati to
improve the results of their schools and also to bring positive
change among children. After the beginning of the Samskar
Kendra, regular deeppooja has begun in Aravadi village.
People have abandoned alcohol. Putting tilak on the forehead, putting rangoli in the courtyard, visiting temple,
celebrating Hindu festivals, proper welcome of the guests
and visitors, respect of parents by children and cleanliness
in the village have become a regular features in the village.
Not only the children but the elders also have attracted to
small savings. It has improved the financial condition of the
villagers. Now five people of the village have their own boats.
People of the village have stopped visiting dargah. Ten
Sevavratis from this village are now working on various
projects started by the Sewa Bharati. The women Sevavratis
after marriage have started Sewa Bharati work in their in-laws’
villages. Various male Sevavratis have also come out for
sewa. The people of the villages, situated at the coastal belt
of Rameshwaram to Syalkudi, have also requested the Sewa
Bharati to start several projects in their villages.

—Prant Sewa Pramukh, Tamil Nadu
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Andhra Government honours
Sewa Bharati

Andhra Pradesh

URGUMPAD is a village in Khammam district of
Andhra Pradesh, which is affected by floods from
Godawari and Sabari rivers every year. When this
village was completely drowned in floods in 1986, the
swayamsevaks organised a flood relief camp. Later, a permanent relief centre, Bharati Bhavan, was constructed in the
village. The late Shri H.V. Seshadri, the then Sarkaryavah,
had inaugurated the building along with a Vanvasi Vikas
Kendram, a multi-purpose project for all round development
of local Vanvasis, on April 29, 1990 here. Initially, a hostel
for Vanvasi students was started there in 1990 with 12
students. Today there are more than 100 students from 52
Vanvasi villages in the hostel. It is a prime centre of imparting
Bharatiya samskars to the Vanvasi students. They chant
mantrapushpam everyday in the evening and shlokas from
the Bhagvad Gita.

Divteeya Varsh. Two of them are Vistaraks now. One has
the Sangh responsibility at district level. Six are at Khanda
level and 11 are at Mandal level.

Some of the Vanvasi boys go to the neighbouring
villages to conduct shakha. They run Bal Samskar Kendras
in their villages during the vacations. They also observe
Rakshabandhan in 50 villages by travelling about 100 kms
on bike. Eight of these villages have started performing
various Hindu festivals like Ramanavami, Ganesh Chaturthi,
Ugadi, etc.

Thief turns a brilliant student

The project has its influence in 150 Vanvasi villages. In
these villages the entry of nationalist forces used to be
thought impossible before the start of this project. Now
Bharati Bhavan is a multi-purpose project in which camps
are conducted for single teacher schools and personality
development for Vanvasi youth. A total of 46 Vanvasi boys
were sent for studies at Vijnanavihara English medium
residential school at Nutakki. About 100 Vanvasi girls are
studying in the residential school at Sri Saraswati
Vidyapeetham, Hyderabad. Most of them are ranking top in
their classes.
Outcome of the project
Till March 2006, a total of 196 students had passed 10th
from this project. Later 50 of them completed Intermediate,
20 IIT and 30 Degree courses. Three of them are working
as teacher, 80 are working as farmer and 10 are pursuing
handicrafts. Shri Srinivasa Rao is working as a lawyer. Shri
P. Jagan is a medico at Vizag and Shi S. Kannam Raju is
studying engineering at Vijayawada. Shri Chandu is our
hosteller who has been selected for district Kho-Kho team
and Shri Bhadraiah was selected for the state Kabaddi team.
Shri V. Bala Krishna won second prize at state level science
exhibition. Among these hostelers, 200 completed Prathmika
Shiksha Varga, 39 are Pratham Varsh and 11 completed
Sewa Sadhana

As a result of this project, the Vanvasis have come
closer to the mainstream societies. The conversion to Christianity has also reduced substantially in this area. The
Bharati Bhavan is truly living up to the ideals of which it
was devised. The impact of the project may be gauged by
the fact that the Sewa Bharati, Bhadrachalam unit, was
honoured with the Letter of Appreciation by the State
Government on 57th Republic Day in 2006. The certificate was
issued by Dr Buddhaprakash M. Jyoti, IAS, Project Officer
of Integrated Tribal Development Agency, Bhadrachalam.

—Prant Sewa Pramukh
Andhra Pradesh

CHENNAIKESHAVALU, 10, belongs to the Makhtam village
of Palamur district of Andhra Pradesh. His father is a daily
wager and very hardly fulfills the needs of the family. Since
he has to go to Mumbai, Gujarat and other places in search
of job, this adversely affected the study of Chennaikeshavalu
and he started stealing small things from the nearby areas.
This also encouraged him for smoking and also some other
bad habits. He was kept in a government hostel for studies,
but that further deteriorated him. Seeing no change in him,
his parents took him to work in Gujarat. When caught red
handed stealing something he was beaten up by his father
many times. Instead of leaving the bad habits he left the
family and ran away to Makhtam village where his maternal
uncle lives. The maternal uncle admitted him in a hostel run
by the Sewa Bharati. Soon after the admission and living
in close atmosphere of good samskars the child started
participating in various activities like sports, etc. He is now
just 14 years old and stays in the Golluru hostel of Sewa
Bharati. Apart from his studies, he also started receiving
some vocational training. The student of class III,
Chennaikeshavalu has turned into a totally different child.
In the class III exams conducted in January last year he
scored impressive marks and leaving behind various students of the hostel. Now whatever he finds anywhere he
deposits that to the hostel in-charge. When his parents
visited the hostel and found that their child has become a
good boy and has abandoned all bad habits, they became
very happy and distributed sweets in the whole hostel.

—Shridhar, Hostel Incharge, Golluru village
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Kerala

Balagokulam

Balagokulam was
launched to
introduce valuebased life-style,
which is lacking
in modern
turners, which
has been pushed
to the
backburner for
the past several
years. The
parents
themselves
encourage the
organisation,
since they are
conscious of the
fact that they
hardly succeed
in passing on
our cultural
values and
precious
traditions to our
children.

World’s largest
children movement

F

OUNDED during the middle of 1970 in Kerala
by Sri M.A. Krishnan, the then editor of
Kesari weekly to counter the cultural deterioration caused by the drawbacks of the education system, the Balagokulam has emerged as
a very popular movement here. The then Dakshin
Kshetriya Prachrak, the late Yadav Rao Joshi and
the then Prant Pracharak of Kerala the late K.
Bhaskar Rao played a key role in making it more
effective. Many factors came in as helping
hands to it, viz. classes run by Sri Kunjunni
Master, the scholar and the children’s poet, the
prayer penned by Shri N.N. Kakkar, the AIR staff
and the renowned poet, cooperation of large
number of writers and cultural leaders. Registered in 1981 as a nationwide cultural movement
and the organisational activities commenced in
that direction, the Balagokulam has come out as
the biggest children movement.
The weekly classes are providing children
with the facilities to learn story-narration, poem
writing, dance, different sorts of games, quizzes,
etc. They get the guidance of the Rakshadhikaris
in these matters. They are enlightened in the
Bhagwad Gita, proverbs, riddles, lessons-richstories, life stories of great visionaries, nationalism, etc. This sort of training gives the children
the strength to lead ideal lives both domestic
and social.
The activities of Sewa Vibhag in Kerala were
Balagokulam
was
started during the birth centenary celebra- launched to introduce
tions of Doctor Hedgewar in 1989.
value-based life-style,
which is lacking in modSewa activities at a glance
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Sewa Sadhana

syllabi. Children are developed in such a way
that they acquire self-respect and individual
qualities and exemplary character.
Aiming at the total personality development of the children, Balagokulam conducts
various programmes like training camps or
workshops for promoting the special artistic
and literary talents, Rakshabandhan festival for
promoting harmony, love and brotherhood,
Acharyapooja in inculcating the habit of respecting the elders, jnanayajna—house to
house contact for propagating the books, etc.
Balmelas and Kalolsavams provide an opportunity for the children to present their artistic
talents and develop their organisational skills
for co-operative action, Dadhikumbhanidhi
samarpan for promoting samarpanbhav—sense
of dedication, Vishu Gramotsav programmes to
create national awareness through children
among families, and through such families in
the whole village and the nation at large. In
Gramotsav programmes, along with children
their parents and other family members also
participate.
Impact of Balagokulam
It is expected that the informal education
to children through various activities of the
Balagokulam creates a healthy atmosphere in
their respective families. This happens in two
or more ways. The children directly interact
with the parents and demonstrate in their homes
what they learn in the Balagokulam. The
organisation too invites the guardians to participate in several programmes, which are bound
to generate an impact on them. The families are
expected to observe certain practices like planting a Tulsi in front of the hosue, consume only
vegetarian diet, install Aum in their houses or
at the place of worship, receive all guests and
visitors with pranam, offer seat and treat them
with due respect, install a deity in their house,
pray together once a day after switching off the
TV/radio, while going out each member will
inform elders as to where he/she proposes to
go and take their consent, the whole family
shall take meals together at least once in a
week, if not every day. The meals to be taken
after bhojan mantra and donate in kind or cash
for charitable works—daanam.
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Gujarat

T

Madhya Bharat Prant

Thieves turn gentlemen

HERE are about 500 families in Narora locality of
Ahmedabad. They have traditionally been indulged in
pilferage. Slowly the contact of Sangh swayamsevaks
began in the locality. In the beginning a mobile medical van
was sent twice in a week. Contact was also established with
the local youth. In a very short span a weekly shakha began
in the locality. After the shakha contact with the families
began. After a few months the atmosphere in the locality
began changing. Some religious functions were also held.
Besides Navaratri, several other festivals were also started
to be celebrating. In the meanwhile contact developed with
one Shri Manish Shah and his friends. The work of cleanliness was taken up and soon it became very popular. After
some time Manish Shah and his friends attended the Sangh
Shiksha Varga. After the Varga a very positive change started
in Manish. Now the same Manish is Sewa Pramukh of the
Basti. After some time the contact of people belonging to
higher localities began in the Sewa Basti, which brought the
people of both the localities closer. The people of Narora
basti were persuaded to give up the work of pilferage and
start any respected work. Some of them agreed and a positive
change began in the basti. Now most of the people of the
locality have abandoned the bad habits like drinking, gambling and pilferage. In the whole Gujarat Prant there are 516
projects at 348 places. It includes 175 education projects, 161
health, 34 social harmony and 63 self-reliance. There are also
10 Uday Gram and one Prabhat Gram.

Training camp as battery charger
THE training camp from February 7 to 9 this year encouraged
me to work more effectively. I had been hearing for a long
time that the Sangh shakha is the principle form of our work
and the service project is the practical form. But I was unable
to understand the difference satisfactorily. I was feeling
something lacking in the chain that connects the Sangh work
and the service projects. The training of sewa work in the
Sangh Shiksha Varga was very short compare to the physical
and intellectual training. That is why I thought that the
service work has to be done only by some people. And the
majority of people have to go to the shakha. There was a
dire need of proper and complete training of the service work.
After attending the training camp I now feel that more and
more swayamsevaks should join the service work. I learnt
the presentation of the subject in various forms and also
more effectively. Now I feel that the sewa work is the
extended form of the shakha work. We shall be able to make
the shakha more society-oriented now.

—Janak Dave, Radhanpur, Gujarat
Sewa Sadhana

Matrichhaya changes
the atmosphere of family
A Matrichhaya Kendra is run by Sewa Bharati in Bilaspur
in which there are presently 36 children. Help in kind
or cash pours into the project from all sections of the
society. Kumari Roshani Chopra, the daughter of Smt
Rajshri Chopra who is member of Sewa Bharati
Karyakarini, studies in Jain International School. Her
friend Nikita Khedia also came to the Matrichhaya Kendra
to meet the children. On her birthday Nikita insisted her
parents to celebrate her birthday, in the Matrichhaya
Kendra only. Her father Shri Lakshman Khedia is a
reputed businessman. He did not know anything about
the Matrichhaya. On the repeated request of the daughter
the Khedias agreed to celebrate the daughter’s birthday
at the Matrichhaya. They along with all the necessary
material for celebration and friends of Nikita reached
among the children of Matrichhaya and celebrated the
birthday as per the Indian style. Since then this family
visits the Matrichhaya on every birthday of Nikita. Last
year a grand Kanyapoojan function was held in Bilaspur
on October 11 during the Navratris. A total of 5,001
girls from Sewa Bastis were worshiped at the function.
A total of 150 couples formally worshiped the girls. A
large number of other people of the city also participated
in the function. Prominent among those who were
present were Nagar Sanghachalak Shri Chandrabhan
Singh Chauhan, Sewa Bharati Madhya Kshetra Patron
Shri Vishnu Kumar, Prant Sewa Pramukh Shri Arun
Kulkarni, Shri Punnulal Mohale, MP from Bilaspur, Shri
Amar Aggrawal, Finance Minister of Chhattisgarh and
Shri Ashok Pingle, Mayor of Bilaspur.

Daughter inspires father
KUMARI Sundari Bharatiya belongs to Kindri village. She
belongs to Baiga Vanvasi community and lives in the
Devdara hostel of Sewa Bharati. After getting good samskars
from the hostel she first decided to change her father who
was a known drunkard of the village. He used to create
conflict in the family after taking drink daily. He was
repeatedly advised to abandon the bad habit, but he did not
change. When everybody failed he was slowly advised by
Sundari Bharatiya and inspired him to follow the right path.
The father started changing and now he has totally stopped
drinking. It has developed a good atmosphere not only in
the family but also in the whole village. All family members
of Bharatiya are happy.
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President salutes his
supreme sacrifice

The impact of the
Samskar Kendra

PEOPLE of lower areas of Indore city were sleeping as per
their daily schedule at a rainy night. Suddenly the heavy
rains created flood-like situation in the lower areas and the
areas situated on the banks of a drain started drowning. In
certain localities the water was 10 to 12 feet deep. There was
hue and cry all over. Everybody was busy in somehow
saving his goods and dear ones. There were very few who
at that time thought about others.

PEEPRIPURA is a Sewa Basti of about 55 Jatav families
in Murena Nagar of Madhya Bharat Prant. The locality
had a church and a school run by the church. There
was arrangement of free education at the church school.
The Sewa Bharati started a Samskar Kendra in this
locality in 1998. In the beginning there were 22 children.
With the sustained contacts by the Sewa Bharati activists
the children studying at the church schools were enrolled
in the government school. Angered over it the Father
of the church registered false FIRs of theft against some
people of the Sewa Basti. The police understood the
whole matter and it did not take any action against the
people named in the FIR. When the Father was exposed
he ran away from the locality. The people of the Basti
then formed a village committee and contacted the Vidya
Bharati to start a school there. Finally a Shishu Mandir
was started in the locality in 2004, which has now
become a prime centre of social transformation. Today
140 children of the locality study in this Shishu Mandir.

In such a situation Manoj Chauhan of Maruti Nagar
Sewa Basti presented the example that a worker can present
only once in his life. The water level was increasing in the
locality very fast. A part of the basti had turned into an
island, where a large number of people including children
and olders, had been trapped. Without wasting any time
Manoj made a temporary boat from empty boxes and
successfully saved the life of eight people. It was despite
the fact both heart valves of Manoj were damaged and his
doctor had strictly advised him not to take up heavy work.
Manoj sacrificed his life to save certain lives of the basti.
He knew that he would not survive long. But he somehow
saved the lives of some people. They will remember him till
they live.
Due to heavy pressure on the heart and infection caused
by dirty water Manoj breathed his last just two days after
the incident. The Mayor of the city not only expressed deep
condolence over the demise of Manoj but also granted some
financial help to his family members. He also recommended
the Chief Minister and Governor to honour him with bravery
award posthumous. Now the President Dr APJ Abdul Kalam
honoured Manoj with the bravery award posthumously on
January 26 this year.

Social harmony yajna
SEWA Bharati Mahakaushal organised Samarasata yajnas in
21 Sewa Bastis of Jabalpur to celebrate the birth centenary
of Shri Guruji. Over 2,700 people including 1,600 women
participated in the yajnas. People of both the Samanya and
Sewa Bastis particiatped in the yajnas. After the yajnas there
was arrangement of meals in the form of prasad, which
developed the sense of social harmony. Impressed with the
initiative the people of the Sewa Bastis requested to hold
such events repeatedly. It was for the first that such
functions were held in the Sewa Bastis. The four to five
hours functions included various activities like bhajan,
songs, cultural activities, etc.

—Sewa Pramukh, Sewa Bharati, Mahakaushal
Sewa Sadhana

—Vibhag Sewa Pramukh, Murena, Madhya Bharat

Remarkable change by
Sangh shakha
PEOPLE of a village in Rajgarh district of Madhya Bharat
Prant used to borrow money from some Muslims of
a small town ‘Talen’. The Muslims charged high interest
from the Hindus and also misbehaved with them.
Sometimes there were also incidents of rape with the
Hindu girls. The swayamsevaks of the village Sangh
shakha with the help of the villagers, formed a Gram
Kosh (village fund) and collected Rs 100 per bigha from
the villagers. Some optional amount was also deposited
in the fund in order to increase the deposits. The villagers
are now granted loan on very nominal interest from the
fund. Now Muslims do not come to the village to harass
the villagers. The village committee has also now taken
up some village development projects. It has now
become an Udaya Gram. It has become so effective that
the Muslims have stopped misbehaving with the Hindus
of other villages also. With the income from the village
fund roads have been constructed in the village and a
piece of land has also been purchased for the village
temple.

—Village Sewa Pramukh, Rajgarh, Madhya Bharat
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“Everybody has
become Pandit here”

Rajasthan

GOPALPURA village, about 50 km from Kota, has about 100
houses. Majority of the villagers are Rawat Bhil who are
traditionally agriculture labourer. The village is completely in
the grip of local Jagirdars who allegedly do not want them
to become self-reliant. In the year 2001 the workers of Sewa
Bharati started a Balwari in this village. Chunnilal, a youth
of the village, courageously kept the work on despite strong
opposition from some villagers. With his effort an interest
for literacy developed among the villagers. Children started
attending the Bal Samskar Kendra of Kota. The positive
change that came among the children also influenced their
parents. With the efforts of Sewa Bharati workers celebration
of various festivals like Janmashtami, Jalkumbhi Ekadashi,
etc., began in which people started participating in large
number. It was for the first time that the villagers gathered
at one place for any social event. Later a bhajan mandali
was also started in the village. In these programmes people
were educated about the harms of liquor. As a result some
people decided to abandon the bad habit forthwith. Later,
it was followed by maximum people of the village. Now when
guests visiting the village are not served liquor they say,
“What is the use of coming here? It appears everybody has
become Pandit here.” The similar positive change is witnessed in the nearby village, Kallupura. A majority of the
people have abandoned consuming liquor here also.

The impact of Samskar Kendra
THERE are about 65 families belonging to weaker section
in Ambedkar colony of Vaishalinagar in Ajmer Mahanagar.
These people are basically labourers. Since they are busy
in work outside, they could not pay attention to their
children. Some children started begging. They had no
interest in going to school. Fights after consuming liquor
became the daily affair in the locality. In such an atmosphere
a Balwari was started by Sewa Bharati in 2000. An interest
for education developed among children. Slowly the children
started participating in various activities of Sewa Bharati.
When a havan was performed in the colony it was a new
thing for the people of the locality. Though, only 8-10
families participated in it due to hesitation and fear. After
taking prasad everybody was happy. But some people did
not like it and they started creating problems in the work.
They were tried to be persuaded but they remained adamant
and the project had to be closed. After a few days when
the people of the locality realised that it is major loss for
their children, they unitedly went to the Sewa Pramukh and
confessing their mistake requested him to restart the project.
The villagers decided to impose a fine over the person who
Sewa Sadhana

creates any problem after consuming liquor and the money
collected from the offender will be given to the temple. The
project, which was started in an open space, now has its
own room. All children of the village go to school.

—Tulasi Narayan, Chittor Prant Sewa Pramukh

Extraordinary change by
an ordinary project
SHRI Ram Basti of Baran has about 90 families of sweepers.
Sewa Bharati started a Balwadi and a Samskar Kendra here
in 1990. People then did not have any interest for education.
Hardly two or three persons had education till third standard.
The non-school going children were called at the Balwadi
and they were started imparting informal education. Later the
school-going children were also called. A talented student
of this locality, Mahavir Prasad, was sent to Sewadham Delhi
for education. Now he has returned after completing senior
secondary. He is doing graduation from Government College,
Baran. Apart from it, the number of students going to
schools has increased. Ten students are in senior secondary
and 5 in higher secondary. More than 50 women learnt
cutting-tailoring from our project and they are now helping
their families financially. The experiment of holding mass
yajnas in the locality also proved very fruitful in strengthening the feeling of social harmony. People appear ready to
help each other any time. A majority of people has left
addictions.

—Mahavir Prasad Sharma,
District Sewa Pramukh, Baran, Chittor Prant

Beyond expectations…
I associated myself with the Sewa Bharati about six years
back. Till then I did not know about any organisation
working for the downtrodden. I thought that all are selfish.
But here I found the people very caring and treating all equal.
I started a project. In the beginning I did not have the idea
that the project would bring any remarkable change in the
locality. When I deeply involved myself with the project a
confidence developed in me and I thought that I am working
with quite different people of the society. Self-confidence has
developed in me. The change in the locality has also boosted
the confidence of the people.

—Rajni Baghel,
Jadugar Basti, Ajmer Mahanagar,
Chittor Prant
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The influence of
Samskar Kendra
VAISHALI Nagar locality of Ajmer has 60 families of the
deprived section of the society. Most of them are Nat, Harijan
and washerman. Children earned money for the family by
beating drums and collecting garbage from the streets. About
seven years back the work of Sewa Bharati began here in
an open space. A person of this locality tried to close it down
by attacking the children and the teacher of the project. The
locals too did not intervene due to the fear of that person.
But the chief of the project Shri Ganpat Singh continued the
project despite opposition. Now the project has emerged as
the prime centre of imparting samskars. Gradually the local
people also started cooperating. The activities of the Samskar
Kendra like Vivekananda Sanskriti Gyan Pariksha, annual
functions, cultural activities, and health check up, etc.,
developed awareness among them. The children who once
used to abuse everyone now have become darling and pet
of everyone.

—Ramcharan Gupta, Sewa Bharati, Ajmer

Won the confidence of people
HARIOM Basti of Kota Mahanagar has about 350 families
belonging to mostly Mahavar, Mali, Harijan communities.
They are mostly labourers. The locality did not have any
awareness about education and about the women education
they were totally reluctant. The Christian missionary used to
run a project in the locality. About five years back the work
of the Sewa Bharati began in the locality with a Samskar
Kendra and health centre. Some activities for bringing
awareness among women and children were also undertaken.
Now the change in the whole locality is visible. The samskar
imparted to the children at the project successfully reached
their families and the awareness about girl-child education

has also increased substantially. It was because of the trust
of local people in the Sewa Bharati activists, the people sent
their girls to a two-days camp. Five children of the locality
who were not in a position to continue their education due
to poverty were also provided financial help.

—Girdhar Soni, Kota Mahanagar, Chittor Prant

Impact of continuous contact
A Bal Samskar Kendra was opened in Ambamata Basti of
Banswara in 1990. Over 90 percent people of the locality are
Harijan. It was very tough time for the workers to start a
project here. Nobody was ready to provide even the space.
Even the people did not offer seats to the workers when they
visited there. People had the mentality to draw any financial
benefit from us as they thought us the government-funded
organisation. When we got the forms of abandoning addiction filled by the youth, their elders got angry and asked
us who are we to stop their children taking alcohol. The
elders were already in the grip of addictions. Even a person
had been expelled from the locality for opposing the elders
on this issue. It discouraged us. But the workers continued
contact with the people of the locality. The samskars
imparted at the Samskar Kendra showed their impact and the
change among children forced the people to come to us.
They started inviting the Sewa Bharati workers in their family
functions. The people, who once did not offer us seat, now
expect suggestions even in their family affairs. All activities
of the project are also now conducted by the people of this
locality. The cutting-tailoring centre and Self-Help Groups
have infused the sense of self-reliance among women. Many
people have started their own work with the inspiration and
help of the Sewa Bharati.

—Krishan Chandra Chaubisa,
Ambamata Sewa Basti, Banswara, Rajasthan

Jammu & Kashmir

Sewa Bharati makes
me self-reliant
ALONG with my studies of 11th standard I wanted to learn
computer. I contacted two-three computer centers in Katara,
but due to their high fees, I thought that I would never be
able to learn computer. Then I came to know about the
computer training center run by Sewa Bharati where it is
taught free. Perusing my studies of 11th standard I successfully learnt computer from there. I have now completed 12th
standard. Apart from it I also learnt cutting-tailoring from
Sewadham Vaishno Tailoring Centre. I went to Katara from
my village, Karua, about 12 km from Katara, to learn computer.
It was only after coming here I got an opportunity to know
about our society and the country. I participated in the
Sewa Sadhana

centre’s all activities. My father has passed away and we
do not have any earning member in the family. I have a
brother but he too does not work. Meanwhile, Sewa Bharati
started training in making jute bag. My sister and I took the
training and now we earn more than Rs 3,000 per month.
Today, we both sisters are self-dependent. It has also
reduced the hardships of our mother. It all has happened due
the Sewa Bharati. Now there is Satsang Mandali and SelfHelp Group in our village also.

—Babali Devi,
Village Karua, Katara, Vaishno Devi

Harijan priest in the temple
SEWADHAM Shiv Mandir is a Sewa Basti of Katara. People
of all the communities perform puja in the temple without
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any discrimination. The temple began in January 1993. Since
then a Harijan youth, Sanjivan Bharati, has been assisting
the main priest in performing puja without seeking any
honorarium. In the absence of the main priest, he looks after
all the arrangements of puja. Since the beginning nobody
has raised any question against this system. On the occasion
of Shivratri when the annual function of the temple is
observed, all the arrangements of puja are done jointly by
the people of the Basti. The land for the temple has also
been provided by these people. This temple has emerged
as a beautiful place of social harmony.

—Pandit Ramesh Chandra,
Sewadham Shiv Mandir, Katara, Vaishno Devi

Conversion stopped in Valmiki Basti
THERE is a Sewa Basti in Jammu Mahanagar where mostly
the sweepers live. Some Christians were indulging in forceful
conversion in this locality. Now a temple of Lord Valmiki has
been constructed here with the help of the Sewa Bharati.
A computer training centre and Bal Samskar Kendra have
also been started. The monthly meeting of the Sewa Bharati
takes place in this locality itself. The workers have decided
that along with the monthly meeting there will also be the
programme of Sahabhoj every month and the meals would
come from the nearby Valmiki and Christian families of the
locality. The families, who bring meals, will also participate
in the Sahabhoj. After the recent meeting, 45 people came
with the meals and had it together. The event was welcomed
by all the people. As a result a family, which was being
persuaded for conversion by the Christians, could not be
converted.

—Anusuia Khosa,
President, Sewa Bharati, Jammu Mahanagar

Story of a terrorism victim
THE life of lakhs of families has been ruined due to terrorism
in Jammu & Kashmir. It deeply pains me when I think about
the condition and problems of those families. About 13 years
back when I was studying in seventh standard, I with my
family came to Katara from Barala village of Udhampur
district due to terrorism. We had to leave our all property
there. Doing as a farm labourer my father somehow run the
family. I completed 11th standard by doing part time work in
the fields. Meanwhile, I came to know about the Keshav
Institute of Information Technology, Katara. I went there with
some hesitation, but what I found there was beyond my
expectations—free training for one year and then a job. I
also received full help in my further studies in Jammu from
Sewa Bharati. The child, who was known till yesterday as
Bahadur, is today known as Bahadur Bhaiya. I easily earn
Rs 3,000 per month. The work, love, affection or regard that
Sewa Sadhana

I have received today is all because of the Sewa Bharati.

—Bahadur Singh,
Paindhal, Udhampur, Jammu

From a teacher at tailoring
center to a councillor
SEWA Bharati started its first cutting-tailoring project at
Katara near my house in Sewadham on January 29, 1993.
During the construction of the building we came in contact
with the Sewa Bharati activists Shri Madanji, Brahmswaroopji
and Ajayji. I have a problem in my leg since my birth. I
belong to a Harijan family. When I was contacted for a
teacher at the proposed cutting-tailoring centre, it developed
a ray of hope in my life. The financial condition of the family
was also not good. Father had passed away years back. My
education too was very low. And being a physically challenged I had lost my confidence. The Sewa Bharati workers
infused a sense of confidence in me. I have been teaching
tailoring at this centre since 1993. Girls come to our centre
from far distance villages. In our locality at least one girl
from each family has learnt cutting-tailoring from this centre.
Two years back when elections to the municipality were held
the people of the locality came to me requesting to contest
the election. I was not ready but due to pressure from the
activists I contested the election and also won. A physically
challenged, Harijan and once helpless girl, today raise the
problem of the city sitting in the Town Hall. This confidence
has developed due to the Sewa Bharati. My whole identity
today is due to the Sewa Bharati.

—Tara Devi,
Councillor, Katara, Vaishno Devi

A unique example of kinship
THREE girls from different villages came to learn cuttingtailoring at a Sewa Bharati centre. After learning tailoring
they all started separate Kendras in their respective villages.
They all met in the Sewa Bharati office. Once we went to
attend the wedding of one of those girls. She belonged to
a Harijan family. The other two girls, who were from Brahaman
families, had also come to attend the wedding ceremony. The
arrangement of food at the wedding had been done on floor
and the utensils had also to be cleaned by the family
members themselves. When the clean utensils fell short, both
the girls of Brahman families started cleaning the utensils
without any hesitation. People thought them members of that
family. It was due to the samskars they received at Sewa
Bharati Kendra that they did it and presented an example
of harmony. It was in fact the practical example of the
harmonious society that we dream.

—Ratan Singh Manhas, District Secretary,
Sewa Bharati, Katara, Vaishno Devi
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Developed self-confidence

Goraksh and Kashi Prant

I started a project in Bansforo Basti. About 60 families
belonging to Mehatar, Bansfor and Pasi live there. The Basti
was an example of extreme dirtiness. I started visiting the
Basti with a firm determination to bring about a change. In
the beginning I studied the living standard, way of behaviour
and daily routine of those people. Then I studied the routine
of the children and also their interest. I then started a
Samskar Kendra there. In the first month I influenced the
children by telling stories, jokes, songs, etc. Then I started
telling them to get up early in the morning, go for toilet,
brush the teeth, take a bath daily, comb and oil the hair, wear
clean clothes only and keep the house clean, etc. I also
requested their parents to help them following the instructions. Gradually the children who hardly used to have bath
in a month, started changing and coming clean. The parents
used to point out me their bad habits and I reformed them
in the Kendra. Gradually not only the children, but their
parents also changed. The elders of the Basti were found
drunkard after coming from the work and most of them used
to fight in the streets. Sometimes even the police had to
intervene. But now the consumption of liquor has reduced
substantially in the Basti and the people have become alert
to cleanliness. The children have also started going to the
school. The self-confidence has replaced the inferiority
complex.

—Kubernath, Nagar Sewa Pramukh,
Goraksh Nagar, Gorakhpur Mahanagar

Sewa Bharati is truly uniting
the society
A Samskar Kendra is being run by Sewa Bharati in our
locality for the last 12 years. On the occasion of
Rakshabandhan in 2006, some people belonging to high
society came to have meals at my house. Similarly we were
invited to have meals on the houses of those high society
people on the day of Makar Sankranti. After getting the
invitation we were first hesitant to go there, but on persuasion of Dr Kamalesh of Sewa Bharati we agreed. Shri
Ramashrya Prasad Gautam and I were sent to the house of
Dr Nagendra Pandey, Head of the Department of Astrology
in Dr Sampoornananda Sanskrit University. After the brief
introduction it was time of meals. We sat in the kitchen with
Guruji (Dr Nagendra Pandey). All were served food in the
plates. After having the meals, we tried to clean the plates
but Dr Nagendraji did not allow us to even take the plates.
We had never expected that we would have meals at the
house of such a revered Brahman with him. That meal won
our heart. In fact, the Sewa Bharati is truly uniting the society
while removing all differences of high and low.

—Mata Prasad Bharati,
Ambedkar Nagar, Kashi Mahanagar
Sewa Sadhana

Good people have started a
good work
SEWA Bharati runs a project in the southern side of our
Basti Durga Kund. But there was no project in my locality.
One day, Shri Dinesh Chandra Pandey of Sewa Bharati came
to me and requested to help in teaching the children.
Though, most of the people of our locality work as sweeper
in the municipality, there used to be mud and dirtiness due
to pigs in our side. It was the reason that nobody came to
our side. When Shri Dineshji proposed me to help in
teaching, it was a good opportunity for me. I provided space
at my house for the project. Now all the children of our
locality study there. Many people from outside also come
during the functions. Now I have provided my whole house
for the project. The good people have started the good work.
I will continue to help in this work.

—Ramesh Chand, Durgakunda Basti, Kashi

I had not expected
this much respect
ONE day before Makar Sankranti this year Dr Kamleshji came
to my residence and invited me to preside over a function
of the Sangh at Varanasi Municipal auditorium. In the
beginning I refused but after his repeated pressure I agreed.
But I told him that in the cold of January it was difficult
for me to come at 7 a.m. He said he would send a worker
to take me. The next day at 6.30 a.m. a worker came to my
residence and took me to the auditorium. The function was
to begin. I was sitting on the back seat. My name was called
to come at the dais, but I continued to sit at the back seat.
Then Shri Kamleshji came and took me to the dais along
with Sahsarkaryavah Shri Suresh Soni, renowned scholar Dr
D.P. Singh, director of NCL Dr Ramesh Kumar and Dr
Rajendra Agrawal, etc. After the introduction I was told to
speak something. I was unable to decide what to speak. I
just said that such functions should be held repeatedly. I
was taken for breakfast at the house of a worker. After the
breakfast I was then dropped at my residence. I had just
seen the work of Sewa Bharati in my locality. Such a respect
for an ordinary person like me was a new experience.

—Ramashrya Prasad Gautam,
Ambedkar Nagar, Gharib Basti, Varanasi

Sewa Bharati empowers me
SHRI Tamojit Dixit used to run a Kendra at the Shivpurva
Sewa Basti of Kashi Mahanagar. My house is near that
locality. He one day approached me to run a service centre.
I accepted the proposal due to financial attraction. After
sometime when my father-in-law came to know that I go to
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such a locality, they started crying and said that I was ruining
the reputation of the family. How can a bahu of Bhrahman
family go to such locality just for some rupees? Despite their
opposition I, with the help of my husband, continued to run
the project. After sometime I got a proposal to work in the
factory of Shri Somaniji who is a big businessman of sarees.
But the proposal of higher salary did not allow me to leave
the Kendra. I had developed affection with the children of
the project. I thought if I go there the project will be closed
down. Now with the help of the local people I am running
the project for the last eight years. The opposition from my
family has also declined. I have called my father-in-law to
hoist the flag on Independence Day and the Republic Day
and also in the Sahabhoj of Makar Sankranti.

—Shashikala Tewari,
Bal Samskar Kendra, Maduadeeh,
Kashi Mahanagar

Sewa defeats money power
PURSUING my studies of BA, I joined the Sewa Bharati. I
started a Samskar Kendra at the Nagawa Basti. The Kendra
continued to work properly. The Christian Missionary also
works there in the name of ‘Kiran’. They proposed me to
give Rs 2,000 more for the same work. But I refused their
proposal. I told them that you cannot desert me from this
work due to allurement of money, as I am not working for
money. I don’t know when such a feeling developed in me
while working with the Sewa Bharati. Now some Christian
children also come to our project.

—Jaiprakash Tewari, Nagawa, Kashi Mahanagar

Sewa Bharati shows me the path
I live in the Ambedkar Nagar Sewa Basti. I came in contact
with Sewa Bharati due to my participation in some of its
functions. Impressed with my help in the annual function,
the teacher of the project Shri Umesh Pandey told me to run
a separate project. My father had passed away and I was
sitting idle at home after completing graduation. After taking
permission from my mother I agreed to run the project. Today
I am running a computer training center, women literacy and
Bal Samskar Kendra for the last nine years. In the beginning
I had some problems as I was a Muslim but after proper
guidance from the Sewa Pramukh all problems were solved.
Today we feel part of the Sewa Bharati. It is due to the
cooperation of Sewa Bharati that I am a teacher at the
Saraswati Shishu Mandir. I have also received the first and
second year training of Rashtra Sevika Samiti. I go to temple,
observe fast and also have only vegetarian food. My mother
and I are only two members in our family. Sewa Bharati is
our patron. I have started three projects in different bastis.
I am also a worker of the Sewa Bharati Mahila Samiti.

—Neha Khan, Ambedkar Nagar, Kashi
Sewa Sadhana

West Bengal

The changing face of
Tea Garden
GAROPADA is a place surrounded by Tea Gardens under the
Alipurdwar district of West Bengal. Malaria, illiteracy and addiction
are regarded synonymous to these tea gardens. The Christian
Missionaries had developed much influence in this region taking
unfair advantage of all these problems and there have been incidents
of conversion also. The work of Malaria prevention had been
stopped by the administration citing financial reasons. The Sangh
swayamsevaks decided to do something. They sprayed kerosene
oil at the stagnant water instead of DDT. They also started
cleanliness drive. It reduced the impact of mosquitoes and influenced the labourers working in the tea gardens. The work that the
state government could not do was done successfully by the
swayamsevaks. After sometime the swayamsevaks conducted a
survey in the area and granted nets to the labourers as per their
requirements. The people were also encouraged to keep their houses
clean and drink only the boiled water. All these activities developed
a faith among laboruers to the Sangh and gradually they also started
responding to our anti-addiction drive. They also started sending
children to our free-coaching centers. It not only reduced the
influence of missionaries but a worker has come out for the Sangh
work from the tea gardens. Now whenever any Hindu worker goes
there they all loudly welcome him saying “Jai Shri Ram”.

—Gautam Sarkar, Uttar Bang Pant Sewa Pramukh

Facelift of a village
BHALAKI is a village under Vardhman district of Dakshin Bang
Prant. Over 90 per cent of the villagers are illiterate and below
the poverty line. The village is completely backward and people
do not have access to even two-time meals. The agriculture
production is very low as there is no arrangement to stop the
rainwater in the fields. Some youth of the village with the
inspiration of Shri Manik Chatterjee, manager at local branch of
rural bank, pledged to change this picture. Manikda is a swayamsevak
of Bolpur under Veerbhoomi district. He has done Ph.D. in rural
development. The Self-Help Group in Bhalaki village has 15 men
and 14 women. The villagers built cantor bandhs with the help
of shramdaan. The bandhs stopped the rain-water and people
started growing vegetables with the help of that stopped water.
More than one lakh trees were also planted in the village. Samskar
Kendra was started for children and the adults. Today the rural
bank has more than three lakh rupees collected with the contribution
of Rs 20 per month by the villagers. Now the villagers do not
need to ask money from anyone. With the inspiration of the good
work done in this village similar kind of work has been done in
20 other villages. It is due to the samskars got at the Samskar
Kendra that the Muslim families of the village also produce only
two children. Now 17 other villages have been adopted in the
Dakshin Bang Prant for such development.

—Sanat Basu Malik,
Dakshin Bang Prant Sewa Pramukh
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Swayamsevaks bring miraculous change among
Paradhis of Maharashtra

A dream coming true
By Ramesh Patange

I

T was August 8, 1995. The place was
Magarsangavi village of Usmanabad district
in Maharashtra. It is a tiny village about 3
km from the main road. A bakery project set up
by Bhatake Vimukta Vikas Parishad was to be
inaugurated here by the late Shri H.V. Seshadri.
Speaking at the inaugural function Shri Seshadri
said, “I can see a miracle here. The
swayamsevaks have taken a very good initiative to rehabilitate the people of the community
which women, due to stiff conventions, are not
regarded fit even to speak. Nobody ever tried
to realise their pains and sufferings. Before
bringing a positive change and to remove the
hardships of people, we need to first make our
heart and mind strong. Only then the change
is visible at the surface.”
The change, which Seshadriji was citing,
was really a miracle. Rather it should be described as the miracle of samarasata (harmony). Many people talk about caste-based
discrimination in Hindu society, but a very few
have practically realised it in their life. We also
talk about untouchability and deliver marathon
speeches against it. We describe it as a stigma
and say that it must be abolished forthwith.
Constitutionally too the untouchability has been
abolished and following it in public life has
been declared a punishable offence. But what
is the truth? Our whole society is still in the
grip of untouchability. The Paradhi community
of Maharashtra is a live example of it. The
people of this community are deemed unfit for
even any dialogue or contact. Neither they
have land nor any traditional profession. They
also do not have anybody’s patronage. Even
the Constitution of India has failed to provide
them any patronage. Even after about six decades of Independence, there is no registration

of their birth and death. They do not have any
ration card like other countrymen. Hunting
animals, which too has now been declared an
offence under the Law, for food is their traditional profession. The British in 1871 had passed
an Offender Caste Law and by bringing the
Paradhis under its purview they had declared
them culprits by birth.
A person can be black, white, fat, thin or
physically challenged by birth. But how can
one be a culprit or offender since birth? It is
an irony that the police still treat the Paradhis
as culprit by birth. This is the reason when
there is any minor or major crime, the police
come to Paradhis’ locality and take them to the
police station dragging like animals. They are
treated very inhumanly. The readers could feel
it an imagination. To know the truth they
should read the book, Paradhi, written by Shri
Girish Prabhune, an activist of Bhatake Vimukta
Vikas Parishad. One will realise the truth how
the police beat them, how the society neglects
them and how insensitive is the administration
towards them?

The
swayamsevaks
have set up
a project in
Magarsangavi
to
permanently
settle the
Paradhis. So
far about 50
families have
been settled
there. The
Bakery
project had
been set up
to provide
them
employment.

Children of Paradhi community presenting a patriotic activity at the Shivratri Mela
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Dignitaries at the Shivratri Snehmela organised by Bhatke Vimukta Vikas Parishad

The Sangh swayamsevaks have set up a
project in Magarsangavi to permanently settle
the Paradhis. So far about 50 families have been
settled there. The Bakery project had been set
up to provide them employment.
There is a tradition of performing the puja
of Satyanarayan Bhagwan before the beginning
of any auspicious work in Maharashtra. Both
husband and wife perform the puja together. On
the eve of the inaugural function the people of
the community were told about the tradition of
the puja. The activists asked them to decide the
names of the couples who would sit in the puja.
A person from the community stood in the
meeting and said, “Under our traditions a woman
does not have the right to perform puja. She
is regarded a sinner and she has no right to
conduct any religious rite.”
The activist said how could a woman be
sinner? Our goddesses are also women. The
process of persuading them for puja continued
for hours. Then a person stood up and said,
“It would be a sin to break the traditions started
by our ancestors. If somebody owns the sin of
breaking the tradition and agrees to pay a fine
of Rs 5,000 to the community Panchayat, both
husband and wife can sit in tomorrow’s puja.”
Hearing it Shri Girishji took no time and
immediately said, “I will own the sin on my head
and will also furnish the fine of Rs 5,000. It was
a unique incident of social harmony. Shri Girish
Prabhune is a Brahman by birth. But he owned
the sin of breaking the tradition of Paradhis. It

is an example how to act if we really want to
uplift the people of our society.
There has been wide and extensive discussion on castes. But nobody has time to discuss
the problems of wandering communities. Only
in Maharashtra there are about 47 such communities and their population is about 70-80
lakh. They are backward even beyond our
imagination. Complete ignorance about education, no contact with the rural or urban people
and fully in the grip of superstitions is their
identity. The work to bring them at par with rest
of the society is itself a very tough task.
The meaning of samarasta for these people
is not just preaching or delivering discourse.
The first meaning of samarasat for them is
providing houses and settle them at a place.
The second meaning is providing them employment so that they can live a respectful life and
also can come out from the “wildlife”. The third
meaning is bringing a complete change in the
attitude of village and urban people and develop a sense of duty in their heart. The fourth
meaning of samarasta for them is fundamental
change in the police and administrative system.
The administration must change its tendency
to treat the Paradhis as culprit and offender by
birth. The society also needs to stand with
them with a firm determination against any kind
of atrocities on them. Only then the meaning
of samarasta will be fruitful for them.

The real
meaning of
samarasta for
them is
fundamental
change in the
police and
administrative
system. The
administration
must change
its tendency
to treat the
Paradhis as
culprits and
offenders by
birth. The
society also
needs to
stand with
them with a
firm
determination
against any
kind of
atrocities on
them. Only
then the
meaning of
samarasta will
be fruitful for
them.

(The author is a senior journalist, writer and editor
of Marathi weekly, Vivek.)
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Hindu concept of sewa
By Shyam Parande

Charity in
Hinduism was
not as
organised as
we see in the
West. Yet,
social service
activities since
early ages
were a highly
decentralised
phenomenon.
It was
imbibed in the
Hindu tradition
through
customs and
practices, so
much so that
each and
every
household was
actively
involved in the
welfare of the
society as a
whole. Thus,
offering food,
clothing and
shelter to the
needy, the
visitors, the
pilgrims, was
a routine
practice.

C

HARITY was the most precious quality
that was preserved through the ages in
Hindu tradition. A society that was plundered and looted for umpteen times, and for
centuries like no other country or society had
been. And still, the society has withheld to its
tradition and culture. The society might have
lost some precious things, like the grand temples
and the antiques and the gold and the precious
stones, but still, it has not lost the core of it.
Once a poor poet approached a very famous poet and Hindi literary figure whom he
knew very well, for some financial assistance.
The help came as soon as he expressed himself.
The poor poet thanked the famous one saying,
“Look at the munificence, who is readily helping others day in and day out and still behaves
with the humility”. Mark the response of famous poet, “The perennial giver is someone
else, who gives day in and day out and without
a break. This is not my humility but the grace
of the Almighty”. This is the Hindu - Indian
tradition, which has lived through the ages and
centuries.
Charity has been the core of the Hindu
Philosophy, as it believes that the Almighty is
ubiquitous. And so Swami Vivekananda says:
“From Highest Brahman to the yonder worm,
And to the very minutest atom,
Everywhere is the same God, the All-Love,
Friend, offer mind, soul, body at their feet.
These are His manifold forms before thee.
Rejecting them, where seekest thou for God?
Who loves all beings without distinction,
He indeed is worshipping best his God.”
The perception of oneness is the mother
of charity. Vedanta recognises the oneness of
the universe, which the sages realised through
their experience. Vedantic approach is the existential one where one is not supposed to
become something or someone. One has to be
true himself. Unselfishness is the true nature
of a person. Love is only the dynamic aspect
of all-pervading unity of existence. However, it
Sewa Sadhana

is difficult for one to realise this until he tries
to practise this.
The great German Philosopher and author
of 19th century, Sir Arthur Schopenhauer says,
“In the whole world there is no study so
beneficial and so elevating as that of the
Upanishads. It has been the solace of my life—
it will be the solace of my death”.
Upanishads recommend two methods of
perceiving the oneness. One preaches that all
work is done only for one’s sake without any
reward or consideration or hope. The second
method is more suited to those with predominantly devotional temperament. Here all actions
are done for the sake of God. The results of
actions are offered to God. Through both the
methods, one discovers that they lead him to
the awareness of unity underlying the endless
diversity in the universe.
This expansion of consciousness removes
all the boundaries or barriers with the world
around. One discovers that one’s true self is not
different from the true self of everybody around.
The person serves or offers charity, out of
fullness of his heart, out of the absolute love
for the whole creation. Thus, Hindus believe
that charity is an act of holiness and it has its
origin in the perception of the unity of all
existence.
Hindus are not novice to the concept of
charity or social service. The concept of charity
can be found in the Vedas and I would like to
illustrate a few examples of charity then.
Yajurveda describes four kinds of men according to their actions. The first kind of action is
narrow one like stealing and killing - described
as aprashasta. The second type is described
as unselfish actions, like helping own family or
friends. The third is ‘good actions’ called
Shrestha karma - helping others in need, and
the very best form of action is shresthatama
karma - like digging wells - tanks, planting
trees, etc. - the action that will serve the seven
future generations. These are enjoined in the
Vedas and every human being was expected to
perform the Shrestha karma, and if possible the
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- shresthatama karma. Thus, even in the Vedic
period, actions approved in the society or
shastras, are commended for everybody to
practice whereas anti-people actions are condemned.
The very first verse of Isavasyopanishad
states that God permeates the whole universe.
There is nothing in the universe that we can
call our own. One is entitled to use only what
one needs, leaving the rest for the society.
“Isavaasyamidam Sarvam…”
Among the most famous sage, Maharshi
Vyasa, who composed the Mahabharata and
wrote the Bhagvad Gita, says, “Paropakaaray
punyah, paapay parpeedanam”. The essence
of the 18 Puranas can be put in brief as helping
others is noble while harming others attracts
sin. Down the ages, the famous poet saint
Tulsidas fittingly says “paraheet saris kaaj
nahee bhai, par-peeda sam nahi adhamayi”.
The best act in the world is serving others while
the worst is putting others to harm.
In practice, a famous anecdote is a saint
of medieval times, saint Naamdev ran after a
dog with a cup of ghee as the dog had taken
away a dry roti. The saint wanted to apply ghee
(purified butter) to the roti for the dog. I can
go on quoting extensively from the Hindu
scriptures that charity had been all through
encouraged. It has been stated that charity to
a main in this all-inclusive manner is the surest
means of realising divinity in everything, living
or non-living. The ideal of service is really the
ideal of attaining selflessness, of rising above
all self interest, of realising the all-comprehensive divinity, which is the true unity underlying
all existence.
Charity in Hinduism was not as organised
as we see in the West. Yet, social service
activities since early ages were a highly
decentralised phenomenon. It was imbibed in
the Hindu tradition through customs and practices, so much so that each and every household was actively involved in the welfare of the
society as a whole. Thus, offering food, clothing and shelter to the needy, the visitors, the
pilgrims, were a routine practice. The head of
the family, for instance, before taking lunch,
would go to the door of his house and loudly
inquire if someone was hungry or without food
and if so he was invited to share food in his
home.

The temples provided free food and shelter
to the needy pilgrims, the destitute and the
poor. A part of the state or local revenue was
kept aside for this purpose. Money and garments were periodically distributed to the poor.
Every family or social function, celebration, was
coupled with abundant charity, gifts in kind like cows, utensils, clothes - as well as cash.
Entire village was fed on occasions such as
marriage, death rituals/rites, etc. The tradition of
feeding poor still continues in many parts of the
country to this day. I visited a small town in
the southern state of Andhra Pradesh where I
witnessed a landholder feeding more than 500
people daily at the lunch. I was surprised when
the benefactor claimed that his family is following this practice since generations.
Each and every social service activity was
linked with concepts of punya, salvation and
the proportion of acquired salvation varied from
social service-action to action. It was the duty
of each head of the family to perform at least
the following four social benefit related actions:
viz.
(i) Plant and nurture at least one long surviving
fruit bearing tree.
(ii) To save at least one life in distress.
(iii) To support one student for his studies all
through his student life.
(iv)To generate at least one source of drinking
water.
Since all such actions were performed in
each and every household, poor or rich, the
need to establish special or specific institutions,
asylums or organisations, exclusively to take
care of the needy was not experienced. The
problem of rehabilitation never arose at all
because no person was ever thrown out of the
house or village. All the disabled, crippled,
blind, mentally retarded, aged-persons were
looked after either by the family or by community as a whole. Not only those persons were
loved but quite amongst them equated to incarnations of Gods and saints. For instance, a
blind person - as saint Soordas, an aged person
as Bhishma of the Mahabharat. They were
amply respected and supported by the society.
One significant advantage of such
decentralised charitable activities was the benefits of such services reached directly the
concerned or needy. No agent or medium of an
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Some youth,
who were
celebrating the
Republic Day
in some of
the major
towns and
villages in
quake-hit
districts,
escaped the
fury of the
nature as they
were in the
open ground
then. Everyone
was shaken to
the heart.
They were
witness to the
devastation.
They divided
themselves
into smaller
batches. Some
of them
stayed back in
their own
villages/towns
while others
were asked to
reach out to
other villages,
so that the
loss may be
anticipated,
and to remove
the debris and
pull out the
injured and
the dead.

institution was ever felt essential. This tradition
continued till the advent of the British period
and still continues in many parts of our country.
Of course, since last century, some of the
famous organisations like Arya Samaj,
Ramakrishna Mission, Bharat Sewashram Sangh,
Aurobindo Ashram and others have created
mighty charity organisations. The principal activities of such organisations consisted of
propagation and consolidation of religion, public
awakening through education, social reforms,
inculcation of samskars, serving the needy,
disabled, destitute etc., healthcare services and
rehabilitation of uprooted, out-castes, etc.
The workers they recruited were expected
to devote their entire life (by themselves forsaking all material and worldly pleasures) without expecting any returns - monetary or otherwise. It was an endeavour to enlist persons
of spotless character, willing to sacrifice, highly
knowledgeable in learning in order to guide and
reform the society.
These organisations have received immense
support from various nooks and corners of
society. They could successfully establish and
operate hundreds of schools, asylums, hospitals, mandirs, training institutes and the like
only through the social support. Several such
organisations are functioning even to this day.
The then existing elite and the rich classes of
the society strongly supported such movements. Lokmanya Balgangadhar Tilak,
Dr Bahasaheb Ambedkar, Mahatma Gandhi,
Dr K.B. Hedgewar, M.G. Ranade, G.G. Agarkar
are a few luminaries that come under this
category amongst several others.
These persons drew pointed attention to
anomalies in the social fabric and aimed at
social transformation at all levels. They fought
against ill practices, traditions and customs on
moral and ethical grounds. Amelioration of
physical and social sufferings was their main
aim. They fought against the traditional social
structures and social system. For instance they
fought against social injustice, inequalities,
casteism, untouchability, concentration of social powers and controls in a handful privileged
members of the society and uplift of all the
sections and groups of the society that fell
prey to all such evils. They launched various
activities and programmes in order to see that
Sewa Sadhana

all the oppressed and the underprivileged
classes of the society get equal social rights,
education, justice and the like.
It is quite significant to note that all these
social workers kept their cultural bonds intact.
They were patriots of the highest order and
suffered severe privations, opposition and
oppressions from the Government as well as
from a few sections of the society. They suffered imprisonment, poverty and various types
of tortures. Lokmanya Tilak, Mahatma Gandhi,
Dr Ambedkar and Dr Hedgewar’s work and
thoughts or philosophies have now reached all
over the world. Various institutions and
organisations are currently involved in the
propagation of their idealism and philosophy.
But it is a good sign that social thinkers
have now started realising that the entire structure of social work in India should be restructured on the basis of our culture and traditions.
Take for instance the concept of “community
based rehabilitation” of all types of the disabled persons. This concept has immediately
caught the mind of our social scientists, it
being very consistent with our socio-culturalethos. The social cost of institution-basedrehabilitation far too much out-weighs all the
benefits accruing out of institutional type of
rehabilitation.
I would like to briefly elaborate a recent
experience here. While the whole Indian nation
was celebrating the Republic Day in 2001, a
devastating earthquake wrecked some districts
of the state of Gujarat. The devastation was so
complete that the news of the devastation
would not reach the outside world for quite
some time. Huge buildings collapsed like placards. All the communications ceased to work.
Thousands were killed and more were injured.
It was untold misery and unfathomable human
loss. Everyone over there was aghast.
However, some youth, who were celebrating the Republic Day in some of the major
towns and villages in quake-hit districts, escaped the fury of the nature as they were in
the open ground then. Everyone was shaken
to the heart. They were witness to the devastation. They divided themselves into smaller
batches. Some of them stayed back in their own
villages/towns while others were asked to reach
out to other villages, so that the loss may be
anticipated, and to remove the debris and pull
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out the injured and the dead. To provide them
the most essential succour. The locals obstructed the youth while entering villages,
saying, do not enter as more devastation might
strike. However, the urge was so strong, and
that too from the bottom of the heart, that they
reached out the houses and started the relief,
others followed suit.
My pertinent question to the youth when
I visited the site a week after the devastation
was, “What inspired you guys to reach out to
others while your own relations, kith-n-kin,
were hurt and injured? Your own houses had
collapsed?” There were many who were weeping and crying and shouting for help! There
were many who were shocked dumb, and many
who did not know what to do! But the youth
acted on their own without anybody guiding
them.
Had the urge to serve or help others been
shallow, they would not have ventured out to
help others. They would have engaged themselves in helping their own families who were
part of the devastation. The motivation, the
inspiration, certainly, does not occur because
of the 50 years of Independence from the yoke
of the colonial power. The inspiration runs
somewhere deep down through the cultural
roots, through the tradition of charity.
This is not an example in isolation. As
crisis or disaster management, our volunteers
reached out to people in a big way after the
Latur (Maharashtra) and Uttarkashi
(Uttarakhand) earthquake (1993), Andhra
Pradesh cyclone (1996), Jabalpur earthquake
(1997), Kandla cyclone (1998). What they have
done so far has already become a legend.
However, it is not only the disaster or
crisis, when this volunteer force acts. Charity
has become their daily custom. We have more
than 450 associated charitable organisations
working with us. As many as 33,386 small and
big social service projects are being run by
these volunteers at 21,440 places. Education,
health, social development, economic development, and disaster management are the five
areas identified for providing succour to the
needy. These are aimed at building up a selfreliant and integrated society.
There are too many activities to be named.
But I would list a few like free hostels for the
tribal and scheduled caste students, vocational
and technical training centers, free coaching

classes for slum children, blood and eye donation camps, health care activities, bringing
nomadic tribes like Paradhis - a criminal tribe
of Maharashtra - into the mainstream, promotion of cottage industries, income generation
programmes for women, protection of village
forests, and many more.
All these projects have not left any class
in India untouched. Everybody has a role to
play whether it is the beneficiary or the benefactor. For most of these thousands of projects,
we do not depend on any government agency
or foreign fund. Either for finance or for human
resources, Hindu society provides all that is
needed to run these efficiently and effectively.
More than hundred and fifty thousand
volunteers are involved in these activities. It
will not be exaggeration, if I claim that 90 per
cent amongst this huge workforce are voluntary. Most of them carry on with their personal
profession all the day and in the evening or
some convenient time, devote a few hours
everyday for the society. There are teachers,
students, businessmen, government employees, engineers, doctors, legal practitioners, and
people of all the possible professions, involved
in these activities. They do not charge anything for their services.
There is another class emerging now that
is known as vaanprasthi - the people who have
retired from their services and still have energy
enough to serve the society. They claim that
they are retired but not ‘tired’ and thus devote
full time for the social service. Vaanprasthi has
a sanction in Hindu tradition as everybody
who has fulfilled has family commitment is
expected to serve the society.
Then there is another very important aspect and that is - Pracharak or Jeevan Vrati
- educated youth devoting the prime of their
youth for the welfare of the society and without any reward or return. Thus, the organizations spend very little on the establishment and
more funds reach the beneficiary. Modesty and
simplicity are the key to low budget, cost
effective, efficient working social service
projects. The growth is very rapid being replicable and can be operated anywhere and in
any circumstances.
(Based on the paper presented by the author at
Diaconate of Religions, 29th German Evangelic
Church Congress, Frankfurt, Germany on June 16,,
2001)
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Top of the world—The spectacular scenery of Tanzania

Sewa reaching
new heights
By Vipul Ladwa

S

INISTER, jagged shaped volcano
dominated Tanzania’s north-east
sky line. Climbing Mount
Kilimanjaro was undertaken as a Sewa
International project, where 23 people
from all walks of life, took on the
challenge. The group included doctors,
accountants, students and people from
other walks of life, between the ages of
16 and 58. Acclimatising to the African
surroundings on a safari the week before,
the trek took place between the 13th
and 18th July 2006. Attempting to overcome the language barrier by learning
a few common words in Swahili seemed
pointless at the time but later came to
be of great use, stretches out to be 24
miles wide and 49 miles long; consisting
of three peaks; Shira, Mawenzi and
Kibo. The aim was to climb the Uhuru
peak—highest of the mountain standing tall at 19,335 feet. The Uhuru peak
pierced through and beyond the thick
sheet of clouds in the sky, and is hence,

popularly known as the ‘Roof of Africa’. Kilimanjaro is one of the tallest
freestanding mountains in the world. Its
mass rises 4,800 metres above a rolling
plain that averages 1,000 metres above
sea level.
After reaching a height thought to
be 5,900 metres during its last major
eruption 360,000 years ago, Kibo has
been eroded by glaciers, rivers and
landslides to its present height. Thus,
19,335 feet (5895m) to climb in a period
of less than four days was a challenge
to say the least. “… most incredible
experience of my life. It was about so
much more than reaching the top. To
meet 22 relative strangers and make
such a journey together for a common
cause was inspiring,” says the President of the National Hindu Students
Forum (UK), Vibhuti Patel. Arriving in
Nairobi and taking the transition flight
to Kalimanjaro, the view of the mountain through the aeroplane window was
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one not to be missed; calling it breathtaking would simply be an understatement. It was only when we saw
Kilimanjaro from such a height that we
all realised the magnitude from such a
height that will all realised the magnitude of climbing one of the tallest free
standing mountains in the world. It was
one thing agreeing to take on the challenge 8 months prior, but it was certainly something else carrying it out!
But the frame of selfless service-which
is what sewa is all about-was instilled
in everyone’s minds’ and acted as the
common goal, which we all fed off to
carry out the task. Climbing Kilimanjaro,
Rakshaben Kukadia, aged 51, a management consultant and life coach, kept a
day-to-day diary of the personal experiences and challenges she encountered
whilst on the trek. Below is the account
of her decision to bravely go back to
the 3rd base in the face of the daunting
task:
“Day 5. Monday. 17th July. Final
ascent at midnight. The guides walked
in front and by our sides. Started very
slowly as we climbed higher, the temperature dropped to 20 degrees and the
breathing became more and more
laboured. I was walking very slowly and
my steps were really small. I was stopping more often now to take in deep
breaths. My headache began and gradually increased in intensity. When I was
about 500m from the Gillman’s point, the
headache became severe, it was blinding and I was finding it difficult to see
and concentrate. I thought of all the
people who backed me and in particular
the friends whose voices I could hear
cheering me on. As the headache become too severe, I prayed to God for
more energy to keep me going. Then
the nausea began. This was a clear-cut
sign of altitude sickness. I had two
choices: 1) to go down now or 2) to
continue climbing and die. So guess
what! I took the easy road this time and
asked the guide to take me down. We
gave our best.”
Fifteen people made it to the official highest point at 5,681m and one
person to Uhuru peak - fittingly it was
the Treasurer of Sewa International,
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A new direction
to sewa

N September 2004, I came to
the USA, for my graduate studies in the Computer Science
and Engineering Department at
the University of Washington,
Seattle. During my graduate studies I was an active member of
‘Hindu YUVA’, the youth project
of the Hindu Swayamsevak Sangh.
As a Swayamsevak, I had the
opportunity to learn about the
Hindu Culture, the great heroes it
had produced and the values it
stands for. This was a very inspiring experience and it motivated
me to think about the society at
large. I completed my Masters in
March 2006 and after my graduation I was offered a job at
Amazon.com as a Software Development Engineer. While on one
hand I was very happy to have
a job offer, on the other hand I
felt that instead of going through
the routine career path, I should
try something different.
During this transitional period of my life, I felt that I should
take time off before I joined
Amazon.com and devote it for
volunteer work. I came across

Natubhai Faldu. On reading most of
the dairies written by the trekkers
one thing that showed through
everyone’s account was the resoluteness that each person had instilled in their minds to get to the
top, and it was this unwavering
determination that got all 23 of us
to the third base camp at least,
standing at 15,430 feet. Patel, 43
writes: “From being a couch potato
with a bad back to climbing
Kilimanjaro and raising money for
Sewa was an incredible sense of
personal achievement and to do
this with a fantastic group of friends

opportunities with Sewa International
through some personal contacts and
I immediately got in touch with the
volunteers. My idea was very much
appreciated and keeping my background in mind I was assigned a
project in the University of Suriname.
Suriname is a small country in South
America located at its North Eastern
Coast. I was very excited about the
idea of going to Suriname as it would
expose me to a totally new culture
about which I wanted to know more
about.
From April 15th 2006 to May 20th
2006, I volunteered as a fellow of
Sewa International in Suriname. My
focus in the University of Suriname
was to increase awareness about the
modern aspects of Information and
Communications technology among
the faculty and students. To achieve
this end, I conducted workshops and
delivered lectures in the University.
The students and faculty members
who attended these lectures and
workshops showed a lot of interest
and felt that they learnt a lot. In this
aspect, I was very successful in generating interest in IT among the stu(Shobhit Mathur)
dents.

was the icing on the cake.” The
amount raised for Sewa International
was to fund sustainable development
projects in East Africa, including education projects for orphaned children,
and reforestation of land affected by
the recent drought. Altitude sickness,
muscle fatigue and dramatic temperature changes, conditions for ascending the mountain were difficult. However, the group faced these challenges
admirably, with an overwhelming sense
of togetherness.
(The author, 19, is the president of the
Hindu Students Forum at Leicester University)
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Sewa International
Australia in action
SEWA International here in Sydney, apart from
promoting various educational based projects in
India and else where, also promotes other projects.
Under a SEWA Australia’s initiative, since 2002
children in tribal areas of India are given a pack
of sweets, a box of crackers and new clothes for
Deepavali through “Light up a Childs Deepavali”
programme. Last year, money was sent for about
1,000 children under this programme.
Sewa International (Australia) Inc. also promotes many projects in Australia. This includes
donating to Westmead Children’s Hospital,
organising blood donation camps, promoting marrow registration in association with Australian
Red Cross, organising tree plantations, etc.
Sewa International, in association with
‘Liverpool City Council’ and ‘Streamwatch’ (part
of Sydney Water), has taken up another project
to promote environmental education among children. About, twelve children from various local
schools studying in year 2-6 are involved at this
stage. The programme involves testing of Georges
River at Liverpool Weir, on monthly basis under
the supervision of their parents. The group has
been given a “science kit” costing about $1000
by Streamwatch. The kit helps kids in testing
various properties of water and also identifies
various living organisms in water. This will help
them to conclude whether the water is polluted
or otherwise. The test results are directly logged
on to the ‘web page’ created for us. Any major
deviations from the ‘normal-range’ would have
to be reported to Liverpool Council and also
Stream watch. Thus, our children not only are
learning about science, environment, usage of
various scientific apparatus, but are also helping
the community by monitoring the water.
SEWA volunteers have been participating in
Clean up Australia Day programmes since the
year 2000. On 1st Sunday of March every year,
SEWA actively coordinates the ‘Clean- up Australia’ in many suburbs of Sydney and promotes
this annual event to bring about awareness of
keeping the environment clean. For the sixth
consecutive year, Sewa International promoted
Clean-up Australia Day on Sunday the 5th
March 2006, at Liverpool, Glenfield and
Glenwood in NSW. A total of about 70 volunteers participated in all including children and
senior citizens. Sewa International has thus been
able to demonstrate its commitment to working
in various community activities. More information about Sewa Australia can be found under
www.sewainternational.org.au
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Massive flood relief operation in
Surat by swayamsevaks
SahSarkaryavah
Shri
Bhaiyaji
Joshi with
the
swayamsevaks
engaged in
relief
distribution
in Surat

U

NPRECEDENTED flood situation
arose in Surat (Gujarat) last year
due to incessant rains and subsequent lifting of floodgates to release
the accumulated water in the dam. More
than 600 swayamsevaks of Surat and
surrounding areas were engaged round
the clock to rescue the flood-affected
people. The flood claimed the lives of
hundreds of people, thousands of cattle
and damaged property worth crores. It
also adversely affected the whole business of the city.
The Sangh swayamsevaks immediately plunged into relief work. Relief
material was collected at Karnavati and
other places in the state and sent to
Surat along with some activists as per
the requirement. Relief centers were
opened at 4 places in Surat.
Swayamsevaks walked in neck-deep
waters, swam across the swirling floodwaters and tied ropes across buildings
in several lanes and thus reached out
to the flood-affected people and evacuated them to safety. Relief material in
the form of 80,000 food packets, 4,500
milk packets and 1,10,000 water pouches
was made available to the flood-victims. 4,500 Kg. of Sukhdi, 5,500 Kg. of

snacks, 6,000 packets of biscuits, 2,000
Kg. of Puris, 900 packets of candles,
600 packets of matchboxes, 165 ropes,
etc., were sent from Karnavati. About
1,250 swayamsevaks from Surat and
shakhas around actively participated in
this relief activity.
As soon as floodwaters started
receding on August 11, more than 3,000
activists arrived Surat from Navsari,
Olpad, Bharuch, Ankleswar, etc. and
plunged immediately into the city cleaning and hygiene activity and medical
aid to about 2,000 diseased. Doctors
from the medical trusts run by
swayamsevaks at various places in the
state converged at Surat on August 12
and started 22 health centers that
served over 4000 flood-affected families. Over 500 activists from various
places in Gujarat worked from August
15 to 20 everyday in the activities of
health and hygiene and in providing
the packets containing household material for one month to the affected
families of weaker sections.
In Ahmedabad, collecting and packaging of relief material was carried out
at 55 centres and swayamsevaks of the
entire city were engaged in the collec-
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Bhaiyaji Joshi, visited
the flood-hit Surat on
August 14 to have firsthand information of the
relief activities being
carried out by the
Sangh swayamsevaks.
He said the
swayamsevaks started
relief activities on
August 8 despite the
fact that some of their
houses had submerged
in flood-water.
tion and preparations of the relief
material. Local people too responded
generously to help the flood-affected
people.
Meanwhile, RSS Sahsarkaryavah
Shri Sureshrao Joshi, who is popularly
known as Bhaiyaji Joshi, visited the
flood-hit Surat on August 14 to have
first-hand information of the relief activities being carried out by the
swayamsevaks.
He
said
the
swayamsevaks started relief activities
on August 8 despite the fact that some
of their houses had submerged in floodwater. They provided shelter to 200
families at Dr Ambedkar Vanvasi Trust
run by Dr Hedgewar Sewa Samiti. He
said on August 9 they provided meals
to the victims. He said the
swayamsevaks were first among the
government agencies and NGOs to
reach the societies of Dandi Road in
Rander region and distributed relief
material with the help of a tractor.
Bhaiyaji visited Varacha, Amaroli, Ved
Road, Katar village, Bhagan Chowk,
Adajan, etc. After August 15, at least
500 swayamsevaks from different parts
of Gujarat had been reaching Surat with
insecticides and pesticides.
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Havoc of flood in Maharashtra, Rajasthan, Orissa and Andhra

Ready for Selfless Service

J

ULY 25, 26 and 27 last year saw unprecedented torrential rains that led to a devastating flood in Mumbai, the business
capital of the country. Lakhs of citizens both
poor and affluent were equally affected by the
floods and more than 300 fell victims to the
rains or diseases that followed. The floods put
this ever-busy city out of gear for a week after
the floods. The flood also caused havoc in
some other parts of Maharashtra.
The volunteers of Jan Kalyan Samiti, an
outfit of RSS, were first to reach the flooded
areas. They set up 22 relief centres in Mumbai
and 38 places in other parts of Maharashtra.
These centres supplied essential materials like
drinking water, food packets, food grain packets, fruits, biscuit, bread, milk packets, clothes,
mats, plastic sheets, utensils and medicines to
the flood victims round the clock for more than
two weeks. About 76 badly-hit localities of
Mumbai and 135 localities in other parts of
Maharashtra received these essential items and
about 1,50,000 people in total were provided
relief. A total of 4,000 swayamsevaks were
engaged in the relief operation. Sixty round-theclock relief centers were opened. In the remote
areas they reached in 310 flooded villages. The
swayamsevaks also removed 70 tonne garbage
from the affected areas and cremated six unclaimed dead bodies.
In Nanded, the people from four localities
(Gangachawl, Degavchawl, Nallagutta and
Golchawl) were shifted in government schools
during the floods and the Jankalyan Samiti
workers supplied water and food packets to
them. All these localities were cleaned after
receding of water and disinfected with DDT
and other disinfectants. Health camp was
organised. The workers also conducted survey
of the flood-affected areas.
In Kolhapur, the Shirol tehsil was the worst
affected. Medical camps were organised in 21
villages. The workers started two mobile medical vans. Essential things like utensils, clothes,
chaddars, etc., were also supplied on priority

Swayamsevaks with relief material for the flood victims of Maharashtra

basis. In kolhapur city also a free heath
camp was organised.

Poorva Andhra
At the mid night of August 4 last year
floodwaters swirled in full spate in Godavari
and Sabari rivers together, playing havoc
in Kunavaram, Vararamachandrapuram,
Kukkunur, Belurpadu and Burgumpahad
Mandals of Khammam district; and
Mummidivaram, Inavalli and Katrenikona
Mandals in East Godavari district. Around
100 villages got inundated and badly hit
by the awful flood.
Swayamsevaks and other activists of
Seva Bharati, Bharatiya Kisan Sangh and
Bharat Vikas Parishad plunged into the
relief activities immediately. Arrangements
were made to shift flood-affected people
and provide them shelter. The activists
moved about in floodwaters in countrymade boats for 3 days to reach the floodaffected people and to provide relief material. The relief material included 25-quintal rice, 2-quintal pulses, 5,000 packets
each of rice and milk, 10,000 pouches of
drinking water and 6,000 pieces of bread.
A relief camp was run for 2,000 floodaffected people. The medical team also
attended 1,600 patients. In terms of long-
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figure about 76 people were killed in the flood.

Rajasthan

Swayamsevaks carrying relief material for the flood victims of Maharashtra

A total of
4000
swayamsevaks
engaged in
relief
operations in
Maharashtra.
Sixty roundthe-clock relief
centers were
opened. In the
remote areas
they reached
in 310 flooded
villages. After
flood the
swayamsevaks
also removed
70 tonne
garbage from
the affectedareas and
cremated six
unclaimed
dead bodies.

term rehabilitation, the activists extended support to the affected people by way of providing
cloths, kit of household materials, school kit,
etc; helping in hut-house construction and
running general and veterinary health centers,
etc.

Orissa
The flood in Orissa affected more than 25
lakh people. The RSS associated Utkal Bipanna
Sahayata Samiti (UBSS) was in the forefront of
serving the affected people. The UBSS started
relief work with 10 ambulances, doctors, trained
paramedical staff and sufficient medicines in six
worst hit flood-affected districts. Subsequently
four more ambulances were added. Working
round the clock, the UBSS team of doctors
treated people in remote areas where government machinery failed to reach. A medical team
served more than 200 patients a day. The UBSS
team from remote part of Kanas block in Puri
district carried a pregnant lady with labour pain
in a boat and subsequently in an ambulance
to a hospital. Though the new-born child could
not survive, the life of the mother was saved.
A total of 27 health centres worked round the
clock manning relief and other service activities.
Dry food, cooked food, baby food and
other daily essentials were supplied in the
interior and severe-affected pockets. Over 23.3
lakh people in 12 districts were seriously affected with the flood. The flood in the state was
the fifth in just last year. According to official
Sewa Sadhana

Traditionally the western region of
Rajasthan is the most drought-affected desert
area of the country. People of this region have
to work hard for arranging drinking water everyday. But last year this region was under
heavy flood due to heavy rains. The Rohali
river, which originates from Jaisalmer, along
with the Nimbala river caused havoc in the
region. The flood adversely affected about 40
villages in the 100 km belt. The flood started
destruction in the night of August 21. Seeing
the situation going out of control, a team of
swayamsevaks under the leadership of Shri
Gopal Chaudhari, Karyavah of Bayatu tehsil,
started relief activities immediately. This team
provided food packets to 1,500 people who had
taken shelter at islands of sand. Seeing the
alertness of the swayamsevaks, the local administration also swung into action and started
relief operation. The District Collector sought
the help of army, air force and navy to rescue
the people trapped in the flood. Shri Nimbaram,
Vibhag Pracharak of Barmer, provided 800 food
packets to victims with the help of the army.
According to Shri Pukhraj Gupta, Zila
Sanghachalak of Barmer, the swayamsevaks set
up four relief centres at Barmer, Shiv, Bayatu
and Gadara, In the initial days the swayamsevaks
had provided 15,000 food packets, 1,000 canvas
sheets, 3,000 blankets, clothes, utensils, water
pouches and food material including gur, gram,
tea, sugar, salt, chilly, turmeric, flour, rice, edible
oil, milk powder, candles, matchboxes, etc. Sewa
Bharati and Seema Jan Kalyan Samiti workers
also extended help in the relief activities. The
swayamsevaks also provided food to the flood
victims with the help of ropes.
The diver swayamsevaks also helped the
army in finding the dead bodies from the water
and performed their last rites. Though, several
other social organisations also came with relief
material but they could not reach beyond the
villages situated on the road. The flood completely damaged both pucca and kuchcha
houses. About three lakh people were affected
by the flood. More than one lakh cattle were
died. About 150 dead bodies were traced and
it was apprehended that more dead bodies
could be in the water.
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